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Blue Bonnet Troop Girl Scouts
No. 3 held demonstration and Court
cf Hcnor Monday night at the Uni
versalist vestry with a number of
parents and friends in attendance.
Demonstration was in the Home
making health and safety fields with
individual demonstrations by each
Patrol. The girls were fortunate
in having present Miss Margaret
Kneeland of the Junior Home Eco
nomics department, who was assist
ed bv Miss Arey. a student teacher,
in giving a most interesting demon
stration of the correct way to set a
table and serving both with and
St. George Man Is Candidate without a maid. Miss Kneeland was
For Representative—Has very kind in answering questions
| which the guests as well as the
Long Been Active
scouts were free to ask. Both Miss
Albert J Rawley of Tenants Har Kneeland and Miss Arey were pre
bor today announces his candidacy sented with a gift of appreciation
for the Republican nomination in by members of the troop.
Aimee Karl and Faith Long acted
as color bearers for the ceremonies
and Dorothy Trask and Mary Perry
were assistants to Captain TraskEvelyn Peaslee was accompanist for
the entire program.
Those receiving merit badges at
the Court of Honor were; Tenderloot pins, Audrey Colson, Patricia
Adams, Dorothy Quinn, Priscilla
Clark. Ida Reams, and Marjorie
Robinson; second class awards to
Janet Smith and Charlotte Cowan;
Troop scribe, Aimee Karl; ex-pa- ;
Albert J. Rawley
trol leader and My Troop to Dorothy
Trask; Housekeeper. Junior Citi- i
the representative class comprising
and ex.patroi Leader, Mary '
St Oeorge. North Haven. Vinal Perry; Troop Treasurer, Reader,
haven. Isle au Haut. Matinicus and World Knowledge, My Troop and
Criehaven He believes the nom Housekeeper, to Barbara Boardination this year should go to S’. man.
George, and says he is receiving
Troop identification emblems
strong support along those lines.
were given to Dorothy Quinn, Aud
Mr. Rawley is a contractor and rey Colson, Patricia Adams, Barbara
builder and for the past 13 years Koster, Marjorie Robinson, Irene
has made a reputation as a success Anderson. Betsy Cooper, Mary Ross,
ful road builder. He has served his Nathalie Post, Ida Reams, Helen
town as road commissioner, select Paul and Diane Cameron.
man. tax collector, and member of
Seme excellent handwork done by
the school board. He was a fish the girls was on display. Special ;
warden 12 years.
mention should be made of the ex- |
He represented his class in the cellent knitted work done by Emma
Legislature of 1929 and served on Lou Peaslee; the needlepoint done ,
the Sea and Shore Fisheries com- by Patricia Perry and the wild
mittee He served on the Republl- ‘flower collection displayed by Janet
Smith. Dorothy Trask and Mary
I can county committee 16 years.
j Perry led the troop in singing and
I taps were played by Dennis Trask
HAMLIN'S APPEAL
j Other scouts attending who were
As Past State Commander of the not already mentioned were: Joan
IVF.W. I would like to ask that all Hunt, Corinne Smith, and Joan
persons purchase tickets for the Horne, who had a part in the dem
Madeline & Flora dance to be given onstration of safety in bicycling and
Feb. 8 in Rockland. The entire Safety In the Home.
proceeds of this benefit dance will
-----------------be turned over to the families of
News was received here yester| the crew of the ill fated ship. Tick- day of the sudden death of Carl A ]
ets can be secured from Commander Blackington, formerly of this city, j
Lawrence Hamlin, Albert J. Brick- a member cf the Kennebec Bar Asley or any member of the Huntley- sociaticn practicing law in WaterHill P06t.
Oliver Hamlin • ville. The funeral services will be
------------------held in the Waterville Baptist
Fred Collamore enters Knox Hos- Church Sunday afternoon at 2.30.
pital today for surgical treatment. Obituary deferred.

BENEFIT SHOW
JUNIOR DRUM CORPS UNIFORMS

KEN MacKENZIE
And Hi* WGAN Radio Entertainers
SIX RADIO STARS ON THE STAGE
PLUS BIG AMATEUR CONTEST

COMMUNITY BUILDING
FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 2
EVENING. 8 P. M., 15c, 2ac, 35c
12*14

Help the Infantile Paralysis Campaign!
ATTEND THE

PRESIDENTS BIRTHDAY BALL
COMMUNITY BUILDING
TUESDAY, JANUARY 30
Dancing 9.00 to 1.00

Music by HAL’S TIN RHYTHMAIRES
DOOR PRIZE. ONl-HALF TON OF COAL
* * * *

SPECIAL ATTRACTION

j- BEANO

s

20 GAMES FOR B5 CENTS

With the Finest Prizes Ever Offered In Rockland
Contributed By—
M. B. & C. O. PERRY
A. P. BLAISDELL
ROCKLAND FUEL CO.
PERRY'S MARKETS
BURPEE FURNITURE CO.
CORNER DRUG STORE
J. F. GREGORY & SON
J. A. JAMESON CO.
A. & P. FOOD STORES
NAUM & ADAMS
SENTER CRANE CO.
BLACK a GAY
ST. CLAIR & ALLEN

THREE CENTS A COPY

Volume 95.................... Number 12.

[EDITORIAL]
HAWAII’S FORTIETH ANNIVERSARY

Blue Bonnet Troop, Girl
Scouts, Held Splendid
Meeting

Subscriptions $3 00 per year payable
In advance; single copies three cents.
Advertising rates based upon circula
tion and very reasonable
NEWSPAPER HISTORY
The Rockland Oazette was established
In 1846 In 1874 the Courier was estab
Ibhed and consolldat d with the Ga
zette In 1882 The Free Press was es
tablish d In 1835 and tn 1891 changed
its name to the Tribune These paper;
. msolldated March 17. 1897

MATINEE, 4 P. M„ 10c, 25c
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IIOL’SH (SHERMAN, INC.
H. H. CRIE
MAINE STATE PRISON
JOHN BIRD CO.
ROCKLAND WHOLESALE

GROCERY CO.
INDEPENDENT WHOLESALE
GROCERY CO.
FIREPROOF GARAGE
ROCKLAND GARAGE CO.
TEXACO FILLING STATION
HOPKINS GARAGE, INC.
SEA VIEW GARAGE
SWIFT a CO.

CENTRAL MAINE POWER CO. ARMOUR a CO.

Mrs. Vera Studley Wilcox, formerly of Rockland, has our
thanks for the New Year’s edition of the Honolulu Star Bul
letin, edited at one time by a former Rockland newspaper man,
the late Wallace R. Farrington. It was devoted to the 40th
anniversary of the Territory of Hawaii, and is a paper which
would do credit to any metropolis in the United States. A
fertile field to draw from, one must conclude after scanning
the handsomely illustrated edition, and taking account of stock
of the commercial, industrial and agricultural wealth of the
Islands. Here in the States we are inclined to think of
Hawaii in terms of pineapples, bathing beaches and leis (not
lies), and it is quite an amazing revelation that the Star-Bul
letin’s wonderful edition sets forth. The annexation of
Hawaii to the United States was symbolized Aug. 12,1898, when
the Hawaiian flag was lowered on Iolani Palace, and the Stars
and Stripes "rose proudly in the tradewinds.” Step by step,
the transition from the Republic of Hawaii (which had suc
ceeded the monarchy with the Provisional Government as a
brief bridge between I to the Territory of Hawaii was accom
plished. In 1900, 40 years ago, territorial government was
thoroughly organized and operating. The Star-Bulletin says:
"The New Year on which Hawaii today enters brings respon
sibilities that are as inescapable as those which the citizens of
Hawaii faced in 1893—when they overthrew the monarchy for
•perfectly good reasons; as those which the citizens faced in
1898, when they helped raise the American flag at Iolani
palace; as those which the citizens faced in 1900, when they
set up territorial government and undertook to operate it on
American lines. Hawaii's place in national and international
affairs has immensely broadened.
"Today what was a rather remote island monarchy has
become a populous American commonwealth on the highways
of world affairs and world trade. Now, as then, there is a
clear call and a great opportunity for men and women who
can see through the petty disputes and factional quarrels of
the present to the shining goal of the greater Hawaii in the
future.”
0-----------0---------- O

STILL OPPOSE THIRD TERM
In spite of the stampede which government officials are
making to keep President (Roosevelt In office 12 years, the
survey made by the American Institute of Public Opinion
shows that 54 percent of the voters would still vote against
Roosevelt if he sought a third term "If the Republicans
picked an unpopular candidate and conducted a blundering
campaign,” saja the Institute, "tbe number of persons willing
to break precedent and vote for a Roosevelt third term might
be considerably higher than that shown today. If, on the other
hand, a strong GOP. candidate entered the field against
Roosevelt, third term sentiment might decline sharply.”

LOOKS BAD FOR SWEDEN
The United States minister at Stockholm has urged all
Americans now residing in Sweden to return to the United
States. This warning is undobutedly based upon first hand
information as to the likelihood of Sw eden becoming involved
in the war. It certainly looks like the beginning of the end so
far as peace in Sweden is concerned.

.AROOSTOOK EDITOR DIES
The death of Chandler C. Harvey, editor and publisher of
the Fort Fairfield Review marks the end of a newspaper career
which has done much to advance the interests of Aroostook
County, where they breed good editors and gcod newspaper
men. Editor Haney’s devotion to the press was well rewarded.

“The Black Cat”

Bv Tlie Roving Reporter

The official population of the
Philippine Islands was announced
Wednesday as 16,000,303 And that
represents the number of headaches
It has meant for the United States
government.

And here’s how the St. George looked riding at anchor after the launching
The fruit of nine months' hard ' tion against it went the second botwork rides the waves near the Snow Ue with appropriate words of chrisShipyards, as the result of Thurs- ’ ^enln8
,
.
,
,
,
There must have been 500 specta
tors launching of the new trawler ,
for there
35Q ()f
St. Oeorge. The keel was laid last
tj,e yard, and all joined with
May and since that time as many as j the whistles in a noisy sendoff.
140 men have helped fashion one of ] when the excitement was over
the staunchest crafts that ever went j there she rode, in the offing, a traw ler
down the stocks in a Maine shipyard, j which cost around $100,000, a craft
It Is doubtful which Is prouder of which would attract any eye, and
this fine boat—Ca.pt. Glyson J. Coffin i which will hall from the owner’s
of Quincy, Mass., for whom she was home port. Tenant’s Harbor,
built; the shipbuilding contractors, xt the former store of I L Snow
or the ship-workers who fashioned & C«. decks had been cleared for a
the craft.
buffet luncheon and thither gathA punctual man is President Philip j ered the owner and builders, and
Smith of Snow’s Shipyards, Incor- their guests numbering about 125
porated. and it was a matter of pride , The luncheon was served by the wife
to him, as well as his associates, that' of Fred C. Gatcombe. superintendent
the trawler went overboard at the of the shipyard, and her relatives,
appointed minute, 10.45 a. m
1 together with Mrs Helen Snow WllCapt. Coffin’s wife, Mrs. Ethel L. kie and Mrs. Langdon Crockett.
Coffin, performed the christening | Guests of Capt. and Mrs Coffin in
ceremony which has come down1 eluded Robert H. Morse, manager,
through the ages, the smashing of a and Earl B. Kimball, district repre
bottle of champagne against the bow. sentative of the Fairbanks-Morse
Mrs. Coffin had waited with becom- Company of Boston, the concern
Ing anxiety and ^vhen she heard which supplied the engine and
somebody shout that the steel tape equipment for the trawler; Charles
had been cut, she aimed a well di- M. Fauci, president of the Fauci Oil
rected blow at the trawler's bow and company of Boston; Miss Frances C
the vineyard essence went splashing Denehey and Leo Breau of the Fauci
over the stocks. But nature inter- oil Company. Mr and Mrs Elroy
vened and the frozen grease prevent Coffln, and Mrs. 6. M. Dwyer, all of
ed the craft from immediately tak South Portland; and Mrs. B. M.
ing its maiden plunge.
Boyles of Camden.
• • • •
But another bottle of champagne i
This boat is 110' feet over all. 23'
appeared as if by magic, and when
the hull exhibited the slightest mo- in beam and draws approximately

11 feet. She is constructed throughout of Jhe highest grade material
and with the best of workmanship
and is the first wooden trawler to
have been built on the Atlantic
Coast under specifications, classifi
cation and supervision of the
American Bureau of Shipping.
william Renz, surveyor for the Boston office of the Bureau, has been
thp suiiervisnr from the time the
keel was laid

An exchange says: ”A family
could eat a different kind of fish
once a week for three years without
sampling all the varieties marketed
commercially In the United States.”
Why not eat fish hash, and be done
with it?

London has excused from service
a conscientious objector who says
he eats vegetables raw because he
wishes to keep them from being
killed. This may be a sufficient
reason to excuse him from military
service, but isn't there an institu
tion which takes care of people like
that?

To lessen the danger of explosion
The stem, keel and foundations, and fire after highway accidents, a
together with tlie planking, are safety gasoline tank has been de
Appalachian white oak; thc framing veloped for trucks. Ruggedly built,
is of native white oak cut within 20 with electrically welded seams, it
miles of the shipyard, and the deck- ! Is designed to resist battering in
ing is of clear white pine, also all a collision or rupture from internative. The hull is "salted'’ in the ,j nal pressure, says "Popular Me
manner of the best tradition of old- I chanics.” Gasoline cannot escape
time shipbuilding, 180 bushels of if the truck tips over, for the in
salt having gone into her frame ; take and air ‘‘breather’’ pipes both
spaces, and she is treenail fastened extend across the tank tipped with
the tank cap down, the pipe ends
throughout.
The deck houses arc of welded are out of the gasoline; tipped to
steel construction, properly insulat the other side, the tank cap is
ed and finished inside with "Weld- above the fuel; upside down, a check
I ball ln thc air vent prevents leak
wood,'' a waterproof p'ywood.
The pilot house holds not only age. Tlie tank cannot be filled
deeper than the level of the
"ie complete navigating equipment
but also the Captain's stateroom "breather” pipe, and thus there Is
always an air space providing for
with tiled toilet and washroom,
expansion of 12 to 15 per cent. Ex
closets, etc.
plosion is prevented by a fusible al
■Die navigating equipment which
loy plug in the cap. Because of the
is exceptionally complete consists
length of the intake pipe, theft of
of a 7” Kelvin-White Spherical Com
gasoline is exceedingly difficult.
pass with dual lighting; a ”BludThe tank can be installed on any
worth” Standard Arrow Model Ditruck.
(Continued on Page Four)

The quick wit of the late Judge
quarters and turned in. Capt. Green William H. Fogler is illustrated by
law coming to Rockland Thursday. an incident which occurred some
Tlie schooner Emma was a craft years ago. Judge Fogler and Editor
Dr. Townsend, whatever else may be said of him, has the
of 54 gross tons, and 67 feet long. W. O. Fuller were sitting in the
fine quality of perseverance; he is getting ready to have intro
It was built in 1869. but rebuilt 40 lobby of a New York hotel when
duced into the Congress a bill repealing the Social Security
rears ago and recaulked 12 years they were accosted by a man over
legislation and setting up his old $200 a month pension plan.
ago. Capt. Greenlaw valued the the sea with liquor. "I am the
It is to be expected that all this is futile and badly timed. The
old-age payments under the Social Securitj- Act have begun;
craft at $2,000 and had no Insur best checker player in New York
the country is rather well pleased with this existing legisla
ance. He bought the vessel four State,” said the Inebriate." "Wen,"
tion; those who are being taxed in their own eventual interest
Capt. E. M. Oreenlaw of 88 Cam- hose gave out and the towing craft years aB0' and had roal sod pulp- ‘sld Judge Fog.er, ’its your move,
seem satisfied of the justice and efficacy of the plan; economists
applaud the requirement that beneficiaries should participate
den street called at The Courier- was left helpless. Thc two boats R00rl charters which would have
Somebody counted 115 smelt
in proriding the funds.
Gazette office yesterday to express were too close to tlie ledge to anoim busy half the year. He
It is to be noted that iDr. Townsend has turned a somer
houses
ln Thomaston harbor the
his dissatisfaction with the man- chor. and both finally drifted onto is now 'ooltln8 lor a larger schooner,
sault In the method by which he would pay his $200-a-month
other day. But alas! The total
ner
ln
which
the
press
despatches
Inner
Bay
Ledge,
which
lies
about
Ca
P
l
Oreenlaw
is
a
native
of
pensions; instead of collecting the sum through transaction
catch was very small
had in the daily newspapers treated three miles from Baker s IslandEas,P°rt and at the age of 16 was
taxes, he now proposes to levy a lesser sum through a two per
cent tax on incomes of $250 or more a month. This is clever,
the loss of his schooner Emma, and and approximately five miles from ,l! Prou<1 master ot the Eleanor
Collection of duck food is no Job
though it will upset all the devout disciples who have been
to give his version of the wreck Vinalhaven village.
iNoiton. Ihe I n ? • ardine boat for a finicky person, according to
straining credulity and arithmetic to prove how just and simple
which occurred on Inner Bay Ledge, [ Thc power boat with Its lighter'al Q|,0<wa transaction tax would be. But that is no matter; they will
Supervisor Joe Stickney, who de
begin to sound off for the new plan with equal gusto; and,
Penobscot Bay, Wednesday after- I draft, was carried high onto the
scribed the process verbally, and
of course, they will be joined by the great army of those who
noon.
j ledge. Lewis Hall of Belfast, a
Uplnprl HjlTISpH
with
motion pictures at thc meeting
get less than $250 a month and will not be expected to pay
The little two-master lies there member of the crew, secured some:
*
of the Knox County Fish & Games
any part, directly, of the cost of the nice pensions thej- hope
completely submerged, with little of the power boat's fittings, bedding,,
to get. Dr. Townsend has something there, no doubt, but he
Watchman At Warren Mill Association in Thomaston Wed
is a little too late.
1 prospect that anything will ever be etc., and these were hauled by line
nesday night. In some places the
Said To Have Admitted workers find themselves in contact
salvaged except possibly the en- i onto the schooner. Hall being j
gines. The crew was not taken off thoroughly drenched as the seas ;
with great quantities of worms
Theft Of Coal
by Coast Guard boats, Capt. Green- i broke over him. Capt. Grey was also I
"And when these men finish their
A watchman who seems to have day's work," said Joe, "they find
law states, a crossing of the wires soaked to the waist With Capt
having sent them to Outer Bay Grey on the power boat was Neil watched everybody but himself was worms in (heir shoes, worms in their
Ledge six or seven miles from where Wahlman of Vinalhaven.
being tried in Municipal Court as underclothes and worms in their
The schooner and power boat
the disaster occurred. The two men
this paper went to press, on the hair.'" There would be no ducks to
I
shoot if I had tliat job.
who were aboard the Emma, and the ' struck at 4 p. m. Tlie four men
charge of stealing a ton of coal
two who were on the power boat stood by for an hour and had much
I was made happy yesterday by a
which was towing the craft made difficulty in freeing tlie dory before from tlie Georges River Mills in
their way ashore, within three miles ’ it was smashed by the falling masts Warren, where he was employed as call frem Oeorge W Walker, for
Many substantial public bequests, personal property, as well as oneof Vinalhaven village ln a dory It was a three-hour row to Vinal- night watchman and fireman.
• mer superintendent of thc Georges
particularly to Baptist Church or half of the Iresidue of the estate.
River Mills In Warren and once
which
had
been
extricated
from
the
haven
with
one
pair
of
oars,
which
I The arrest was made in the wee upon a time one of my baseball
ganizations, and gifts of $197,000 to The public and private bequests
schooner wreckage with much dif-1 Iced so badly that the gunwale wa;.
122 relatives and friends. Including made up the other half of the resisma' hours this morning by Sheriff contemporaries. Recalled how he
three times its normal thickness and
w(,
sher,f( Ern.
Acuity.
many clergymen and their wives in j due.
The
schooner
Emma
was
under
!
there
was
much
Ice
in
ihe
dory
as
Grav
whQ
Ulat
m&n_ used to play on the old Rockland
One-tenth of thp remainder is to
Greater Boston, and many relatives
High School ground, when there was
”
’ carry coal’ from
"
~ the spray swept over it.
to
M. B.
in Knox County, were contained in go to the American Baptist Home charter
George H. Gardner—confessed
a sidewalk and telephone pole in
&
C.
O.
Perry
to
iVlnalhaven,
and
Tlie
men
rowed
to
the
windward
I
thc will of Leonard Hall Rhodes of Missionary Society and the same
Gardner is said to have a record, line witli first base, which was lo
Brookline, founder of the Rhodes amounts to the American Baptist was bound here from the island for in order to make the passage, and it ’ and was on probation for two years, cated in tlie middle of the road,
Brothers grocery concern, which was Foreign Missionary Society, the a cargo. Having lost his mainsail was 8.30 p. m. whpn the little craft i charged with assault and battery and how the heavy hitters used to
two weeks previously Capt. Green-I reached a point about three miles
filed for probate at Norfolk court, Women's American Baptist Home
upon Harold B Kaler of Washing knock the ball into W S. Heming
law chartered a 38-foot fishing boat j above the village, landing being ef-' ton.
Missionary
Society,
the
Women
’
s
Dedham.
way's yard. "Horace Simonton and
owned by Frederick Grey of Vinal- j fected in a sort of creek. Capt.l
Besides leaving one-fifth of the American Baptist Foreign Mission
Bert MeLoon were two of the hardresidue of the estate to the Tremont ary Society, the Baptist Home of haven and was being towed up the Greenlaw there telephoned to the ' YOUR FAVORITE POEMiest Payers I had to pitch against.”
Temple Baptist Church, Rhodes Massachusetts, Gordon College of Reach under single reefed foresail White Head Coast Guard Station,
-----I said Mr. Walker. He finds special
and jib. ,
| but his message was evidently misgave bequests of $1000 each to Rev. Theology and Missions and the New
1
Pleasure in the fact that Stuart C.
At Baker's Island, and from there' understood, for the Coast Guard
C. Gordon Brownville, pastor of the England Baptist Hospital.
poetry and listen to some music at Burgess Is running for county at
oi
a week
The loss of these
One-twentieth each to the An out, the wind headed in a more: boat went to Outer Bay Ledge, as least once
church, and Mrs. Brownville. The
tastes la a toss of happiness -Charles torney and says that he will receive
northerly
direction
down
the
bay.
above
stated,
and
the
40-foot
boat
dover
Newton
Theological
School
Darwin
testator was a life deacon of the
a splendid vote in his old home
and thc Moody Bible Institute of The tide was extremely high, making which was to have been sent to
church.
town.
WINTER PICTURE
it difficult to hold up to the regular Capt. Green I'iw'f, assistance was no
No estimate of the total of the j Chicago.
Today a rich and radiant earth
where in sight when the men re
Outright bequests of $1000 each steamboat channel.
Arises from Its dreams;
One year ago: The general store,
estate was contained tn the papers.
Glowing like hii angel's child.
turned
to
tlie
scene
of
the
wreck.
The
schooner
and
its
tow
drifted
house and barn owned by Herbert
The Will was drawn, Oct. 17, 1938. included the Massachusetts Society
Amid the starry beams.
All that could be found of the two
L. Smith was burned hi Cushing,
Rhodes died Jan. 13 at his home, 9 ' for thc Prevention ol Cruelty to to the leeward of the outer black
The waterfalls are voiceless.
causing a loss of $25,000—Miss Eliza
Downing road, Brookline, at the age Animal^, $1000 to the Massachusetts buoy on that course, and the cur boats was the top of the power
Like mines of crystal now,
Imprisoned by the curdling winds
beth F Pendleton, 80, died in Cam
of 79.
j Society for the Prevention of rent and the breeze became stronger boat’s house. The masts had gone
Along the mountain's brow
His widow, the former Mary E.’ Cruelty to Children, the Seamen’s as the boats left the lee of the out of the schooner.
den—John Trescott Leach, 75, Port
And In her dream-drawn chariot
Capt. Greenlaw and the other
Clyde, died in Thomaston,—Miss
Dixon, 41, of Belmont, whom he Friend Society, the Perkins Insti island. The power boat was unable
The sun unbralds her hair,
Above the tinselled splendor
Celia Crowley was crowned queen
married in June, 1937, was left $50,- tutlon for the Blind and tho Home to handle the schooner, in trying to three seamen returned to Vlnal
She climbs her palace stair
(Continued on Page Pour)
reach by Bay Ledge. The pump haven village where they found
000, a $6000 monthly Income and all
—By Dorothy C. Miller of the JubUesta by Mayor Veazie.
A LITTLE TOO LATE
(Press Herald)

SCHOONER EMMA WRECKED

Capt. Greenlaw Of Rockland Tells Of An Un- 1
comfortable Zero Night’s Experience

THE LEONARD RHODES Will

Leaves $197,000 To 122 Relatives and Friends,
As Well As Public Bequests

I town Boston." This contribution to
the display is the result of DonTHREE-TIMES-A-WEEK
______________
j aid's interest in photography for
♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ... - - 7 ♦ - ♦ M‘the past flve years.
-• | Barrett Jordan, freshman, also exTo be truly happy la a questlon of how we begin and not of ...1 hibited an excellent character study
how we end; of what we want •••Icalled “Fee Fi Fo Fum" which he
and not of what we have.
, took with an Argus camera. 35 mm.
—Rohert Louis Stevenson
*! size.

The Courier-Gazette
...

♦
♦

Every-OtKer-Day
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On Rockland Basketball Teams

The Community
Bowling
League

Rockland’s Night

The Star Cowboy

Boys and Girl* Triumphed Ken Mackenzie Coming To
In Last Night’* Games l
Rockland With His AllStar Entertainers
(By LaCrosse>

Boy- R.H.S. 23. Lincoln A. 22
Through the efforts of the Knox
In
one of the mast thrilling games
...
County Entertainment Club. Radio
RUTH WARD
ever played in the Community I
Building. Rockland High boys lasijsLatlon WGAN’s .star cowboy singer
Tlie hockey game with Gardiner
Up 60 pins on the total, a four- night nosed out Lincoln Academy' "Ken MacKenzie" and his group
last Saturday was a hard fought
man Mid-Town team won five boys by the slim margin 23-22 of all star entertainers will appear
battle, the first period ending with
points from a Rice Co. quartet, Doc Rockland started off with a bang-----------------------------------------------_
a tie of 1-1, and the second with
Soule rolling 284 for high total and and with Heald and Hamlin sink
3-1 in Gardiner's favor. In the third
ing three quick baskets went out I
104 for high single.
period, a free-for-all, shots were
Mid-Town |5)
front 6-0. Lincoln could not find
By The Pupils
taken from everywhere on the ice,
.............. 87 82 84—253 the basket in the first quarter and
Hary
and when the final whistle blew.
86 86 87—259 was only in the game from the foul
Daniels
With the Kippy Karnival only j Rockland was trailing 4-2. Players
86 93
line, being acle to sink only three
Sleeper
three weeks away, plans for the vvere K. Glover. E. Small. J. Emer101 104 79—284 foul shots, and the quarter ended
Soule ...
ball Ijave been made by the active son, j staples, J. Storer, defense;
360 365
with Rocklund holding a lead of 6-3.
committee of which Doris Gatti.
Mazzeo, P. Howard, goalie; E.
Kiee Co. (0)
The second quarter was a dif
Junior, is chairman, and Robert Lufkin, O. Allen, center: W. BuckGardner .............. 92 83 80 258 ferent story however and with
L. Smith, senior, assistant chair-I minster, E. Havener, right wing; D.
.78 65 81—224 Weeks and Clunie sparking Lin
Miller
man.
Kalloch. E. Clancy, left wing —Owen
Shephard ............ 90 83 91—261 coln's attack. Lincoln took the lead
Lloyd Raffnal and his Georgians Allen
85 100 89—274 and at half time was out in front
Cargill
—a 12-piece band in uniform, will
• • • •
345 328
12-11.
furnish the music, with an added
Mrs. Clara Kelsey and Mrs. All
Then came that thrill-packed sec
attraction of a talented young lady I ston Smith have been substituting
The Kiwanis and Faculty had a ond half, first Rockland went ahead
singer. There will be a number of in Junior High this week, and Mrs.
close battle Thursday night. Kiwan and then Lincoln, with barely a
specialties, and something new in Barbara Adams in the French de
is finally coming out ahead with point seperating the teams. The
lighting effects. Mr. Raffnal is also partment.
three points. The Faculty won the scoring was evenly devided. Rock
playing at the Augusta General
• • • •
first string by 19 pins, and lost the land scoring six points and Lincoln
Charity Ball, tiie Lewiston High ! In the study of the use of time
second by 43. too many pins to make five that tied up both teams at 17
School Winter Carnival Ball. He-' clocks in business, pupils in junior
up in the third that was won by -17.
bron Academy winter dances, and business training classes visited
only 18. still giving the Kiwanians
In the final quarter, but 11 points
at thc University of Maine.
several business places and reKen MacKenzie
the total by 15 pins. Mike Arico. were made by both teams. Rockland
The guests, dancing amid the ported on their trips os follows;
with 317. had high total, and Don sinking one basket by Cates, and -----------------------------------------------scenes of a winter carnival, will Bicknell Mfg. Co.. Walter Ouptill;
Cummings had high single with 119. four foul shots, by Wink. McConchie in person at the Community BuildIrma Thompson and Edith Rirh. forwards
Ernest Harrington and Oliver Hamlin, centers
each be presented with new and Van Baalen's Factory, Jennie CrisKiwanis i3)
—Photo bt- Dow.
and Cates. It was with but seconds ing p, iday Feb 2 . Thc entire pro
astamo; Seaview Garage, Richard
unique favors.
MiUer ........... ........ 99 85 84—268 to play when Cates and McConchie fpeds wy| g0 tjle American Legion
Hamlin;
Woolworth's,
Osmond
I
Cummings ........... 91 119 90-300 dropped in two free throws, the
Woodman; and Senter Crane's,
Junior Drum Corps uniform fund.
Barnard ................ 80 95 96—271 margin of victory and gave them
Gladys Thompson. Barbara Hick
their fifth consecutive win in the Tlus «• >'our chancc 10 hel!> lhe bo»s
man. Biron Bray. Margaret Wins
x\ O' O O
Inspected Last Night and Shown By Congregational Brackett
95 118 71—284 Knox-Lincoln League and their 13th '
the uniforms they are trying so
AAAA
low. Daurice Tolman. Francis Gard
straight victory for two years in the llard lor- a,ld at the salnc lime
LEDAG
CHAMPNEY
Gave
Good
Account
Of
Church
and
Parish
Re482
495
ner. Virginia Faster. Maxine Cheyne
I league.
I a real sroup of radio stars perform.
Correspondent
port* At Annual Meetings
F*“Hy
and Josephine Buckminster.
Themselves
87—260 i For Rockland. McConchie, Cates.! In connection with this show
ftftftft
Tlie annual meetings of the Con- McCarty
....
82 84 78— 244 Heald. and Wink were outstanding.1 t',er<* adl a^*° ** an alnal,'"r con'
Tel 2229
The Sea Scout ship Red Jacket
Ebba Kalloch, junior, who spent
105 91 107-303 , while for Lincoln Weeks and Clunie'test with ca!,h •)rizes to lhp w!n*
was
invaded
last
night
bv
Commogregational
Church
and
Parish
SoCole
last weekend in Manchester. N. H.,
! ners. If you ran sing, dance, or
103 82 98-283 were thc stars.
held Wednesday night Topping
Miss Gladys Young of Bar Harbor dore Willis Furtwangler and Dr ' ietlPS
reports some interesting details.
i play a musical instrument or per117 107 93—317
Rorkland 23
The new and old high school build- is guest this week of Mr; Beulah Lewis Johnson, vice commodore of A large attendance was present at Anco
I lorm in any way, you are invited to
492
452
463-1407
tlie Abenaki District, who were on a 110111 and depP interest was shown
F Pts.
O.
ings there are connected by an un- Richardson,
enter this contest.
Heald. If _______ 3
1
7
derground tunnel She witnessed a
Mrs. C Vaughn Overman returned tour of Inspection. Tiie visiting of- All reports indicated a very healthThere will be two shows, 4 p. m..
Thc Elks added flve more points Page, rf ________ 0
condition in both societies, and
0
0
hockey game between Manchester Friday from Portland where she at- ficers found thc Sea Scouts ready
; and 8 p. m. The 4 p. m. show will
onto
the
ledger
Thursday
night,
indications
point
toward
another
Butler, rf...... ......... 1
0
2
High and Pittsfield. Mass. High, tended the State Board meeting of . to dispel any notion that they were
) be for the Kiddies and “Ken Mac
winning over Swift Co. by 125 pins. Halmin. c............... 2
4
•
Right beside the skating rink is a the Baptist Missionary Society. Dur- not on the job. and expressed them year of progress.
Kenzie" and his gang will put on a
At the Parish meeting. Henry B. Thc scores were nothing to brag Wink, c ............. 2
1
5
swimming pool used in summer. She ing her absence. Miss Shirley Mor- selves as well pleased with the
special show of interest to all kid
about.
Nate
Berliawsky
rolling
283
chaples.
rg
0
Bird
presided
in
the
absence
of
En

0
noted evidence of last year's hurri- ris who makes her home with the progress which has been made.
dies and will be on hand to greet
Until official sanction is given the sign Otis, the moderator. Mr. Otis for high total, while Charlie McIn Cates, rg ................ 2
•
4
cane, for countless numbers of trees Overmans, visited in Rockland.
|
and shake hands with all after the
tosh
rolled
109
for
high
single.
was re-elected moderator. J. E.
McConchie. lg ....... 0
1
0 I show, the price of this show will be
stlU lay where they were uprooted.
Rehearsals h.ve begun on the ship is considered to have a first
Elks
15)
3radstreet
clerk,
and
Joseph
Emery
|
n
Cummings, lg ........ 0
0| 10 cents to all school children and
and she saw the new bridge over the piay -The Barnesville Choir Spruces class rating. After inspection the
100 83 100—283
treasurer. Horatio Cowan was elec-1 Berliawsky
Robert Smith
Merrimac which takes the place of Up" which will be staged in Lhe near evening was devoted to test-passing
1 25 cents to adults.
87 98 84 -269
ted to the board of trustees, and 1 Marshall
and games.
Totals ....... .......... 10
23
the one washed away in the flood, future by the Methodist choir.
Tlie evening show will be two
109
John
Pomroy
was
confirmed
as
1
McIntosh
89
87
—
285
Robert L Smith has been active In Portsmouth a ’submarine was beRed Jacket troop of Sea Scouts
Linroln 22
Roberta Holbrook, daughter
j
solid
hours of real entertainment
.-hairman
of
the
board
of
trustees.
|
Black
94 80 90— 264
on various committees in previous ing launched, and perhaps the high- of Mr and Mrs
F. Pts
O.
Holbrook, a has the following personnel:
and
fun
for all "Ken MacKenzie"
Roes
87
84
David
S.
Beach
was
elected
as
chair
Kippy Karnivals, active member of
Skipper
82—253 weeks. If................ 3
9
3
light of the trip was seeing the student at Gorham Noimal School. Thcmas J. Sweeney.
lias promised to give thc best
nan of ushers. Upon adjournment '
the Boys' Glee Club, besides having £qua)us
First
Mate
447
434
443-1354
Raich,
rf
................
1
0
2
at its dock in is a member of the cast of the school ' ^°na'd
show he has ever put on in this
Swift Co. 1O1
Mate I of the Parish meeting, the Church .
expenence in running dances the
Navy Yard.
Cowen, rf.............. 0
0
0
play.r. "What
"What a
a Life"
Life" to
to be
be presented
presented ^fUUa^1 Hsection. Tlie prices for this show
Mate
meeting
was
convened,
with
the
Baum
...................
82
94
past year at the Community Build
iJchn Perry.
70—246 Brewer, c
1
3 will be 15 cents for kiddies under
Feb. 9.
87 77 87—251 Page, rg
, moderator J. E. Stevens presiding 'Smith
ing. These committeemen will
o
0
Something new in the way of pro
Mr. and Mrs. Garland Day ot |
Crew I
j 12. 25 cents for high school pupils, 1
The pastor's report revealed an ac- I Leeman
81 76 90-247 Clunie. lg
have Mr. Nutter of the manual moting school friendship was be- Waldoboro were recent dinner William Bicknell,
2
4 - and 35 cents for adults.
Coxswain
tive
and
thriving
church.
James
Small
104
69
training department as faculty ad gun Thursday when 14 students ac- guests of Rev. and Mrs C Vaughti Milton Robarts,
71
—
244
Hilton, lg
2
4
Asst. Coxswain
E. Stevens was re-elected moderator 1 Gardner
64 ■ 90—241
visor.
companied by Mrs. Ludwick
and
Overman Russell Williamson.
Yeoman
Points scored—Thompson. 28;
of the church society, and also re
Miss Gatti has been a member Mr. Blaisdell. motored to Warren
418 403 408-1229
Public installation of the officer- [ Maynard Green.Pharmacist Mate
Totals ________ 7
8
22
Barlow. 2; Weeks, 1; Parsons. 11;
elected
as
deacon
upon
expiration
1
•
•
•
•
'
of the Press Club, assistant prop High to present an assembly pro- of Harbor Light Chapter OES. wil Dudley Harvey.
Referee. Pellicani. Time four 8 s.
Bugler
[ Merrill. 2.
The Old Timers won four points
erty manager of the senior class gram. The program was under the take place Tuesday night at Masonii Robert Smalley
• • • •
Sail Maker of term.
Referee. Pellicani. Time, four 8's.
Jarvis
C.
Perry
completed
35
years
j
and
the
total
by
21
pins
in
a
match
play, and usher chairman for lhe supervisjon 0{ jjrs jjatheson and hall with Mrs. Elsie Hawkins, retir- Douglas Ccoper.
Machinist
R.H.S. Girls 30. Lincoln A. 14
as
a
deacon,
and
was
elected
hon*'ith
Armour's
Friday
night.
Milminstrel show.
her student assistants, Mary Lamb ing worthy matron as installing ofCrew II
The Rockland Girls made it a
• • • •
Subscribe to The Courier-Gazette.
orary deacon for life. Jaseph E ion Benner had 304 and 108 for the
and Pearl Leonard.
fleer. Following the ceremony a Miles Sawyer,
Coxswain
Rockland night all around when
A talking picture. "Jerry Pulls
Blaisdell
was
elected
to
the
board
|
evening's
high
honors,
Perry Howard, master of cere- social hour with refreshments will Henry Moor lan.
Asst. Coxswain
they downed the Lincoln lassies by
Old Timers i4)
the Strings." which dramatized monies, spoke briefly on the advan- be enjoyed.
I Christy Adams,
Yeoman of deacons. Frederick Bird was elec- |
ire of 30-14. Irma Thompson
CORRECTION
ted superintendent of the church Miller
84 87 78-249
legends, literature, and history, and lages 0( inter-school
friendship
and Funeral services for Edward A Edward Williamson,
_____________
,___
was the big star for Rockland put
79 87 95—261
showed^ the industrial development anuounced these numbers: Scrip- Skinner, whase death occurred 1
Pharmacist Mate school and Jarvis C. Perry' as Green
ting 13 baskets and two foul shots
of coffee, was shown in several
103 IOS 93—304
Wednesday at the home of Mrs Charles Weed.
Radio man Church clerk and treasurer. There Benner
through the hoop for a total of 28
classes Tuesday.
85 85 85—255
Troika Sleighride." Stanley Mur Augusta O Shibles will be held Sun- David Newcomb,
Carpenter were four removals from member- j Armata
points, which wasn’t a bad evenings
87 83 104 - 280
ship by death during the year, and ' Howard
ray; musical reading. "Talk! Talk! day at 2 o clock at the Baptist Arthur Sullivan.
Machinist
work.
Norton also played a bang-up
The Rockland Junior
High
438 456 455-1349
Talk!" Barbara Lamb; saxaphone Church, Rev. C. V. Overman will 1 Junior Officer- Bosn . Richard two by letter. Eleven were received 1
game
at center for Rockland. Lin
basketball boys beat the Rockport
into membership during the year. |
's (1)
| Spear.
and clarinet duet, "Beer Barrel officiate.
coln's standouts were the Misses
Junior High boys 24 10 9 Monday.
87 87 96-270
j making a net gain of five. Thc Flagg
Mrs. Nellie Alexander has re- -----Polka,' Edwin Jones and Charles
Merrill and Simmons.
membership of the church so-: C. Brow
84 78 94-256
Thi' item appeared in lhe
turned
from
a
visit
with
friends
in
jirovement
Association
cf w'uicW
A committee composed of Marion kibbJ" vocal duet. "South of the
The line-up: Rockland—Thomp
olety now stands at 264. 110 of|J»cltson
86 93 87 -266
A. A P. SUPER MARKET ad
Curtis. Charlotte Gilchrist, Frances Border,'' Dorothy Stearns and Rich- Warren.
; Lester P. Shibles is president, held a
son. If.; Barlow. Rich, rf.; Hill, sc.:
vertisement Thursday at an in
O. Brown .......
87 97 87—271 j
D Agostino. Bradford Ames. Cal- ard iRising; reading, “Brother at ! The Simonton Farm Bureau met meeting at the Engine Hall in Cam- these being non-resident
Norton, c; Gray. Melvin, Cuccinello.
correct
price.
;
Ryder
...........
.
......
82
87
96- 265 lg.; Smith, rg. Lincoln Academy—
vin Sherman, and Donald Fogg, has ^e p'tcfier Show." Geraldine Nor- Wednesday night at the home of den Thursday night with represcn426
442
463-1328
Lester
P.
'Shibles.
Beech
street.
tatives from practically every town
been chosen to select a play for lon; vocal solo, "Ah! Sweet Mystery
Weeks. Parsons. If.; Merrill, rf.;
production in the 4th period oral
Life," Josephine Buckminster; Farm problems were discussed and ln the County present. Prank
Lines,
sc.; Winchenbach. c; Pierce.
After winning the first string by
English class —Charlotte Gilchrist
vocal solos' "sta>‘ in MJ’ Arms. Cin- plans outlined for the year's work Reed, Extension Poultry Specialist
The Rockland Armours defeated 32 pins. Feyler's lost the next two 18 Ervinc, Piper, Simmons, rg.
• • • •
; derella," and "South of the Bor- It was the second meeting oi this was the speaker. The next meeting
the Waldoboro Merchants 2220 to strings and the total, to give Mid- ---------------Included in the 150 mounted der." Ernest Munro. Accompanists newly formed organization.
wil! take place Feb. 27 in Thomas 2162 at the Star alleys last night, I Town Cafe four points and the total PUSS Plans lor the second half, which
Mrs.
Albert
Larson
has
returned
ton.
prints displayed last weekend by were Nancy Parker, Geraldine NorScore in Tuesday's issue.
by 37 pins Tuesday night. Joe Beau begins Feb. 6.
The Knox County Camera Club ton. Ruth Seabury, and Albert Ha- from a few weeks' visit in Boston.
A rehearsal of officers in preparalieu had high total with 302 and hls
The Knox County Poultry Iiu-tion of the installation of Harbor
were several taken by Donald Fogg, vener.
"Oone Wilh the Wind" the pic 116 was the high single.
_______________________________
sophomore, bearing these titles:
At the conclusion of the program.
Light Chapter CES, is called for ture the whole world is talking about
Mid-Town (41
"Desolation." "Bacon and Legs," Mr. DeVeber, principal of Warren land by the Warren students. In Sunday aL 7 30 p nl
will be shown in Rockland very G. Sleeper .... „...... 75
84 113_ 27?
the
near
future
Warren
will
present
"Gas Kiln," "Rock and Rail." High, spoke a few words of gratiAt Methodist Church Sunday, soon, according to announcement Daniels ....
100
86 87—273
"Tense Moment." iof an R.HS. vs. tude to the students and this was an exchange program here which' Church School meets at 10 o'clock. by Manager Dondis.
Beaulieu
80
97 30°
116
Bath basketball game) and "Down- followed by a lusty cheer for Rock- is being eagerly awaited. Transpor-, At 11 th? pastor's theme will be
C. Sleeper ............ 73 97 92—262
tation was provided by Gordon Bur
In Municipal Court yesterday P,
I 'Faith that stands the test." An
Soule ..... ............. 87 85 99—271
gess. Edwin Jones. Naomi Rackliff, |
them by the choir. Epworth League F Norcross was fined $10 and costs
424 468 488-1389
and Mr. Blaisdell.—Ruth Seabury
1 at 6 o'clock will be led by Miss Lu- for driving a motor car without a
1
Feyler's (1)
license,
and
Russell
Staples
of
I cile Dean. At 7 o'clock thc pastor
Feyler
99
100
86
—
285
| will .-peak on "Facing Life's Storms." Camden and J. Beaulieu of Rock Oregon'
............. 101 86 85—273
land were each fined $5 and casts
WHAftTHE
The music will include hymns of for speeding.
Gross
. 81 91 83-255
the sea. The Johnson Society will
Daniella
............. 92 92 89- 273
meet Monday night at the home of
83 82 £2—257
A birthday party was held at the Moran ....
. Mrs. Susie Auspland. The Ladies' new home cf Hunjley-HIU Post, for
4.56 451 436-1343
| Aid will meet Wednesday with Miss Comrades Albert Brickley and An
] Marion Weidman.
drew Boynton. A pas) quartermasFeirj s won four points In a
; The Yeung People Society Chris- ter's pin was presented to Jack ,nalch with Rice Co., winning 80
The minute you and
What good news are you missing— 1,111 Fn.l ?..cr held ai. important Kennedy by Pa t Commander Oliver pins on the tolal -Maurice Shepard
by not keeping in touch more regu meeting Wednesday night at which Hamlin. Speeches, singing and a had 322 and Ken L«gage had 321
we can get together
larly with far-away friends and rela time these plans were made for lhe buffet lunch. There were 70 in at for the high totals and Shep s 121
tives? Your life will have an extra
on a mutually sound
observance of Christian Endeavor tendance. Th; next regular meet was high single.
sparkle when you hear, first hand, tht
Perry's (4)
week
Jan.
28-Feb.
4.
At
the
Sunday
ing
cf
thc
Past,
will
bc
Feb.
5
at
good luck of folks who mean a lot tc
basis, we are ready to
Norton ... .......... 94 80 98—272
you. Why deny yourself these pleasant night service Mrs. Maud Carleton 8 p. in.
Rogers ................ 95 89 98—282
discoveries when it's so easy to make will give a helpful talk to the young
lend — and will lend.
Perry ................... 73 84 91 253
them by telephone? And it costs so people.
Monday night, the group
little to call out-of-town — even less will attend the special evangelistic
Post .................
91 116 90—297
We suggest a meeting
evenings after 7 and all day Sunday.
meeting at the First Baptist Church winter carnival in which there is Legage ................. 103 114 104—321
on the subject.
The good word is
in Rockland, special seats having brisk competition on thc part of
461 483 481-1425
“CHEAPER”
High Schools in Knox, Lincoln and
Riee
(1)
been
arranged
for
them;
Thursday
CMC prices are crowding the lowest. CMC SUPER-DUTY Engines
Here are a few places you think of a>
night members of thc Society will Waldo Counties. Dinner will be Miller ................... 60 74 76—210
with revolutionary POWER-PAK Pistons, RIDER-EASE Cabs,
lar away and eapenviveto call. See how
much cheaper the rates are than vou assist in conducting the usual week served to the coaches and contest Shepard
................ 121 98 103 -322
SYNCRO-MESH Transmissions (on *A- and 1-ton models), and FRIC
thought.
TION-FREE Steering are features you can't get in any other truck at
ly prayer service cf their church; ants. Events on the program in Mason ................... lio 91 90-201
BETWEEN ROCKLANT) ANT)
any price. Come in and see how much more value you get in a CMC.
Friday night there will be a ban clude ski and snowshoe races for Walker ................. 84 88 87—259
Night am
Sunday
Dav
Time paymtnlt through our own YMAC Plan at lowttl ovoilabls rater
quet and birthday party at the both boys and girls and skating Cargill
............... 104 92 85—281
.60
1.15
Providence. R. I..
church in observance of the 59th events. Co-chairmen of the meet
479 443 441-1363
ROCKLAND, CAMDEN, UNION, VINALHAVEN
.25
Bancor. Me.,
.45
• • • •
anniversary of the founding of are Victoria Anastasio, president of
.10
Portsmouth. N . IE. 80
WARREN
MUNSEY AUTO SALES, 21 LIMEROCK ST., ROCKLAND, ME.
.50
Houlton. Me.
.95
There will be an important meet
Christian Endeavor at which time a the olrls' Athletic Association;
playlet entitled "Fcr thc Better
Howard, president of the ing of the men's league Monday
3-mlnute stiUon-to-slatton rates
GASOLINE
A intalt Ffderat Tax atfpliti
Tiling; of Life" will b? presented 'stlldent coun'i'L1. and Daniel Munro, night at 7.30, of captains and man
MIMBIN » f D f R a i U t P 0 S I T
where the charge tt 501 or over.
S L R » 1 C k C 0 R F O H ft T, : u ft
- DIESEL
president of the Outing Club.
agers of each team, to further disNEW ENGLAND TELEPHONE t TELEGRAPH CO with a social following.
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More Talk of tlie Town on Page 2.

R. H. S. Honor Roll |

Harvey Richards returns to his
home today following surgical Contains 118 Names Out Of,
460 Students — Seniors
treatment at Knox Hospital.

Lead

HIGHLY SUCCESSFUL MEETINGS
Bonney Workers Find Strong Interest At the
Baptist Evangelistic Services

Page Three

In The

Churches

Crowded columns force the omis
The honor roll for the second
sion today of “Three Shuttered
Jan. 30—President's Birthday Ball at
Community Bldg.
Houses." A good Installment is quarter contains 118 names out of
Peb. 2— Candlemas Day.
460 students.
Members of the
Feb 2 Junior Drum Corps Benefit promised for Tuesday.
In a stirring message on “Com Elijah, tliat man of superb faith,
Show nt Community Building.
Senior class lead all other classes
Fob. 2- Klwanls benefit card party at
promise,'’ at the First Baptist filled with the assurance that lie'
with
a
34
percent
scholastic
rating.
tower room. Community Building
Funeral services for E. L. Hewett j
Church on Thursday night Mrs is doing Ood's work, taking his place '
Feb, 5—City Government meeting.
will be held Sunday at 2 o'clock ) Juniors are second with 28 percent
Feb 7- Ash Wednesday.
faring tliat whole group of people.
Feb
7 Kcckport Annual birthday at Russell funeral home, with John Freshman third with 20 percent, Bonney said, in part;
party at Methodist Church.
'The American mind has reached
"How long halt ye between two
nnd Sophomores last with a 19 per
leb. 8—Thomaston Pythian Centen Smith Lowe officiating.
the
place
where
it
demands
dranial celebration at Watts hall.
opinions?
If tlie Lord be God. folcent ranking.
Peb g_ Benefit dance and beano for
the Madeline & Flora families, at the
Seniors,
all
A
’
s,
Jessie
Olds.
Rich

OUver R. HamUn has relumed to
Community Building.
Peb 9-10—Camden State session of work at Sea View Oarage after 12 ard Rising, Maxine Perry, P. O..
HI-Y Clubs at Baptist Church.
Feb. 12-Klwanls Charter and ladles' weeks’ lay-off on account of a Harriet Wooster, P. G., Robert
Night at Hotel Bockland.
Brown. P. G.; four As, Betty
bone felon on one of hts fingers.
Peb. 15 Monthly meeting of Baptist
Beach, Sylvia Hayes, Elizabeth
Men s League
Peb 15-16 Junior class play. "ProSERMONETTE
Edward A. Varney, 10 Belvidere Lurvey; nothing below B, Vic
fe?Ror. How Could You "
*
Feb
15-16—Rockland High School street, a W.P A. Worker, ts at Knox toria
Anastasio, Patricia Allen.
Klppv Karnlval
God Is Our Refuge
Peb. 16-18—Camden—Outing Club's Hospital suffering from a broken Barbara Bodman, Beverly Bowden,
annual winter carnival at tho Snow leg sustained late last night in a Mary Cross. Kathleen Dean. Kath
Morning and evening by press
Bowl
Feb 23 Warren—High School Min fall on Broadway.
ryn Dean. Jeanette Gordon. Perry
and radio one reads with sadness,
strel Show.
Howard. Dorothy Kalloch, Helvi
Marcli 26—Kiwanis Charity Ball at
in America the progress of tlie
Community Building.
Miss Helen Oldis. manager of Gil Laitinen, Pearl Leonard, Ruth
war in Europe. It seems in
bert's Beapty Salon, gave a dem Nichols, Millicent Oakes, Barbara
credible that such things can be;
TIIE WEATHER
onstration of beauty culture before P(hilbrook, Marilyn Ramsdell, Jane
tliat human beings can be so in
Near zero temperature was the the home economics class yesterday Sawyer, Hilda Spear, Irma Thomp
human, cruel, beastlike, lacking
X
word this morning and that heart at Rockland High School. Miss son.
in mercy. One asks the ques
less Rideout person had nothing Oldis answered many questions of Juniors, all A s, June Chatto, Mary
tions ages old “Why standest
cheerful to offer for the weekend. the interested students, and ex Lamb, Stanley Murray, Ruth Gold
thou a far off. O Lord? Why
But even with these tribulations plained many details of a hairdress berg, Barbara Robinson, Lucy
hidest thou thyself in times of
Thompson, Roger Conant, Helmi
one could not help pitying those ing salon.
trouble?"
Lehto. Geraldine Norton. Margue
winter resorters down South where
David's complaints arc present
“The Little Red Schoolhouse" was rite Mahoney, Slurlene McKinney,
the temperature has been 15 de
complaints. "Tlie wicked will not
grees below zero and no heat except the intriguing subject of J. E. Stev Vivian Strout; nothing below B,
seek after God, God is not in his
a candle or an oil stove, and where ens' address before the Rotary Club Clarence Butler, Pauline Carroll,
thoughts. He sitteth in tlie lurk
they had to build smudge fires to yesterday. Mr. Stevens handled the Fannie Copeland, Doris Gatti. May
ing places of the villages; in the
keep the oranges and Northerners topic from new angles, and his story nard Green. Ruth Hammond. Louise
secret places doth he murder the
from freezing to death. The days was heard with much interest. E. Harden. Madeline Hurd. Irving Mcinnocent.
His eyes arc set
have lengthened 46 minutes—each Copeland Lang of Belfast was a Conciiie. James Moulaison. Naomi
against the poor, that the poor
of which are colder than the law al visiting Rotarian and R. B. Mac- Rackliff. Jeannette Saunders. Lil
may faff by Ills strong ones. He
lows. And still we're thankful ot Failand and W. M Lamson were lian Savage. Ruth Seabury. Ixiuise
saith in his heart . I shall not be
Seavey. Edwin Tyler. Marie Win
not having to wade or tunnel guests.
moved, for I shall never be in
through snowdrifts.
chenbaugh, Ruth Witham.
adversity;* David did not be
A double barrelled diaphone alarm
Sophomores, all A's, Virginia
lieve that wicked monsters
Ralph Chesley of Beech street is came in from Box 46 at 3.30 this Bowley, John Storer; five A's, Eloise
should never be in adversity any
in Knox Hospital with a broken leg. morning. Hot ashes apparently ig Law; four A's. Aggie Copeland. Er
more tlian people do now. He did
the result of a fall on ice on Lime nited the wall of the shed connect nest Dondis. Barbara Lamb, Bar
not worry about that. He could
ed with the tenement at 648 Main bara Lassell, Lucille Stanley; three
rock street.
not understand, however, why
The Bonney Workers
street, creating a lively blaze which A's, Douglas Cooper, Francis Galiathpse things should be. but there
Rockland Lodge of Elks has en was extinguished with sir all dam no. William Hopkins. Vera Payson.
they were and here thej' are.
low
Him;
but
if
Baal,
then
follow
matics. People tell me that they do
gaged Alton Hall Blackington for age. Before this blaze was touched Carl Rogers. Pearl Smith; nothing
He called upon his God for
a lecture to be delivered at the Engine 2 was called to cool a hot below B. Jean Calderwood. Har not go to church any more because him! Choose ye this day whom ye help, the God he felt so far off,
will serve! Make up your mind.
Community Building March 19. Mr. chimney on Brewster street.
riet Clark. Harrison Dow. Evelyn the church services have become
as one should call upon Him
"From the very beginning of time,
prosaic.
They
want
something
Blackington s subject will be “Tur
Gray, Jeanette Shannon, Pauline
daily
for the suffering millions
When "Uncle Jimmy' Wight, as
spectacular And when people say man has compromised with the without offence throughout this
quoise Trails ’. He will receive his
Spear. Ruth Wotton.
everyone lovingly spoke of him, was
world. Satan did not come to Eve
customary welcome.
Freshmen, all A's, Billy Aylward, they do not read tlie Word of God
world. David’s prayer, was: "O
driving up from Coopers Beach one
and ask her to do something tliat
and
do
not
hear
it
preached
because
Pauline Beal, Edith Clark, Dorothy
God, lift up thine hand; forget
“I have owned a hundred dogs day he saw an elderly man walk Havener, Margaret Johnson, Bar ' it is so commonplace and prosaic, was so terribly wrong: he asked her not the humble. He committeth
ing
and
invited
him
to
ride.
Nothing
to make just a little compromise.
in my time.'' said Fred M. Blacking
rett Jordan, Nathan McConchie, they do not know how to read the
himself unto thee; thou art the
ton Thursday, “but never had one loath the man got into the wagon. Gloria Mills. Margery Mills, Lucille Word, or they would not talk that Satan doesn't want a man to be help of the fatherles.?. Break the
which I was so sorry to lose as the Soon a Smart shower overtook them Sweeney. Leona Wellman, Mary way. God has gone out of hls way come disreputable. He knows if he arm of the wicked.
one I put away today”. He had and uncle Jimmy remarked "I am Perry, Mary Wotton; four A’s, : to hold our Interest. For instanca is a respectable sinner, a member
“Lord thou hast heard the de
reference to his well known fox sorry, but I have no boat;’ The man Anson Olds; three As, Rich think how he tells us of leading the cf the church, the world will see sire of the humble, thou wilt
tliat the things of righteousness
hound “Speckie'’ which had been replied, "and I have on my shoes." ard
Achorn,
Orace
Bowley, j Israelites out of Egypt, with a pillar have nothing ln him.
cause thine ear to hear; to note
’ of cloud by day and a pillar of fire
hts prized possession for 10 years.
Howard A. Welch Jr., graduate of Charles Carr; Violette Gerrish, Lois
"To the Laodicean Church. Christ the fatherless and oppressed,
Lindsen. Stanley McCurdy, Marie by night. And we haven't in this said, 'I will spew thee out of my that such men may never oppress
Warren
High
School
in
the
class
Miss Ruth Anderson, chief op
modern day a more thrilling story
Sanderson. Marjorie Wiggin: nothing
again. '—WUliam A. Holman
erator in the local telephone offlce of '35 and now a member of the
than that of Daniel in the lions' mouth.’ ‘You are thoroughly dis
J below B. Arlene Bartlett. David
Freshman
class
at
Bates,
was
re

gusting and sickening in my
went Thursday to Portland to at
I Bicknell. Kathleen Blackman. Mar den. You haven't seen anything in
At St. Peter's Church iEpiscopal>
your papers in recent times that i sight!’ Oh, that men and women
tend the annual meeting of the cently awarded hls numerals as a
tha Chapman, Bertha Coombs, Wal
compares with thc thrill of that i would be whole-heartedly for God! Rev. E. O. Kenyon, rector, the serv
board of directors of Telephone Em result of his participation on this
ter Dodge. Virginia Foster, Dorothy
story of the three children of Israel Our fathers and mothers shuddered ices for tomorrow will be appro
ployes Credit Union. She will be fall’s cross-country team. In win
Goodnow, Beverly Havener, Ray
ning
his
numerals.
Welch
completed
in the fiery furnace, or the calling away from the things of sin. I re priate for Sexagesima Sunday:
the weekend guest of Mr. and Mrs.
mond Kennedy. Raymond OBrien,
forth of Lazarus from the grave member, and I have not been a Church school at 9.30; Holy Eu
Cecil P. Winslow in Falmouth Fore the requirement of finishing among
the first seven Bates men in every Maxine Oliver, Nancy Parker, Betty If you want something to thrill your Christian so many years. But today charist at 10.30.
side.
race. Welch has now turned hls Payson, Douglas Perry, Linwood soul, all you need to do is to read we have made our sin so desirable!
• • • •
An audience of 410 people, over attention to the indoor track season Young.
Ood's Word; you don't need to go Every little while some worldly j “The Work of the Church" will
parents will tell, me they do not
flowed Masonic Temple to the an- and has turned in many a fine per
to the news stands.
be the sermon topic by Rev. Charles
The newly installed officers of
rooms and hall Thursday after formance in the mile and 1.000-yard
“I think of all tlie stories written. want their children to go out and
noon when Miss Ruth Cluff. dem run. He is the son of Rev. and Pleasant Valley Grange occupied the | there is none more spectacular than do sinful things, and so they per A. Marstaller at the Littlefield Memonstrated an interesting menu, in Mrs. Howard A. Welch, now of Sa- chairs at Tuesday night's meet j that of the calling together ot mit them to bring sin into their , ing with all but two present. The j God's people on Mount Carmel cwn heme. We have a boy. I ex | God is not in you if you love the
connection with the Home Service battus, Me.
lecturer presented a fine program J Ood's people had turned into the pect he is going to be faced with world. Oh, that God's people would
department of the Central Maine
| Birthdays of famous men born in
DIED
j ways of sin. The king and queen the same temptations that all young come back from their worldliness,
Power Co. New improvements on
January;
Russell
Hickman.
Grange
Mcnaglun
—
At
St.
George.
Jan.
25.
the latest electric stoves and other William K. Monaghan, aged 65 years.
had bowed to Baal and had given people have, but when that boy gets from their vacillating and sin, tliat
articles, were explained and ad 6 month*. 15 days. Funeral sen-ice news; Myron Young, essay on ski themselves to the lowest and vilest to the place where he would take the light of the eternal God might
Sunday at 2 o'clock from the residence.
mired. The foods went to Mrs. Ray Interment ln North Parish cemetery. ing; Richard Andersen, vocal solo; of idol worship. The queen had lift up with worldly ways, he Is going to shine from their lives, to lighten
Winslow—At Waldoboro. Jan 25 Isa William Young, roll call, "What ed her hand against God's prophets have to sneak to do it. He is never those who are walking in dark
mond Fogarty, chicken. Mrs. Winnie belle
M Window, aged 79 years. 8
going to be able to say his parents places Almighty God demands that
Stanley, mince pie. Mrs. Suella Shel months. 23 days Funeral Sunday at 1 impressed me most at installation." and had taken their lives.
o'clock from Waltz funeral home In questions on thc Ritual by lecturer;
countenanced such things ln hls we make a clean-cut decision.
"We
see
many
changes
today;
;
don, cocoanut cream pie, Mrs. Mau terment ln Nobleboro
“It is an impossible tiling to walk
Blaikington At Waterville. Jan 26. conundrums. Ed. Tolman; story. changed ideals and ideas. But I am life! Don't you think for one mo
rice Oinn, custards, Mrs. Elmer Carl
A Blackington. formerly of Bock
with
the devU and with the Lord
ment
that
you
are
teaching
that
boy
Robert
Rackliffe.
The
lecturer
off

so glad that right and wrong are
Joyce, broccoli, Mrs. S. J. Eaton, land. aged 49 years Funeral services
ln the B«ptlat Church. Waterville. Sun ers for next meeting, song by
Jesus Christ at tho same time. They
or
girl
of
yours
to
love
the
Lord
as
eternal
as
Almighty
God.
Polks
beans and corn, Mrs. John Chisholm day at 2.30 p m.
MarFarland—At Warren Jan 26. Har Grange. Educational talk by Etta today are not a great deal different Jesus Christ more when you permit arc going in opposite directions.
salad. Mrs. Harold Weymouth, ice riet
J., widow of Alfred K MacParland
How long halt ye between two opin
aged
86 years. 1 month 6 days. Funeral Andersen, jokes by Raymond Young, from those people who followed them to go into tlie ways of sin
cream, Eleanor Sawyer, beans and
sen ices Sunday at 130 o'clock from essay, “My favorite Book." Vallie
ions? If the Lord be God, follow
Ahab and Jezebel in tlie ways of with your sanction!
brown bread. Eva Robinson pudding. the residence. Burial at Fairview
him;
a clean-cut decision"
“
Love
not
the
world.
The
love
of
j
MacLaughlln;
pie
race,
by
Richard
sin. When a man of sin comes to '
Miss Ruby Thorndike, meatballs and
I Winslow, Frederick Bartlett and a high position, it is so easy to I
IN MEMORIAM
Mrs. Cleveland Morey, pot-roast.
In loving memory of Frank David Arthur Bowley, <judges, Ruth Maccopy him. There were numbers of
The sponsors arc working out a new who passed away Jan 28 1939
plan for a larger seating capacity. Lovingly remembered by hls family. Laughlin and Leona Hickman i. roll righteous men on tlie throne of
call.. "Interesting places visited in Israel, but you let a Jeroboam
IN MEMORIAM
Public beano at G.A.R. hall Mon In loving memory of our dear father. 1939." by all; songs, by all brothers; come to the throne, and how easy j
poems, Lee Morse, ritual quiz by it was for all Israel to sin.
Harris J. Gott who died Jan 24. 1921
day night, Jan. 29 —adv.
Remembrance is a gold<4i ehaln
“There were those who told us
lecturer. There will be a rehearsal
Death tries to break, but all In vain
of the first and second degrees, thc we must balance tlie budget, and
To have, to love and then to part.
Is the greatest sorrow of one s heart
WANTED
lecturer will attend the State Lec that the way to do it was to repeal
The years may wipe out many things
But this they wipe out never—
turer's conference in Augusta the 18th Amendment. You can
100 Antique Spool Beds wanted. Wil, The
memory pf those happy daya
pay $5 each for them, but they must When we were all together.
Thursday. An invitation to attend never legislate wrong and make it
ONE OR TWO-PIECE
be in good condition and light in Mvrtle Kent. Helen Orcutt. Minnie the Jan. 31 meeting at Wcssawes- right; a majority, or popular opin
color. Write me how many you have. Parker. Harry Gott
ion, doesn't make it right. We have
[ keag Grange was accepted.
Address BOX 24fi, Camden.
12Stf Swans Island
BEAUTIFULLY
stepped back one hundred years,
Beano party at Odd Fellows hal! given people the whiskey bottle and
IN MFMOKIAM
DRY CLEANSED
In loving memory of Benjamin H Tuesday afternoon.
Last in' a told them to drink themselves back
Lincoln of Washington. Me who died
series.—adv.
Jan. 27, 1956
to prosperity. Our own people are
CAREFULLY
In our home he Is fondly remembered
among
those who are being damned
Sweet m-morles cling to hls name
Those who loved him ui l'fe sincerely
PRESSED
by this awful thing. Satan has so
Home Hygiene Course
Stores
Offices Still love In death Just the same
taken
away
our
consciousness
of
sin
Mrs B H Lincoln and daughters. Anyone wishing to become a member
Geraldine Lincoln. Louis- Ames and of the Rorkland Branch Red Cross that the liquor interests now dare
LOW PRICES ON OTHER GARMENTS
Apartments
Marguerite Payson
Class in Home Rygienr and Care of to take a picture of the Madonna,
FREE CALL AND DELIVERY SERVICE
Single and Double Houses
the Sick should enroll at the Red and advertise their drink! Twenty
CARD OF THANKS
Cross
room.
Tuesday,
Feb.
6,
at
2
p.m.
We wish to express our sincere thanks
years ago that would have been im12-14
to our neighbors and friends and town
Ipossible! Nothing seems to disturb
of Friendship for the many kindnesses
aud sympathy shown us In our be
j us any more.
375 MAIN ST.,
ROCKLAND
reavement. and for the beautiful flow
ers sent.
I “Then there came forth one whom
INSURANCE A- REAL ESTATE
Olive L. Pottle and Lewville Pottle
God had prepared, to stand on the
11-13 and family
j mountain top and face the king and
CARB OF THANKS
queen and the back slidden nation.
We take this way to express our
Avoid cold, backaches, sickness, and ebaped
I There is no fear in his heart, for
thanks to all neighbors and friends who
called to offer congratulations and best
1
God
is
with
him.
If
Elijah
should
hands and face by Sending Your Wash To Us
wishes to us on our Mth anniversary
day, and for all cards, letters and tele
come now, striding down thc
grams received, also for the beautiful
SHIRTS 10c EACH WHEN SENT WITH
streets of our cities, many pulpits
flowers and many other Individual gifts
It was all greatlv enjoyed by us
would be closed to him. The Lord
FLAT WORK BUNDLE AT 7c POUND
Mr. and Mrs. Sanford E. Welt.
• !
Ambulance Service
Jesus Christ himself would not be
Rockland
FUNERAL HOME
popular in many of the churches of
•
I
Ambulance Service
CARP OF THANKS
our land today.
I wish to thank all my friends and
RUSSELL
TELEPHONES
“There stands that mighty man of
relatives who so thoughtfully remem bered me with cards, flowers and gifts
390, 781-1 or 781-U
17 LIMEROCK ST. ROCKLAND TEL.
God, and there are the rebellious
FUNERAL HOME
TEL.
during my illness at Knox Hospital. I
also
thank
Dr.
Fogg.
Dr
Soue
and
the
9
CLAREMONT
ST.
TEL.
862
and
sinful
people;
there
also
were
170
110-112 LIMEROCK STREET
170
stall of the hospital for their service
ROCKLAND, ME.
ROCKLAND, ME.
the priests of Baal. Now, after they
and kindness; und thc M. E Church
98-tf
119-tf for the lovely gift basket.
have cried to Baal all day, I see
•
Mrs Grace MacWhinnlo

orial Church Sunday morning at
10.30. There will be an anthem by
the choir. The church school meets
at 11.45; the Junior C. E. at 5 and Attention Will Be Paid Sun
the Senior C. E. at 6. Praise service
day To the War Against
and sermon at 7.15, the topic being
the Maiming Death
“Tlie Church Made Perfect ". There
will be a selection by the choir.
Churches throughout the United
Player meeting Tuesday evening at States will observe Sunday, Jan. 28,
7.30.
as Infantile Paralysis Church Sun
• • 9 •
day. On that day prayers will be
At the Methodist Church tomor offered in thousands of churches
row services will include: 9.30, Men's throughout America for those who
Bible Class; 12, Baraca Class and have been afflicted with this dread
Sunday School; 6, Young People’s disease.
Meeting; 10.30, morning worship,
From tlieir pulpits, clergymen of
sermon subject, "Have We Anything every denomination will appeal for
To Offer?”; 7, evening worship with support for the "Fight Infantile
gospel song, service nnd brief ad Paralysis” Campaign. Members of
dress by pastor. "Life Streams that their congregations will be asked
dry up.'1 Tuesday evening, 7, mid to send in contributions to the
week service.
campaign and to join the “March
• • • •
of Dimes.''
At tlie Universalist Church 10.45
This year tlie churches again
Dr. Lowe, returning from the min have volunteered to do their part.
ister’s retreat, in time (for his pulpit Tliey have taken their places be
work, will preach on the subject side the doctors, the health officers,
“Why Wc Hope ". Church school the nurses and the millions of citi
meets in the vestry at noon; Mrs. zens young and old who are ac
Glover's class at her residence, Dr. tively participating in the cam
Lowe's class in tlie church; kinder paign.
garten for small children during the
The year 1940 marks the one
morning service; Young People's hundredth anniversary of the dis
meeting in tlie church parlor. 7 p. m. covery of the disease, although
• • • •
there ls reason to believe it struck
“Truth" is the subject of the Les down little children even back in
son-Sermon to be read in all Chris the days of the Pharoahs, centuries
tian Science Churches throughout ago. Only in recent years, how
the world on Jan. 28. Thc Golden ever, have the people of this coun
Text is: "O Lord, thou art my God; try banded together in a national
I will exalt thee, I will praise thy movement to combat the mysterious
name; for thou hast done wonder malady which every year adds to
ful things; thy counsels of old are the total of those left with twisted
faithfulness nnd truth" (Isalsh 25: backs and withered limbs, of those
1). The citations from the Bible who walk with crutches or with
include tlie following passages: “Be steel braces.
loved, I wish above all things that
The churches on Jan. 28 will
thou mayest prosper and be In focus attention on this great move
health, even as thy soul prospereth.
ment. Members will be requested
I have no greater joy than to hear to contribute to the “March of
that my children walk In truth" Dimes" and other fund-raising ac
<ITI John 1: 9, 4 )
tivities of the campaign in their
• • • •
particular communities.
The Bonney Workers will continue
Thus tlie churches of America
the week at the First Baptist arise again to meet an emergency.
Church. Mrs. Bonnev will preach Exercising ihelr priceless guaranat the morning service at 10.30. The
I tee of religious freedom under the
church school will meet at noon.
Constitution and the Bill of Rights,
The young people will meet for a
America's churches can speak out
rally at 6.15 with Mr. Bonney lead
in behalf of those in distress. Again
ing them. Tlie evening service with
tlie leaders in all religions and in
Mr. Bonney directing the music will all creeds go forward side by side
open at 7.15. There will be special for God and for Country.
music and the sermon will be
preached by Mrs. Bonney. Services quartet, with Mrs. Faith Berry at
every night this week except Sat the organ. Comrades of the Way
urday at 7.30. Children's meetings will meet at the church at 6 p. m.
through the week at 4.45. Young ; and will leave at onee for South
people's and prayer meetings each j Thomaston, where Uiey will conduct
evening at 7 o'clock.
tiie evening service. The Pilgrim
• • • •
Fellowship will meet at the Con
“Changing the Leopard's Spots'' gregational parsonage, 35 Beech
will be the theme of the sermon by street, at 8 p. m. The discussion class
Rev. Corwin H. Olds at the Con on "Considerations Before Mar
gregational Church. The unified riage ' will be conducted by Edwin
service of public worship and church Edwards Jr.
school is at 1030 a. m.. with the
children sharing the worship serv
Mrs. S. 6. Waldron has sold her
ice and attending classes during the bungalow on North Main street tc
sermon. Anthems by the mixed Benedict Winchenbaugh .

In AU Churches

BATTERY BARGAINS
We Have An Overstock of New Batteries
For the Next Few Days We Offer:
REGULAR $5.00 BATTERY, Now............. $3.75
REGULAR $6.85 BATTERY, Now......... 5.50
REGULAR $10.65 BATTERY, Now......... 7.95
THESE BATTERIES ARE GUARANTEED

DYER’S GARAGE, INC.
PARK STREET,

ROCKLAND, ME.
12-lt

Burn D&II Anthracite • • •
A Warm Friend —

On Cold Winter Nights

DRY CLEANING SPECIAL
DRESSES

FOR RENT

Elmer C. Davis

LET US PROTECT YOUR
HEALTH THIS WINTER

BURPEE’S

PEOPLE’S LAUNDRY

On these hitter cold Winter nights you need lhe
comforling warmth of high <|uality D&H Anthracite

This heat-packed hard

eoal

responds instantly Ki

draft adjustment-leaves surprisingly few ashes—ami

yet, the cost is comparable with other fuels. Coll us
for your supply today!

THE FAVORITE PENNSYLVANIA HARD COALS

PHONE 487

M. B. & C. 0. PERRY
519 MAIN ST.,

ROCKLAND, ME.
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Community

WALDOBORO

With The Grangers

TRAWLER ST. GEORGE IS LAUNCHED

Every-Other-Day

THE LEONARD RHODES WILL

WARREN

William H. Jones. Mr. and Mrs.
(Continued from Page One)
the product of Westerbeke Fishing
Louis Browning, Mr. and Mrs. Wal
Bowling League
Gear Works and the hauling and for Incurables in Dorchester.
mrs lonsE MHiiB
The
sum
of
$2000
each
is
to
be
ter
S. Turner.
A
Correspondent
towing cables are Roebling.
Mr. and Mrs. John Murray, Mr.
The boat has two masts with ' given to the Boston Baptist Bethel
ftftftft
Tel. tf
three triangular sails, a jib and two ; cltV Missionary Society, the Con- and Mrs. Sumner Lindsay Russell,
In no section of the entire Grange
gregational Church of Matinicus, Elizabeth Dixon, Rev. C. Goidon
field of the nation has more grati
Me, the New England Home for Brownville, Rev. Jasper C. Massee,
Miss Evelyn Smith will be leader
Supt. A. D. Oray has been a re fying progress been reported than
Little Wanderers, the Massachusetts Rev and Mrs. James Whitcomb
ln the six Northeastern states com- Monday at the Pilgrim Club meat- T
cent business visitor in Hallowell.
Convention and the Evangelistic As- Brougher. Rev. and Mrs. William A.
Richard Gerry, Thomas Bragg.! prising the New England group. lng at the Congregational parson- I
Chester Genthner. Neil Mills. Theo-1 Consequently, special interest at- age.
sociation of New England, A be- Grove, Rev. and Mrs. Charles
X
quest of $3000 went to Colby Junior Fcibes Taylcr, Rev and Mrs.
dore Hall and Allen Palmer attended taches to a conference of workers
The group ltd by Mrs. Percy Ken
Bv R. F. W.
College.
Charles Eaton. Rev. and Mrs. Na■ the Maine Agricultural Trades Show ! from that section which is called niston, will have charge of the B.Y.
A niece. Olive C. Rhodes Wilson, than Wood, John E. Fletcher. Jesse
I Thursday ln Lewiston.
today and which brings together P.U. meeting Monday night at the
Women's League
was left $10,000. Lusia H Edsall and w Raker. Mrs. Sadie I. Wright. Mrs.
Mrs. John Burgess. Mrs. Ernest one of the most far-reaching groups Baptist vestry.
The standing:
Evelyn Dixon. $10,000 each.
Edith B. Spaulding , Marlon A.
Sermons Sunday at the Congrega
W. L.
The following cousins were left Young and Janet Young.
800 ed a meeting of the Farm Bureau National Master Louis J. Taber of
tional Church will be at 10.30, "Life’s
Rvlvpstpr ....... ..... ....... 20 5
$1000 apiece.
Mary Hall, an aunt, was left $2000,
Columbus. Ohio, will make a spe
Unimportant Places'. and at 7 p.
....... 17 8 .720 Thursday at Orff s Corner.
High School
Edward Hall, Bessie Hall, Ada as were Helen H. Jameson. Frank H.
cial
trip
to
Boston
to
preside
over
Mrs.
Henry
Mason
and
Mrs.
Bes

m.. "First Psalm". Church school
....... 19 11 .633
Thomaston
Hail, Lizzie Hall. Noel Rhodes. Mary Ingraham. Ernest A. Young. Henry
sie S. Kuhn were in Augusta Wed- that sessiop and extensive plans will will meet at 9.30
McKinney
....... ....... 14 16 .466
E. Rhcdes, Helen Rhodes Lane. H. Young, Ruth Fairbanks Young.
266
nesday
and
there
attended
the
**
niade
for
all
departments
of
New
Rev. Clark French officiated
.......
8 22
Elizabeth M. Lane, Eloise K Lane. Helen Knight, Sibyl Dunbar Os
Maine Federation of Garden Clubs England Orange work during 1940
Thursday at funeral services in
McRae .................____ 7 23 .233
Louise Graham, Eieanor Pierson. borne. Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Mason,
The
entire
day
will
be
given
over
to
meeting.
Skowhegan for Sumner Berry, resi
H. Marian Morrison, Lorea S. Mr. and Mrs. Merton H. Caldwell,
the
conference
and
great
enthusiasm
Mrs. William Flint is visiting her
dent of Stratton, and a former
There is one postponed match to
Jameson, G. Leonard Jameson
Mr. and Mrs. Guy T Mitchell, Alis certain to be generated.
be made up. between Sylvester's and daughter Mrs. Carl Becker In Yar
Others left $1000 each were: Mr. phea Goodwin and David M. OocdDuring the past 12 months every parishioner of Rev. Mr. French.
the High School. Matches scheduled mouth,
A 4-H Boys' Club will be formed
and Mrs. Oeorge Harding. Mr. and wln.
Meenahga Grange will observe New England State has made a Feb. 6 at 7 o'clock. George Buck
for Monday are: At 7 o'clock. Thom
Mrs. Ralph P. Fader, Mr. and Mrs
Left $3000 each were Theresa
membership gain and nearly all of
aston vs. Sylvester, and High Neighbors’ and Birthday night Mon them have qualified as Model State will be the local leader.
Elmer W. Greene. Franklin F. Smith, Agnes Young. Harry W.
day.
Fred Bucklin and Douglas Gray,
School vs. McKinney. At 9 o'clock
Plimpton. Violet E. Frost. Ethel Young, whom the testator said he
Mrs. John Camaire is a patient Oran«es' *hich
the hi*hest dls‘
Soule vs. McRae.
Reed. Margaret A Papen, Mabel had already given $5000 during hls
t met ion that can be reached in students of the University of Maine
at
Maine
General
Hospital
in
Port-1
• • • •
Hemming, Mrs Fred L. Cheswell, lifetime; Ca-.olyn W. Knight, Ethel
Grange procedure and which is who completed their eight weeks
land.
Results of recent matches are:
William T. Cheswell, Peter Ander- Howard, Harriet Howard Esterhall.
predicated entirely upon actual ac work at the Maine Forestry Camp
Mrs. Nora Burns of Friendship is
Thomaston (4)
son. Rev and Mrs. James Tryn.
Rev and Mrs. Cortland Myers. Mr.
complishments. Besides the mem in Princeton recently, are passing
Doherlv ................ 79 103 94—276 at the home of Dr. Francis Redlon bership gain, great advance has a short vacation at their homes
Mr and Mrs. G. H Eddy, Mr and and Mrs Daniel M. Goodwin, May
lakeman .............. 76 85 84—245 for a few days.
Mrs Edgar C Lane, Mr and Mrs Malvern .Viletta M. Wolfe, Emma
been made in New England tlie past here.
Mrs. C. B. Stahl was hostess FriSeven members of the junior
G. Feyler . .............. 79 83 93- 255
Henry D Saben. Dr and Mrs 11- Masher, Fred L. Cheswell, William
year in ritualistic excellence, in
Stetson .................. 76 85 67—228
wood T Easton. Mr. and Mrs For- S. Edsall, Jr.. Robert R Edsall. Ada
educational programs and tn ccm- group. Happy-go-luckies 4-H Club
Mrs. Maude Clark Gay was an i
110 82 94—286
Kelley
rest W Dixcn, Mr. and Mrs. George B Young, Alena H. Young.
, munity service projects. Numerous enjoyed a skating party Wednesday
Augusta visitor Wednesday.
,
,
.
,
T Lane. Mr. and Mrs. Charles L.
Jennie R Philbrook was left $4000
I legislative achievements have also night at South Pond, with a social
Mrs. F. A. Levensaler entertained
420 438 432-1290
Parker. Mr. and Mrs. Harry C. Ha- ' The sum of $500 each was left to
added to the war's laurels In thc hour and refershments.served at the
the Susannah Wesley Society
Wilder Moore cottage. Girls who
Soule (1)
gen, Mr. and Mrs Raymond Hag- , William S. Edsall, Hanscomb Young
New England area.
gett. Mr and Mrs Jesse W Greer, and Elizabeth S. Crawford.
Miller
................ 83 77 80—240
Further Interest in this same sec went were. Theresa Huntley, Mary
Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence T. WesMr and Mrs. Stanley M. Lane. Dr.
93 71 76—240
Sleeper
tion is created by the fact that Norwood. Patricia Moody. Joyce
Lucie H. Edsall was left a $40,and Mrs. Jcelle C. Hiebert. Mr and 000 trust fund, with a $2400 a year
within its borders will be held the Halligan, Eleanor Fales. Martha
Kent ..................... 97 70 85—252
November 1941 convention of Na- Griffin. Lillian Durrell. Tlie girls
Quint .................... 79 75 82-236 on Main street.
Capt. Clyson Coffin, owner of the new trawler: and Mrs. Coffin, who Mrs Carl 8 B Currie, Mr and Mrs. income to be paid quarterly,
The Woman s Club will entertain tional Orange whlch wU,
were chaperoned by the local leader. I performed the christening ceremony. They're both smiling, as befitted
Soule —............... 79 89 92-260
the Senior Class of the high school Diamontj Jubilee ^jon of
or. Mrs. Wilder Moore, and by Mrs. Le- the occasion.
are heated with an oil fired Ameri
ganization. An attendance likely roy Norwood
431 382 415-1228
can Radiator Co. Red Flash Boiler.
be awarded in the Prize Essay Con to reach 25.000 Patrons is expected
Mrs Marshall White is a patient geared steering outfit complete: a . others one of which runs up the
It is Capt. Coffins intention, after
! Submarine Signal Co. Fathometer, ! foremast on a galvanized track, and
test.
High School (4)
at that time and the class of Sev at Knox Hospital
•
•
a trial run, to go direct from Rock
Neighbors of Mrs. Fred Scott ten- enth Degree initiates is almost cer
68 89 72—229
Gross
Fifty-seven attended the recent' with the usual barometer, "Indoor the other to be used on tiie alter land to the fishing grounds and the
......... 87 81 99—267 dered her a surprise birthday party tain to exceed the record made at meeting of the Congregational outdoor thermometer, chart table, mast for steadying in a seaway. boat will leave the builders' yard
Gamage
All running rigging for handling
her home Wednesday night. Hartford in 1934, when nearly 13,000 Brotherhood at which Wilbur Sen- etc.
.......... 81 92 76—249
F Willis
completely equipped and provisioned
tlie
sails is "Columbian."
V Willis .... .......... 72 102 95—269 Those present were Mr. and Mrs. candidates were given that degree ter of Rockland was much enjoyed
• • • •
for that service and she will make
The main propelling engine is a
Ward ....... ......... 85 101 94—280 William Kennedy. Mr. and Mrs. (highest in Grange ritualism) on a in the showing of the pictures of Below, forward, are quarters for
a noteworthy addition to the fleet
Fred Simmons, Mr. and Mrs. B. single day. As yet the exact loca the New York and the San Fran-'
whlch' with ** Salley are j Fairbanks-Morse Model 37, five operating frem New England, em
vision bulk-, cylinder, of 500 horse power, and bodying as she does all the tried No ion in your world — ipiriti
393 465 436-1294 Harris. Mr. and Mrs. Ivan Scott, tion of the Diamond Jubilee session cisco World Fairs. Nine new mem- :ocat€d betwetn
Reverend and Mrs. O. G. Barnard, has not been determined, but the bers were added to the enrollment. ’*ad and the flrst of tw0 wa,er- ,here ls a
HP aUXlliary f°[
McRae (1)
and successful elements in her de snowed under — your mood soggy as
Mr and Mrs L E Blackington
dia«onal lald bulkheads .These ‘ trie generation, also Fairbanks- sign usual on this class of vessel to the weather? There's a silver lining
................ 106 82 86—274
McRae
of Rockland were callers Tuesday 1uart*rs are flniahed in cyPress and Mor*' and a "B"ggS"
** gether with some ideas tried out for that big hlack cloud — guaranteed
Bird .... ................ 83 75 85—243
at the home of George Teague.
’ <™'a‘“ ad«’uate clWhes l0ck^ installed tO
‘X
Scott. A birthday cake every part of New England.
Estes .... ................ 82 76 89—247
elsewhere but new to the fishing sterling—the voice ol a friend.
Games at the Golden Jubilee 1 drawers, etc , for the 10 men and , oil A set ofcell MV A Ex.des fleet.
Warmth for the heart at bargain
Mrs. Arthur Scott was
------------------McLoon ................ 62 74 72—218
prices. Out-of-town calls arc espePartv of the Woman s Club, tonight
galley Ls furnished with a Re- take care of the storage battery
Tripp .... ................ 106 76 90-272 presented the honor guest. Mrs.
BROAD COVE
Another month will see the trawler ci,11T low
*fter 7 and all day
T
frigerator room, flour bin, dressers, I question.
The Snow Shipyards
______________ Scott. Refreshments were served.
at Town hall will begin at 7.30
Mr. and Mrs Herbert Stahl and Stephen Foster musical program wiU sinks, provision lockers, drawers, j built the switchboard which covers headed away on her maiden trip to Sunday
439 382 422-1244
At the Lion's meeting Wednesday
The BRIGHT SIDE ot
letters from the advisory secretaries son John were guests Tuesday of be presented at 9 o'clock with selec etc., and a ''Shipmate'' coal stove , all requirements to American the fishing grounds, manned by a
I for cocking and heat.
Bureau Standard and include crew cf 14. including the master
Sylvester <4>
Telephoning Outside
of two large organizations were ; Villa Stahl and Ralph Stahl.
tions by a 12-piece orchestra and by
The fish hold with capacity for switches so arranged that when in Three members of the crew have
Bradbury .....
77 84 87—248 read, which contained valuable sug-; Mrs. Clara Wiley has returned
The typical rates belo* $how how very
qqq pounds ot iced fish is located dock, land current may be carried
cheap it is to call out ol town.
D. Richardson
87 78 97—262 ' gestions on tjie securing of addi-' heme from the Damariscotta hospi- a chorus numbering 18, I., the or
already been selected — Augustus
U)e
and
water. through to operate all equipment.
M. Richardson ..... 90 84 83—257 tional industrial activity for the tai where she underwent an opera- chestra will be Miss \ ema RobinDaucett of East Boston, first mate:
and
son. piano: Josef Vinal and Alfred . tight bulkheads, and is equipped
The propeller is a "Hyde;" 68 George Swimm. Malden. Mass., chief
Aii<bt an
Whitten . ............... 79 79 85— 243 town. Frank Metcalf of Wiscasst. tion. She is recovering slowly.
Sunday
Wyllie. trumpets; David White. with the bins, drains, lighting, etc. I inch of Bronze, driven through a
Day
engineer; and George Goodwin.
Sylvester .............. 76 79 86— 241 divisional chairman of Child Wel-1 Willis Hilton who has been conJoan Smith and Roland Berry, vlo- J usually found on similar boats.
.65
.15
Itridgton,
Me..
154" diameter Tobin bronze shaft Malden, second engineer.
fare Committee of the American j fined to bed the past week is about
30
.60
Kumford. Me..
Uns; Miss Glenice French, clarinet:1
SO
40
No. Conway. N. H
For fishing equipment on deck, with Goodrich Cutless Rubber
Oapt O ffln, still in his 30's, has (
409 404 438-1261 Legion of the Department of Maine again
45
85
Calais.
Me
Charles Stimpson and Avard Rob- | the St. George has "New England Stem Bearing.
.
’
been
geing
to
sea
ever
since
he
was
McKinney (1)
gave an interesting talk of the work
Mrs Linda Hilton who has been
inson. guitars: Dr. Judson Lord and ' winch bollards, gallows frames and
Below decks aft are staterooms for knee high to a grasshopper, sailing
3-minute station-to ststlw ntw
Oreen .... ............... 67 84 72—223 being done for the welfare of child- j postmistress at the local oflice for
William H Robinson, trombones; I leads. The winch is driven from (the engineers and one spare state- int of Port Clyde, and he has niw
.< nu/l /«*rr4,
tpfurt
Flanagan ............
80
86—253 ren. Maynard D. Genthner was th« Past 22
retires from her
wbtrt tbf
nWfr
Harold Overlock, drums. In the the main engine by twin disc clutch, room, all finished in Weldwood. and lecome the proud master of hts own
McIntosh ______ 74
74—224 appointed chairman of the Inter- duties Jan. 31. Elmer Genthner has
chorus will be Mrs. Sidney Wyllie j
fishing nets, doors, etc. are these quarters and the Pilot hous; boat. Everybody wishes him success. new iNOiANO iiiinMom i Titititra to
Barnard ............... 81
89—242 national Convention Committee. been appointed acting postmaster
Mrs Leroy Norwood. Mrs. Clark ——~——~„„«««««___,
McKinney ............. 78
82—234 The next Zone meeting will be held and will enter upon his duties Feb
French. Mrs. Willis Vinal. Mrs
---------- in Camden, Feb. 16, probably at 1. moving the office to his resi
George Newbert. Miss Beulah Star
dence.
380 395 403-1178 the Snow Bowl.
rett. Mrs. Ethel Griffin. Mrs. Lowell
Mr and Mrs. Linwood Timberlake
Moody. Mrs. E. B. Clark. Mrs. Dana
Thomaston (4,
and
daughter
Naydene
of
Portland
grand chief, has been elected to in
Smith. Miss Katherine Coffin. Mrs.
.... 79 89 82— 250
Dohertv ......
stall the officers of Mayflower were callers Tuesday at Mr and Donald Mathews. Frank D. Rowe,
......... 87 82 74—243
Lakeman
Mrs.
Willis
Hilton's.
Temple, P S, Feb. 8 in Thomaston.
G Feyler
.... 94 91 89- 274 Her assistants will be Mrs. Kay
Mrs. Martha Payson of Brooks is WiUis Vinal. Rev. Clark French.
Kelley .........
. 87 86 90— 263 Studley and Mrs. Edith Willey.
teaching at the school this term, fol Sidney Wyllie, Edgar Comee. and
7'Ae multi illuitratt.1 it iht
Herbert DeVeber Refreshments will
R. Fevler .............. 79 77 82—238
Rdick Super multi 5t
The Methodist Ladies' Aid held an lowing the resignation of Mrs Helen be served.
ftur-datr touring ItJan
all-day session Wednesday at the Plummer.
Fourteen friends headed by Joan
$1109 Itlivtrtl at Flint,
426 425 417-1368 vestry, serving dinner to the teach
Arthur Stuart, son of Mr and Mrs
Mith. Il'hite lilfwalltun
Smith gave Phyllis Smith an enjoy
High School 111
James
Stuart,
and
a
seventh
grade
additional.*
ers and pupils of the village school.
able
surprise
party
on
her
13th
............... 77 85 72—234 The
Grass
,
next meeting will be Jan. 31 pupil is in the Maine Oeneral Hos
birthday Thursday night at the
Gamage ..........
N a 95—274 at the home of Mrs. Nellie Davis. pital In Portland for treatments.
homc of her parents Mr. and Mrs.
F. Willis .. ................ 103 88 72 -263
Norris
Richards
and
Astor
McLain
Orrin Bums who underwent a
V. Willis ................ 82 82 80—244' j
are hauling out pulp wood from the Leroi Smith. The hostess received!
several nice gifts, and all sorts of
________ 82 80 89—251
Ward
is gaining Hilton lot.
Due to so much illness among the games and stunts were in order.
slowly.
members, the Patriotic Club meet Ice cream and birthday cake were
437 421 408-1266
• • • •
ing which was to meet with Mrs served Present were Emily Smith.
NORTHHOPE
1
Sylvester 14)
Anna Freedman Thursday was post Mary Ludwig. Gloria Haskell. Lois
Bazemore. Lillian Durrell. Martha
M. Richardson ..... 87 91 83—261
Mr. and Mr. Nathan Pease were poned.
Bradbury .............. 90 83 81—254 ,
Lewie Osier and Carl Hilton have Griffin. Lois Norwood. Mary Nor
wood. Betty Moore. Faye Martin,
D Richardson ...... 74 81 80—235
finished liarvesting their ice.
Whitten ................ 70 97 85—252
I. R. Johnson has closed hts home Eugene Jellison, John Gephart. and
Sylvester .............. 85 77 76—238! birthday. Other guests were, Mr. and has entered the Farrington Billy Chapman. Mrs. Leroy Smith
and Mrs. James Pease, Miss Marion Hospital in Portland. Mrs John was aided in the serving by Mrs.
406 429 405-1240 Pease and Arnold McConchie of son and daughter Joanne arc mak Donald Mathews.
Soule (1)
Rockland. After supper cards were ing their home in Camden at
............. 67 75 80—222 I
Miller
Hosmer's Pond.
O matter what’s happened to
old-type gear lever for Handishift
So why wait to get your Buick?
Flanagan .............. 81 71 87—239 Pease.
Otis Allen has been in Oakland
transmission that works with a
thc rest of those first-of-thePrices arc low now—lower than on
Savitt .................... 76 64 74—214
Mrs. Ivie Bennett was supper for thc past week.
finger-flick.
ycar vows, there’s still time to re

some sixes—and delivery is prompt.
VINALHAVEN
AND
Soule ..................... 93 82 108—283 guest Tuesday of Mrs. Addie Mar
Recent callers on Mr. and Mrs.
Your dealer has a full line to show,
solve to have yourself some fun
Kent ......
81 80 66—227 riner.
Carl Hilton were Mr. and Mrs.
ROCKLAND
You can help yourself to room—
too, and your old car’s worth morc
this year with that power-packed,
Mr. and Mrs. William Thomas Theodore Sylvester and sons of
thc spacious expanse of thc Buick
STEAMBOAT CO.
398 372 415-1185 and children were recent visitors at Rockland, Mrs. Florence Osier and
now than it will be later.
sure-fire pleasure producer —a
Super’s next-thing-to-five-feet front
ROCKLAND. ME.
daughter Alice and Mrs. Viola Mc
Mr and Mrs. Damon Hall's
sightly, sprightly, roadwise 1940
scats. You can ride in Foamtcx
Bernice Ludwig and a friend were Lain of Medomak and Long Island.
How about some action? Time’s
FRIENDSHIP
Service To:
Buick.
cushion comfort, with Safety Plate
callers Wednesday at her parents'
a-wasting, there’s fun to he had—
Vinalhaven, North Haven, Ston
Glass all around you and every
Mrs. Perley Bonner and Mrs Irma homc.
GROSS NECK
ington, Isle Au Haut, Swan's
and there’s a Buick waiting to hang
You can put yourself behind a
thing from a built-in automatic
Benner were Rockland visitors reEd Ludwig recently assisted Al
Island and Frenchboro
your license plates on!
husky
Dynaflash
straight-eight
Mr. Stevenson of New York was
choke to Buick’s exclusive Forecently.
bert Pease in moving a small buildthat's
a
veritable
tornado
when
it
WINTER SERVICE
Mrs. Leland Demmons who spent ing from the property of hts father recent overnight guest of Mr. and
N-Aft Direction Signal
Subject to change without notice
conics to going places — but actu
a few days at thc homc ot Mr Dem- Uiy Pease, to his own place. Thc Mrs. William Thorne.
to make driving easy
Earl Day of the village was a
mons' parents, returned Tuesday to building will be used as a garage.
ally silkier than watchworks in its
and convenient.
DAILY
EXCEPT
SUNDAY
Rockland.
The Square Circle was recently caller Monday at the home of Wil
smooth-and-easy freedom from
Read Up
I Read Down
Ernest Beckett, who has been seri entertained by Ix>ttie Hall. Twelve liam Gross.
vibration.
A. M.
P. M.
Eugene Winchcnbacli of West
ously ill, Is gaining slowly.
members were present. The hostess
Jog.
TAMFEI-FROOF OAS TANKS—j’dvr
5.30
Lv.
Swan's
Island,
Ar.
6.01)
The Farm Bureau held a planning served delightful refreshments. An Waldoboro was a visitor Friday at
ignition kty loth tht gat tani
6.30 Lv. Stonington.
Ar. 4.40
You can switch to gentle coil
meeting Jan. 19 at the Methodist entertainment of anecdotes and Charles Oeele's.
door in tht fndtr, frtaitnli gait7.30 Lv. North Ilaven,
Ar. 3.30
springs and never need another line ton through fi/ftrage. Stand
Mr. and Mrs. William Thorne
A'/)
Church. County Agent Ralph C. music was enjoyed. The meeting
8.15 Lv. Vinalhaven,
Ar. 2.43
ed
9.30 Ar. Rockland,
Lv. 1.30
ard eiuipment at no ixtra ant.
“lube job.” You can discard the
Wentworth ahd MLss Esther Dun next week will be held at Barbara were Rockland visitors recently.
°aitj "'a
117-tf
Perry's,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Fred
Stahl
of
Broad
ham, home demonstratiin agent,
Mrs Annie Pease called Wednes Cove visited Sunday with Mrs.
were the chief speakers. Project
loaders were elected thus: Chair day on her mother Mrs. Ellen Con Stahl's parents, Mr. and Mrs.
FOR DATS OF
Charles Geele.
man. 8usan Wotton; secretary, ant in Rockland.
a”et
DISCOMFORT
Mr. and Mrs. Nathan Pease and
Mr. and Mrs. Irvine Condon of
Gertrude Oliver: clothing. Ruth
Trz CHICHESTERS PILLS
"o'-tt.
(or tunctlonal periodic pain
Prior; foods, Edna Packard; home son Nathan visited Thursday with Thomaston spent Friday evening
and discomfort. Usually
Hive QUICK RELIEF. Xsk
EXEMPLAR
OF
OENERAL
MOTORS
VALUE
her mother, Mrs. Morton in Simon with Mr. and Mrs. Melvin Genthner.
management. Mabel Beale.
your druggist tor—
Riley Bradford is in 111 health at ton's Comer.
CHICHESTERS PILLS
COURIER-GAZETTE WANT ADS
THE DIAMOND A BRAND"
hls home in East Friendship.
SEE
YOUR
NEAREST
BUICK
DEA
Subscribe to Tbe Courier-Gazette
IN BUSINESS OVER V 50 YEARS
Oert.nide OUver. district deputy
WORK WONDERS
«a

«

Gratifying frogress ls Being
Noted In the New England
States

ftftftft
ALENA L. STARKCTT
Correspondent
ftftftft
Tel 40

(Continued from Page One)
rection Finder; a "Marine Radio
Service, Inc.," Seaphone “Ship to
Shore and Ship to Ship Radio
telephone; an Edson trawler type

SILVER

mi

madeto

One resolution ifs not too
late to make

N

HELP
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Every-Other-Day

Oasis" by the pastor. Tlie choir will
sing "Jesus Knows AU".
Prayer service will be held ln the
vestry Tuesday at 7 o'clock.
Whom You Will Take To Your Heart When She Talks
Thursday at 5.30 the circle will
About Household Matters
serve a baked bean supper.
• • • •

A MAID CALLED MILLS

VINALHAVEN
ft ft ft ft
MRS. OSCAR C. I AXE
Correspondent

A Wonderful Carver

Page Five

No Beans, No Bowl
Gene Hall Voices the Dis
gust Of The Skippers—
There’s a Plot Afoot

NORTHPORT
------la?wu Matthews was guest last
weekend of friends ln Waterville.
Mrs. Willard Thompson and son
David were in Bangor this week
David will enter Eastern Maine
Oeneral Hospital for a throat op’’ration,
Kenneth Smith has returned
home from the Bradbury Memorial
Hospital in Belfast.
Earl Elwell, who has employment
in Lincoln, is home for thq weekd

ing lecturers Conference in Augusta.
^jrs yieanor Payson. Mr and
^jrs Raymond Ludwig and family
were guests Sunday of Mr. anti Mr
Charles Child* in South Hope. Other
guests were Mr. and Mrs. W. C.
, Wellman of South Hope
William Hardy of the L.ilverslty
cf Maine spent last weekend at
home.
Mrs. C. A. Dunton and Mrs. Fran,ces Eugley who have been visiting
relatives in Massachusetts the past
I week have returned home
Fhe Sewing Circle met at the
Orange hall Friday and spent tiie
afternoon tacking quilts A supper
was served to husbands and friends
and a card party enjoyed during thc
evening

WlUis O. Clark
"I told you so, snapped Skipper
BROADCAST BY MARJORIE MILLS
A. E. Libby has taken over from
The death of Willis O. Clark oc
(Monday, Wednesday, Thursday and Friday at 1.30 p. m. over Stations
Gene Hall of the defeated Skippers
the insurance companies, the agency
curred at the home of his son at WNAC, Boston; WTAO. Worcester; WCSH, Portland; WTIC, Hartford;
formerly operated by L. B. Dyer.
as he slammed a bowling ball into
WICC. Bridgeport; WEAN, Providence; and WLEZ. Bangor).
Rosllndale. Mass., Jan. 20 Mr.
The boat Verna O., arrived Mon
the rack after slamming one off the
Clark had been in failing health the
day from Rockland with a load of
alley, in the match held at the Cas
A little English lady. Nan Bevan the sauce with a small amount of
past two years and was up and
lobster traps stock, valued at $6G9
cade Alleys last Monday evening.
about the house until two hours be of Cambridge, sent us the woman s flour blended with melted butter,
for the Fishermen Co-Operative As
fore his death when he went into page from a London newspaper to- 1 Knox Jellied Chicken In Cream
"I told you fellers we would have to
sociation. The directors of the as
a coma and fell peacefully to sleep. day and somehow It brought home
1 envelope Knox Sparkling Gelahave another feed of beans before we
Raymond, sen of Mr. and Mrs
sociation will meet with Wallace
The funeral was held privately war conditions more definitely than tine
1
could hope to trim those Ganders up Melvin E Wood, is somewhat imYoung. Thursday night. A scallop Jan. 23 at the home and the body all the news despatches, magazine
cup cold chicken broth or water
again.” "My system has been en- proved after an illness of nearly
stew will be served.
| p, cups hot chicken broth, fat
was taken to Rockland and placed articles and broadcasts.
tirely depleted of bean Juice and 1 three weeks.
E. L. Olidden was in Rqckland ln the tcmb to be buried in the
"Food prices may be up. certain free
haven’t the strength or stamina to' Mr and Mrs Francis RichardWednesday on a business trip.
spring.
foods unobtainable and evacuees
teaspoon salt
carry on any longer without tt." Ba son called Sunday on Mr. and Mrs
Mr. Clark was bom in Belmont, swarming all over the kitchen," the
Thc Needlecraft Club met WedDash of pepper
saying Gene relapsed into a tobacco Philip Watkins.
nesday with Mrs. Joseph Kittredge. July 1, 1861, son of the late Charles editor wrote, "but if you think we've
1 cup cooked chicken, cubed
' chewing silence only coming cut of It
Rob:e Ames and Frank McCabe.
WEST ROCKPORT
Mrs. Dewey Brown was hostess A and Angella K. Clark. At an got difficulties Just Imagine what
’« cup cream, whipped
Carl M. Malmstrom of Clark Island, long en0Ugh t0 gjVP cap n Skip a selectmen, attended the Municipal
our mothers had to pift up with in
Thursday to the Rainbow ClubearlV
th« faml>y moved
Soften gelatine in cold liquid. Add ' whose
jack-knife magic
amazed
those rasD
jnB rasD
berrv for hls "great" Officers Convention in Rockland
May Fogler has returned from a
whrAVend\d^he
a^ra
”d%a^
^ng
raspberry
1917 when Britain was within a hot broth and stir until dissolved. meeting in Thomaston Wednesday
;
motor
trip to thc West ccast and
A surprise party was given Miss land
of 247 for the evening.
, Tiie Ladles Aid met Tuesday afti is with he rmother and s ster at thc
Gloria Skoog by her grandmother, i Mr Clark did not belong to any week of starvation and they had to Season with salt and pepper and night.
For it had been a very bad evening ernoon with Mrs. Alice Sheldon,
Mrs. William T. Smith in celebration rhurch but he led a devoted Chris- make pudding out of bread crumbs chill until nearly set. Fold in chickindeed for the Skippers and especi , A public installation was held at i! heme of the latter ln Camden.
and was an honorable and optimism."
en and whipped cream. Turn Into
ally Cap’n Skip Arey. who for the Grand View Orange Hall Thursday ! Mrs J. F H?al Ls able to be cut
of her 16th birthday, Games andI tian
SEARSMONT
citizen.
He
learned
the
coopers'
She
goes
gallantly
on
to
describe
molds
and
chill
until
firm.
Serve
on
flrst
time this season couldn't seem with Deputy C. E Heal as installing 'after belng confined lo the It: use
music featured the evening's enMr. and Mrs. Sidney Harriman to hit the back end of the alley. Thp 1 officer These officers were in- for several weeks by grippe.
tertainment.
Ice cream, cake, ■ trade and worked at it in Rockland a Christmas pudding of flour, suet, lettuce or garnished with parsley
were and Vinalhaven, until he and his potatoes, carrots, apples, raisins or and strip of pimiento.
Tlie Amateur Farmers, 4-H Club
of Palmer. Mass., were called here only string the Skippers managed to J stalled: Master, Earl Brown; overcookies and
sandwiches
met
recently at the homc of Robert
Presto Peanut Prune Bread
served. Miss Gloria received many wife went to Massachusetts to live dates iwhichever you can get) and
reeently by the illness of his mother ! win was the second, which they cap- seer. William Oowen; lecturer
J 20 years ago.
honey, the sauce made with an
2 cups silted Presto
Mrs. Ellen Harriman, who is im tured by a scant three pins and the ’ Thelma Wocd; chaplain. Carrie Deane. Refreshments were served
nice gilts. Those present were Mary
Mr. Clark is survived by his widow ounce of margarine, two spoonfuls
Mrs. M J. Oxton Is much im
Oanders easily came ln ahead by a Wood; steward, Oeorge Stantial;
*4 cup sugar
proved.
Maker. Betty Brown. Miriam Green
proved
in health since her recent
Priscilla Lil a (J°yce’ Clark, one son Oeorge of honey and sherry.
total
of
61
pins.
1 egg
leaf. Jean Strachan.
assistant
steward,
Donald
Wood;
Miss Blanche Palmer. Bible teach
K Clark and three daughters, Mrs.
It seemed to be an off night lor secretary, Helen Heald; treasurer, illness.
I m going to cook 40 Christmas
'4 cup milk
Chilles, Marion Webb, Mildred
er in the public schools, visited the
J. J. Dunbar was at The Meadows
nearly everybody and no good scores A. P. Goodhue: Ceres. Ruth Brown,
3 tablespoons melted Land O’ | local schools Jan. 18.
Brinkworth. Isabelle Ames, Con-. Fannie M Rackliffe of South East- dinners at a shilling a head," she
..
j on. Mass . Mrs. Florence E. Thomp- writes. "AU the men and girls at the Lakes Sweet Cream Butter
were in evidence, the best of the Pomona, Lillian Kennedy; Flora, Rockland. Wednesday spending the
stance Orcutt Norma Skoog and
”
1 Rev. and Mrs. C. H. Bryant had
, son. Vinalhaven, and Mrs. Ruth E. ambulance station where I work are
evening being Wym Guilford's 104. Beatrice Thompson; lady assistant day as guest of his granddaughter
*. cup chopped peanuts
Ruth Skoog.
| as recent dinner guests Belle
Johnson of Rockland; also six going to sit around the cellar In
Mrs Robert Gardner and greatwith Shields taking the match total
1 cup chopped, cooked prunes
Ladies of thc GAR. will meet'
Howes, and Mr. and Mrs. Harold with 291 for the three strings Cap'n steward, Laura Oxton; executive granddaughter.
grandchildren Misses Athene R and their dirty dungarees and oilsmeared
committee for three years Robie
Friday with the new officers in the
Mix sifted Presto and sugar. Add Cobb, that date being Mrs. Cobb s
Martha E Thompson. Oeorge H.
Mae Orottcn who was taken to
faces and we're going to make them beaten egg to milk and stir Into blrthdav After the dinner a social Grimes of the winning Ganders Ames; gate keeper Claytcn Rich
chairs.
Knox Hospital w.th an acute attack
Dancing at Red Men s hall to- I Rackliffe and Stanley, Lilia and leel they're not missing any fun dry ingredients. Add melted butter. hour with Chinese Checkers was had to take a little bitter with hls ards.
Willis O. Johnson.—O. C. F. T.
sweet, however, for Bre’r Peterson
Mr and Mrs Melvin Wood enter of appendicitis has so far recovered
because they volunteered for Home peanuts and prunes. Put in greased enjoyed
night benefit of Infantile Paralysis
took him over Tobacco Road for the
tained
the Grand View Orange card following an operation that she is
Defence.
Its
up
to
women
to
deloaf
pan
9Sx5
‘
iiX3
inches
and
bake
i
Fund sponsored by Pequoit Tribe
Mrs. Charles Luce of Searsmont. evening's smokes, and while a ten
A. E. Libby Insurance Agency
party Monday night with seven expected to return home today.
clde whether this Christmas will be in a moderate oven <350 degrees F.l
of Red Men.
and Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Sim cent cigar that costs nothing smells
representing the following compan
Edmund Sansom cf Rockland was
tables of "63" In play. High scorers
a frost or a furore. If I know any- j about one hour.
Members of High School Orches
mons of Belmont recently visited mighty nice, a five cent cigar that
a visitor Wednesday at R J Ht aid’s
ies: The Connecticut Fire Insurance
were Mrs. Pearl Hills, Edwin Col
thing about British housewives the
tra. Phyllis Black, director, are:
MENU
at the home of Mrs. Luce s sister, costs ten cents ls Just another
J F Heal has sold his cows and
Co . Springfield Fire and Marine
cord. The next party will be Mon
only frost will be on the ground."
Violin -Edward Smith. Ernest Claygiven up his milk route
Mrs Florence Dyer of Owl's Head. stinker.
Insurance Co.. Granite State Fire
Breakfast
day
at
the
hall
with
Mrs.
Earl
Then
there
was
an
article
on
conter. Herbert Peterson. Richard Wil
There Ls a rumor on the grapevine
Tlie Singing-Sewing 4-H OirlsMr. and Mrs. Jesse Collins of
Insurance Co.. Commercial Union
Pineapple Cubes
Brown as hostess.
entrated nourishment in nuts. "If
liams. Everett Tolman; clarinet—1
that
the teams are going to be feted
Club met Friday at the home cf its
Burkettville
were
recent
guests
at
Assurance Co.. Maine Mutual Fire
Ready-cooked
Cereal
George
Fletcher
of
Melrose
Mass,
»e find ourselves on short rations
Miss Kinley. Mont Roberts. Rebecca
the home of Mr. and Mrs. Law- and fatted by another banquet ln has been passing a short vacation leader. Mrs Gladys Keller Sup
Insurance Co., Merchants Mutual
Scrambled Eggs with Bacon
remember Brazil nuts are rich in
Dunran. Albert Ames; trombone—
the near future, and while some of
per was served and the evening was
j rence Harriman.
Casualty Co.
12- M
Toasted
English
Muffins
with hls mother
oil which has the same food value
Malcolm Whittington, cornet—Ruth
the Skippers will undoubtedly holler
given over to sewing on tlie White
Raymond
Gelo.
who
has
been
Winter Marmalade
as butter or cream ... a savoury
^yford. Kenneth Calderwood; »xofor beans, it is understood that
Cross work for the missionary box
j seriously ill is recovering,
Dr Walter P Conley will be at
Coffee
pudding can be made by putting
phone—Betty Brown. Miriam Green
HOPE
from the local church.
j Miss Doris Freeman of Waldo was Cap'n Grimes has sumpin' extra spe
his Vinalhaven office from the ar
Sunday
Dinner
emt mashed potato in a saucepan
leaf Ruth Carver; drums—Olga
cial up his sleeve and in the feed bag
Mrs. Henry Kontio entertained
I
guf
«t
last
weekend
of
Mrs
E'.onia
rival of tiie boat Tuesday afternoon
A soil conservation meeting was
Grape, Orange and Cherry Cup
with a little milk, pepper and salt,
MacDonald; piano— Marilyn Cafver.
Cunningham and Mr and Mrs. Ralph Complete details are lacking but the held Tuesday at the Orange hall I the Tuesday Club this week
Jan. 30. until Its departure Thurs
‘Veal Creole
beat well over heat, add an egg
boys are already wrinkling their
At the Installation Service of the day morning—adv.
j Freeman.
"Spiced Bananas
and chopped nuts, sprinkle top
noses
and trying to smell out the A Farm Bureau meeting was also
Junior Epworth League the officers
Subscribe to Tlie Courler-Oazett®.
i Quantabacook Lodge. F.A.M. held
held recently at the Orange hall
Hot
Biscuits
with
grated
cheese
and
bake.
”
secret.
were installed by Mary Johnson, past
I
its
annual
Inspection
last
Saturday
SOUTH THOMASTON
Fluffy Mashed Maine Potatoes
Cap'n Skip Arey is especially In under the direction of Mrs Gladys
We ve been remembering that wopresident, assisted by Lois Cook as
night, with District Deputy Orand
Pineapple
Cole
Slaw
terested,
for hls 247 Ls haunting him Burgess the subject being "Pictures
marshal, and Marilyn Carver as
Knox Lodge FAM. installed man's page from an English paper
Master Clarence Leonard of Union
Ice Cream with
flay and night and he thinks that in the Home". Dinner was served by
pianist. The new officers are: these officers Monday : Worthy all morning looking through the
as the inspecting officer.
Mrs. Emily Hobbs and Mrs. Elsie
Chocolate Mint Sauce
President. Albert Carver Jr vice master James WilUams; senior war- flies for recipes you asked about,
| Charles Hunt visited his mother only by getting something solid in
Wilson.
hie
stomach
can
he
get
the
weight
Coffee
presidents. Ruth Carver Ruth Arey.! den. William Makinen; Junior war- planning menus and checking re
Mrs. Annette Hut of Belfast recentJohn Wilson Jr., the newly-elected
of
it
off
his
mind.
The
Gocsc
is
cipes
for
our
own
page
...
the
only
Supper
Sydnev Smith. Edith Conway; sec- den. Randall Hopkins: treasurer,
!lystriking his A and a pose to get hls lecturer of Hope Grange is attend•Knox Jellied Chicken in Cream
retary. Mary Ames; treasurer, Lois S O. Hurd; secretary. Harvey Crow- limitation . . . what would you like
Mrs. Lola R. Ness. Mr. and Mrs tong off on the right meter, while
Read These Important Facts!
Cook: stewards. Marion Anderson ley; senior deacon. C. S Watts; to try that s new and different or
•Presto Prune Peanut Bread
1 J. Earl Ness, and Miss Priscilla Cene Hall Is rewinding the coils of Goose Arey
nerves can mak** you old, haggard,
101 86 91 -278 Quivering
and Dorothy Carver; guards Doro junior deacon. J T. Baum: chaplain, what's in season at the grocers. An
Sandwiches
cranky
-can make your life a nightmare of
Benls. all ot Belfast called Sunday nls wireless telephone in anticipa
jealousy, self pity and "the blues.'’
thy Johnson and Priseflla Whitting G B Butler; marshal, A F Sleep extra egg or two. an exta pound of
Stuffed Florida Celery
1 on Mr. and 'Mrs. F. A. Dunton.
Qften auch nervou+n“M is due to female
tion of a hot and burning conversa
467 435 +49 1351 functional dtoordi rs. S<» take famous Lydia
ton; pianist. Marilyn Carver.
Applesauce Cookies
er; senior steward. Fred Allen; butter, more cream, a Juicy steak?
Harry Bickford of Bangor visited tion via (he ether. All in all it
K. Pinkham’a Vegetable Compound to hel|
help
Bean Boggling Skippers
calm unstrung nerves and lessen funetinn.il
Coffee
junior steward. Ralph Colby; tyler, They're all there waiting for us at
! Monday at the home ol Mr. and Mrs iromises to be a hot time ln the old Drew
........
92 99 80—271 “irregularities.” For over 60 years reliefUnion Church Notices
•Recipes given.
S. A Rackliffe The installing of the corner store. We'd be more
Pinkham's Compound has helped tena
Maynard Cushman.
Peterson
HO 98 93-271 giving
own.
of thousands of grand runt here, mother* and
Sunday School will meet at 10 ficer was Laurence Perry of Rock- than human if we really understood
daughters
"in time of need ”
Boom
Bingluig
Ganders
Hall
...............
H6
73 69—228
o'clock with classes tor all ages.
Pinkham’a Compound positively contains
i land, assisted by Martin Graves of our luck, no doubt.
Dr. W. A. Woodward. 78, of Yonk Sanborn
89—259 Guilford ........
79
91
im opiates or habit fonUBC ingn-h-nts It
NORTH
HAVEN
87
82
Worship service will be at 11 RocklJnd as marshal. Officers of
ia made from nature’s own wholesome roots
Spired Bananas
ers, N. Y., read the Bible through Grimes ..........
83 89 89—261 Skip Arey .... ........ 79 8J 87-247 and herba each with Its own speetof work to
o'clock with sermon by Rev. Ken- the Orange and Eastern Star were
Etta
Beverage
who
has
been
visit

perform. One of the m»s< elective "woman’s”
*« cup vinegar
ln 18 days, reading from 12 to 14 Littlefleld........ ...... 95 90 77—262
tonics made! In liquid or handy to carry
r.eth Cook on the subject “If a Man guests. Refreshments were served.
ing ln Vinalhaven has returned hours each day.
2-3 cup sugar
tablet
form (similar formula). Try Ht
..... 97 91 103—291
419 438 433 1290
Shields ...
Die." The anthem Tlye Beauty of | Mrs A F Sleeper went Wednesday
home.
24 whole cloves
Jesus, will be sung by ~the choir, to Augusta to attend the conven
Arthur Webster of Camden has
1 small stick cinnamon
Evelyn Patrick, soloisf ~
I nor, of Orange Lecturers.
been recent guest at the home of
3 bananas
Junior Epworth League will meet
Mr and Mrs Oscar Emery of Bar
Boil vinegar, sugar, cloves and Mr. and Mrs. Frank Beverage.
at ♦ oclock; Christian Endeavor at Harbor were at the Bartlett home cinnamon until sugar is dissolved
The Fuller Cemetery Association
6: evening praise service at 7 o'clock Sunday, accompanied by Mr and
and the bubbles begin to look thick. has recently bought additional land
Inspirational message "Spiritual Mrs Harold McQuinn. also of Bar
Peel bananas, drop into the hot adjoining the Fuller cemetery and
Harbor, who are enroute to New Or syrup and boll hard for two minutes. lots will be available as soon as the
leans They will attend the Mardl Remove from fire and cool. Bananas weather conditions permit.
Oras, also visit Mexico City.
may be c.ut In smaller pieces if de
The Pythian Sisters conferred the
I
MOTHERS relieve misery
I A tramp who rode a freight train sired. Serve with ham or chops. degrfe Wednesday on Olive Curtis,
I
of colds externally with
I
Veal Creole
Agnes Mills, Rose Sherer, Bertha
30 miles between Dallas and Port
4 medium veal cutlets
Mills, Christine Lipovsky and Ira
Worth, Tex., sent the railroad com
4 tablespoons Land O Lakes Sweet Curtis.
•uaiTOR
apo ub
pany 30 cents in postage for fare.
Cream Butter
Mercedes Calderwood has returned
Salt and pepper
home after spending several weeks
'4 cup <1 medium i finely chopped with her sister, Mrs. Edna Butman
onion
in Massachusetts.
"« cup chopped green pepper
1 bunch young carrots, cut in
halves
’4 cup tomato ketchup
1 cup warm water
GOING TO FLORIDA?
Brown the veal cutlets on both
sides in the butter and season with
They’re roomier inside! Measure head
Here's What You Want To
They’re wider' Oldsmobile bodies are big
salt and pepper. Add the chopped
They're longer! All three series of Olds
room, leg room, and shoulder room. You'll
ger in all dimensions. More Safety Plate
mobiles are longer this year—longer than
onion and green pepper and carrots.
Know About Florida
find Olds is bigger and more comfortable,
Glass area in windshield and windows
last year's big Oldsmobiles—longer than
Combine the ketchup with the warm
with plenty of space for three adult passen
increases visibility as well as safety. Even
other cars of comparable price. Olds cer
HOW TO HAVE MORE RUN. Collier knows more
water then pour over thc meat and
gers in front or rear seats of every model.
the
lowest
priced
Olds
is
a
bigger
car.
tainly
gives
you
more
car
for
your
money.
about Florida than almost anyone That s why you
vegetables. Cover and cook slowly
find Collier Hotels at lhe smartest resorts ..with
45 minutes. If necessary, thicken
magnificent beaches, wonderful sporting facilities
and everylhing you want lor a perfect vacation

THE AWfUl PRICE YOU PAY
FOR
BEIKGI

ITS A BIGGER,
BETTER CAR I

r3ODTOF5-i

1—VICKS
yV R —
"00°*1"*1

Smart people
who know Florida slay at Collier Hotels. Why?
Because Collier saveo money by operating TWELVE
fashionable hotels under ONE management This
saving is passed or. lo you in the form of lower rates.
HOW TO GET MORE KIR VOUR MONEY.

HOTEL MANATEE RIVER. Bradenton
HOTEL CHARLOTTE HARBOR, Punla Gorda
HOTEL SARASOTA TERRACE, Saraiolt
HOTEL TAMPA TERRACE, Tampa
HOTEL FLORIDAN, Tampa
USEPPA INN, Useppa laland
GASPARILLA INN, Boca Granda
EVERGLADES INN, Everglade.
ROD » GUN CLUg, Everglade.
HOTEL ROYAL WORTH, W Palm Boach
HOTEL DIXIE COURT, W. Palm Beach
HOTEL LAKELAND TERRACE, Lakeland

■

e Send today lor your copy of the laminating new Collier
Florida Folder, with all tales. It will help you choose the
resort and hotel that will suit your taste and pocket best. Write
Hotels or N.Y. office 745 5th Ave. Ask your Travel Agent.

Collier
florida coast hotels- j
AND ASSOCIATED HOTELS
745 FIFTH AVENUE, N.Y.

GEOROE H. MASON
Pres. A Gan. Mgr.

ANY WAY YOU MEASURE

neafh tropical skies

BEST:;
XXXX

. tho"

dUfdllS l|OU

M1SBUWS

.. Miami awuu you! Ratk in the
aunahint of golden dayi and the

cooling Iveetca of .tarry night a

Make* extra-ddicioui biacuits,
and cakcn u well as bread

pies,

A COMPLETE vacation ia your,
—-at El Comodoro Hotel, raaily
acreaaihle lo all actjvitiea Rate

are from 12.50 tingle to It 00
double Attractive aeaaon rate.
250 newly redecorated ronma

with hath Our air-cooled coffee

chop ia famous for ita fine,
moderately priced food. Popular

Cocktail Lounge

OTE’S
NO MORE HARD
WORK MONDAYS
vWUf
e*c/r
SOAK

VsSer

Ptrssial

A. W NSST STSMT AT UCOMO AVt
OMM TNI VIA!

IOUNN

ROB

Diractier

JOSEPH H ADAMS. MANAGER

Bigger engine in “Sixty!” A big, 95
H. P. Econo-Master engine gives the Olds
“Sixty” the most sensational all-round
performance you’ll find in any low-priced
car — yet actually saves money on gas.

New Sealed-Beam Safety Headlamps!
They provide 50 per cent more illumina
tion for safer highway driving. The lens is
sealed to the reflector, preventing dust and
water from reaching the reflector surface.

Improved Rhythmic Ride! Olds is the low
est priced car with modern coil springs
all around. Combined with Knee-Action
and Four-Way Stabilization, they give
you the world’s smoothest, steadiest ride.

OLDSMOBIEE
PRICED POR
EVERYBODY

Coup»», 9807 and up. Sadana, 9853 and up. Dahrarad at
Lanainj, Mich. Car illuatratad Sixty" 4-Door Touring Sedan,
$899. Pncaa include Safety Oleaa, Chrome Window Rereala,
Bumpera, Spare Wheel, Tire, Tube, Duel Trumpet Horne,

.t.ltf.’HIC.l S
Bir.GKsr Mo.xfir'it
H'OHTII

3 Windahield Wipere, Vacuum Booster Pump, 2 5un Vi»or»
Transportation batted on rail rates, atate and local taxes (tf any 1
optional equipment end ecceaaortea —extra. Prices subject
to change without notice. A GENERAL MOTORS VALUE

ClgANSCa THOROUSHC'/

MAGIC
WATER

FIREPROOF GARAGE CO.

WINTER STREET
ROCKLAND, MAINE

and Mrs. Albert Elliot substituting
to make up three tables. Highest
scores were held by Mrs. Lee W
Walker, Mrs. Fred Campbell and
ftftftft
Miss Levensaler. Miss Lucy Rokes
grniu j:y t. wiujams
Correspondent
will be hostess to the club next Fri
ftftftft
day.
The Third District Council of the
Tel. 190
American Legion Auxiliary meets
The program for the centennial at Rockland next Monday with the
business meeting at 3 o'clock, folcelebration of tlie Knights of
lowed
by supper. Department ofiiPythias and Pythian Sisters to be
held at Watts hall Feb. 8 is: Call to cers are expected to be present.
Mrs. Walter Hastings and infant
order; seating of grand and supreme
officers; introduction by Chancellor son Richard Emery, who have been
Commander Whitten of Oeorge at Mrs. Earl Woodcock s went home
Gray, master at arms of the Grand Thursday.
lodge of Maine, as toastmaster; | Francis Brociis of Camden and
presentation of flag; prayer, Rev. Corliss Tabbutt oi Thomaston wer?
H. F. Leach; memorial service; injured slightly late Thursday aftduet "Old Rugged Cross;” installa emoon When the car in which they
tion of officers of Mayflower Temple were traveling skidded on the slip
by District Deputy Grand Chief pery pavement as they rounded the
Mrs. Gertrude Oliver of Friendship, corner at the foot of Creek Hill.
assisted by Grand Manager Mrs. Thomaston, and sideswiped the car
Edith Wyllie of Warren and Grand driven bv John B. Thomas, of 121
Senior Mrs. Dora Maxey; program Exchange street. Partland which
to be announced; address, Harry was going toward Rockland. Brodis,
Sylvester of the Supreme Lodge of who was driving, was taken to Rock
Maine, of Auburn; installation cf land where Dr H. J Weisman treat
officers of Arcana Lodge by District ed a bad cut over one eye. TabDeputy Grover of Boothbay Harbor, butt. who was rendered unconscious,
and aides; selections by orchestra; was treated at the office cf Dr. E. R
floor drill by teams of Arcana Lodge Biggers, Thomaston, for bumps and
and Mayflower Temple; remarks by- bruises. Other occupants of thc
grand officers; benediction, Rev. cars were uninjured, but both cars
H. F. Leach. Dancing will follow were badly damaged. State Patrol
tlie ceremonies. The balcony is man Foley investigated, and neither
open to tlie public during the cere driver was held.

THOMASTON

Every-Otlier-Day '
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Old Weathervanes

' Man wfth a Prejudice," soloist, Mrs.
Weston P. Holman. Church Night
service in thc vestry Thursday night
at 7 o’clock, Cottage prayer meet| ings will be ccontinued next week.
GILBERT HARMON
Hayden Wright attended a conCorrespondent
x\ xx
zs zv
vention of Rexall druggists held
A A
A
i Tuesday and Wednesday in PortTel. 713
1 land.
A special communication of Amity 1 Sunday, Monday and Tuesday the
Lodge of Masons will be he’d Feb bWit Hardy picture and the best
2 with work in the enteicd appren- Mickey Rooney performance of the
year, "Judge Hardy and Son" with
tice degree.
Several members of the local the lovable Hardy family, will be
at the Comique Theatre. Also Our
Garden Club attended WednesdayGang in "Dad for a Day."
tfie nrid-wintei conference of the
The Monday Club will meet with
Maine Garden Club federation in
Mrs. Archie Green next week.
Augusta.
The Odd Fellows are sponsoring
Alvin Wiggin Sr. fell recently in a benefit dance at the Cleveland
tlie yard of his home cn Chestnut hall Monday night. Music will be
street and received a broken arm. furnished by Bill Dean’s orchestra.
Mrs. Lee Lenfest. Lawrence Rich
Mrs. Blanche Bishop was installed
ards, Miss I.cena Lenfest and Miss a, worthy matron and Eugene Shaw
Vera Clark spent Monday and as worthy patron at the semi-pub>pllesdaj. in Portland.
I lie ceremonies of Seaside Chapter.
Ernfst Norton has returned Io 0X3, Wednesday night at the
Ouilfor{) Conn after spending a Masonic hall. Mrs. Gertrude Boody

CAMDEN

Basketball Battles

Rockland Trojans
G.
F. Pts.
Advertisements ln this column nos
McLeod. If ............ 3
0
6
to exceed three ltnes Inserted once for
Duff, If.................... 1
0
2 25 cents, three times for 50 cents. Ad
ditional lines five cents each for ont
Billings, rf ............. 3
0
6 time. 10 cents for three times. Five
LaCrosse, c ............. 2
5
9 small words to a line.
Karl, lg .................. 2
2
6
______________
»
Peterson, lg ........... oil ♦
Totals .................. ll
8
30 4
4
Referee, Flanagan
»6 * • • • •
SINGLE house to let, with bath, fur
Battery E defeated the Waldoboro nace heat. Corner Broadway and
Granite St. Apply WALLACE E SPEAR
Ramblers Tuesday night in a close Waldoboro.
11*18
game at the Armory, the score end
FOUIt-rooin apartment to let, all
ing 31 to 28. Dole was high scorer modern. Apply at Camden and Rockland Water Co , Tel 634
n-tf
for the losers, and Ames came with
HAVE good home und board for
lonely woman that has no home Write
in one point of tieing him.

In Everybody’s Column

In one of the finest games played
in the Community- building gym
this year, the Rockland Trojans
were nosed out 31 to 30 by the Cam
den Y.M.C.A. Thursday night, Close
The Rockland Society for the
all the way, the outcome wasn't de
Hard of Hearing met in the vestry
cided until the final whistle sound
of the First Baptist Church Thursed.
day Mrs Nathan Witham conducAt the end of the first quarter.
ted the lesson. The study of old
Camden had the lead of 4 to 3, and
weathervanes, commenced several
at the half the score was tied 9
ag0, was continued and Mrs. ■
all, in a low scoring first half. Both
Freeman Brown gave practice based
teams came back in the third period
on Angel Gabriel and the Angel
and started popping them in from
Gabriel weatbervane. Drawings of
to "W ' In care of The Courier-Oazette
all angles. With Ace McLeod sink
Battery E
l?*
three versions of this old vane.
ing three quick shots, Billings scor
F. Pts.
G
F.
THREE room, nicely furnlslied apart
popular in America in the early part
ing a basket and Freddie IaCrosse Ames, rf.............. ..... 5
to lei; al,o Irani rj.u,, it
al
22
12 ment
and quki Call at 28 or 30 MASONIC
of the 19»h century, were shown and
sinking a basket and two foul shots, Chase, If ................ 1
11
3 ST. City___________________________ 12*14
their history- given.
and Johnny Karl making a beau Withee, rg...............
LOWER lapartment to lei comer
___ 4
00
8 Warren
and Main Sts . available Feb
One type of this vane Is found on
tiful long shot, the Trojans enjoyed Huntley, lg...... ...... 1
0
1. C A HAMILTON. 29 Chestnut St.,
the century-old Universalist Church
i Tel. 886-J___________________________ 12-tf
the largest lead of the game, and Freeman, c.........
0
2
jn Beifas, Its graceful figure with
FURNISHED three-rootn apartment
that by only the slim margin of 23 Day, c ................... 1
0
. „
.
.
_
to let. toilet, piazza, shed; hot water
12 Knox St . TEL 156-W
148-tf
to 20.
"ni owint, ro es s sugges
3
14
Camden came back strong in the
tive«f theVictor anange s.
nWaldoboro
other typeshows Gabriel wtw ngs
last quarter, nnd with Lord, Clark
F
G
and a crown. It was found on Long
FURNISHED rooms to let. desir
1
few days as guest cf Miss Ruth Cf Golden Rod Chapter, Rockland, and Falrbrother tossing them in Dole, rf,............... 6
able location
MRS. A C JONES 9
Island but it is believed that it
scored
ten
points
to
Rockland's
Talbot
Ave . Tel. 576_____________ 126-tf
0
Leadbetter at the home of her par- district deputy grand matron was
French, If............... 2
originally came from Connecticut.
FURNISHED room, ln quiet neighbor
2
ents, Capt. and Mrs. Horace Lead- the installing officer. She was as seven. With but two minutes to play, Soule, c.................. 3
hood, five minute* from Post Ollies
ms vane has been preserved m the
Kathprine Veazie of Camden had a lead of one point. Heald, rg ............... 1
TEL. 34, Rockland.
0
American Folk Art Gallery. New
HoUis Drinkwater is confined to Rockland as grand marshal and Iwhich Proved to be their margin of Achorn, lg.............. 0
APARTMENT, furnished und heated
1
to let at 14 MASONIC ST.
10*12
York city. A third version presents hiR licmc, cn Harrison avenue by Mrs Evelyn Wilson, retiring worthy ! victor>'4
12
a robed, wingless version. On all iUnfilS
mtron of
chapter as grand | For Camden. Gorham. Lord. FairReferee, Saunders.
»■
three types, tlie angel is blowing a
Ludwig E Setter is a patient at chaplain. Other officers installed brother and Heald were outstandtrumpet. An anformal discussion Community Hospital.
were: Mrs. Maude Felton, associate ing' and for the Trojans, all six
«
Camden 45. Rockport 31
ol Interesting old vanes lollowed
, Mr and Mrs A r Norton hav? matron; John Felton, associate pa- men ,hat =«w service played splenCamden won second place in llie .Rxxxxxxxx.*****
The business meeting of Febru- cetumcd to their home on Acre tion: Mrs. Louise Walker, secretary: bid ball, with John Karl playing an Knox-Lincoln League as a result olenwood Oak parlor stove for
ary 1 will be held with Mrs Frank ib;and frGnl New Yotk City where Mrs. Alice Burkett, treasurer; Mrs. especially fine game at his guard of the game at Rockport gy mnas.."^X^akefleld stroller.
' | Call Warren. TEL. Office
12-14
monies as is thc oancing which fol
Hewett at her home on Camden they attended the Motor Boat show Bessie Clark, conductress; Mrs position.
sium Tuesday night when it defeat- | REGISTERED Boston terrier pups
In The Churches
lows.
street. A social 'ime will follow the
vi<i- for s’11'- 9 *v'ks old. well marked MRS
Herman Bowley lias left for Alice Tri^e, associate conductress; i Tbe scores.
ed the home team 45-21. Tli*»
me visi
E A MATTHEWS Unlon
1O*12
St. Bernard’s Catholic. Rockland. business session.
Williams-Brazier Post and Auxi
Florida where he will spend the re- Mrs. Lillian Shaw, chaplain; Mrs ,
Camden YMCA.
tors
led
from
the
beginning
of
the
HOUSEHOLD
furniture
for
aale.
gas
liary are contributing their share Mass at 8 and 10.45 a. m.
Pts. game, the combined work of Mar- stove, electric’ refrigerator, bedroom
mainder of the winter
Evelyn Wilson, marshal: Miss Lena i
O.
St.
John's
Church.
At
9
n nt..
suite, etc . WIU aacrlUce. breaking up
toward the Finnish Relief Fund byD J. Dickens and William E Ames, organist; Mrs. Mary Alley,!Richards. If .
0
0 riner. Wasgatt and Dearborn being housekeeping write to a b
care
sponsoring a public game party at | Holy Eucharist.
ll-ts
Reed who are tlie chairmen of the Adah; Mrs Oladys Grinnell, Ruth; (Talbot, If................... 0
O outstanding. Burns was high scorer Th?_c<’url,‘r a“ett'
St. George’s Church, Long Cove
LAYING R I Red pullets for sale,
Watts hall tonight at 7.30. Pleas
6 for Rockport. The home team played si.25 each
Mrs. Marilyn Barter, Esther; Miss , Heald, rf
3
mrs IDA COPELAND.
Additional names of old time
----- 8late Hi'Y AssemW>' whlch wU1
ing prizes of groceries, etc., will be at 2 30 p. m, Evensong.
12*14
1
2 good basketball in the first two and 801)111 Thomaston
masters
of
Thomaston
sail
driven
llela
9
"
10
bavc
appointed
these
V
era
Clark.
Martha;
Beulah
Libby,
Bartlett,
rf
..
Baptist Churcli. Sunday School
a i z.
x
x
i a
ATWATER KENT seven tube buttery
awarded and there will be special
committees;
Entertainment
in
Electa;
Miss
Corinne
Jordan,
warClark,
c
..................
0
o last quarters but were somewhat radio console, for sale, pertect condi
games Sandwiches, doughnuts and at £>45. morning worship at 11 a m craft include;
tion. price Its. R S JORDAN, 6 Kelley
, hemes, Mrs. Elvira Thomas. Rev. der; and Herbert Sylvester, senti- Pairbrother. c ....... 2
weak In the third quarter.
John Cookson.
! Lane, city_________
10*12
coffee will be on sale bv members Music
the anthe™
William Brown. Rev. William Ber- nel.
Fogg,
lg
...................
3
Camden
45
Albert Watts.
TWEN1Y FOUR ft. power bout for
of the Auxiliary, the proceeds to go ’ ' ^om Egypts Bondage Come.' by
ger. Mrs. Forest Magee; Friday
Edward G. Ware was among the Berry, lg ................. o
p,s sale, all eqmppert Apply 91 TilLson Ave.
O.
Samuel French.
to the fund
' Pas!P and "Oh PoT A Closer WaIk
TEL 906-W City
12*14
night
banquet.
Ladies
Circle
of
450
candidates
designated
this
week
Gorham,
rg
....
1
4
1
9 D&H hard coal. egg. stove, nut
Wasgatt.
If
....
Melville Thorndike.
a rehearsal of the officers and With God. " by Foster, with inci
Baptist
Church;
Saturday
noon
by
the
Maritime
Commission
to
take
Lord,
rg
.... 3
Bartlett. If .... ....... 0
0
0 114 50 per ton. del Household sort coal
Fred Thomas.
18 per ton, del Lumpy new River soft
drill teams of Arcana Lodge and dental solo by Alfred M. Strout.
meal. Mrs Willis Harville; Guides, the examination as cadets in the Bagley, rg
.... 0
5
0
10 19 per ton. del Ask for swap for cash
Dearborn, rf
Oral Maloney.
and
the
response,
the
"Sevenfold
Mayflower Temple will be held
Boy Scouts under the direction ct u. S. Merchant Marine.
M B & C O PERRY. 519 Main
Totals
.... 13
i Milliken, rf .... ........ 2
5 tickets
I
Amen," by Stainer. The children's George Marshall.
Bt . Tel 487
i„tj
Tuesday night at 7 o'clock at K P.
Andrew Stinson and Hugh Hatch;
The Dandylions will meet Tues- =====
111 HARD coal for sale. *14.50; Pocahon
Marriner. c .... ........ 5
1
Warren Priest.
story
is
entitled
"The
Brook
That
halt
entertainment at Snow Bowl Mi!- day night with Mrs. William PackROCKVILLE
0
0 tas soft lumpy. *9; dry fitted hard
McGrath, c ... ....... 0
Charles Demmdns.
wood. *10.
J. B
PAULSEN, Tel
World Wide Guild meets Thurs Ran Away," and tlie sermor. "Where
ton Dyer.
ard.
........
1
0
Dver.
rg
.......
2 Thomaston 62
i-tf
Two
addition
masters.
Dockham
Is Thy God?" At 6 p. tn. the Chris
day at 4.30 at the Baptist vestry’,
D. A Morpi is confined to his
Friday
'
M
rs
H
R
Winchenbaugh.
Mrs.
The
Decemvir
Club
met
Aylward. rg . ........ 1
0
2 DRY hard wood per foot, fitted. HAS
and Hutchins are not listed by first
tian
Endeavor
will
hold
a
Mission

followed by supper at 5.30. Misses
home because of illness.
Sawed *1.15, long. *1.05
B & C. O
Judge EdSar Crockett and Mrs. Theodore Boynton, lg ... ....... 3
with Carleton P. Wood.
0
6 PERRY. Tel. 487
ary Service. Mrs Evelyn M. Per names.
l-tf
Carolyn Elwell, Harriettc Tillson,
Winifred Burkett, Eleanor Han Dwinal was the reader.
Sylvester of Rockland were dinner Young, lg ..... ....... 0
0
0
Leah Tillson. Pauline Burnham and ron the leader using for her topic
sen, Regina Morrison and Lilian
' guests Tuesday cf Mrs. F W Rob
TntaLs
....... 21
3
45
To
♦
♦
Mane Clark are in charge of the "Taking Jesus Seriously.”
Nafis arc ^vending th? weekend ir.
bins.
EDWARD
L.
HEWETT
Rockport 21
Whom
Shall
We
Oc?"
is
the
sub

supper, and members are asked to
Boston.
j Sidney Farrington is building a
O.
F. Pts.
take dishes.
Following supper, ject of the evening service at
Miss Barbara M. Chalsson. daughTeam Standing
♦ X X ♦ X
x x x gt
0
.......
1
2
o'clock.
Thursday
evening
at
7
Cavanaugh.
If
members will remain to attend the
W. L. PC. P.F. Ave. ter of Mrs. Oeorge H. Cole of der Hewett, whose death was briefly street •
WOOD chonners watued by SAMUEL
(Burns, rf ....... ....... 6
o'clock
the
fourth
in
a
series
of
a
14
H OLSON. 8outh Cushing________ 10*12
prayer meeting at 1 o'clock at which
Youngs . 15 9 .625 9520 476J) Northport, will enter the Eastern
lunced in Thursday's issue of' Andrew Marshall who has been Andrews, c .... ....... 1
0
2 HOUSEKEEPING position wanted, for
time the fourth in a series of mis- Mission Study Classes will be held. Hastings . 13 11 .542 9354 467.7 Main? Oeneral Hospital School «f
man or couple Write to T M .
this paper, will pay their last re- , cutting wood in Holden received a Whittier,
Federated Church. Sunday School
0
0 elderly
Whittier, c .... ..... 0
care Tlie Coupler Oazette__________ I2*lt
sion study classes will be held.
Elliots .... 13 11 .542 9234 4618 Nursing in Banger Jan. 29. Mix> spects at the Russell Funeral Home shoulder injury while felling a tree Marston, c ............ 0
........
0
0
0
Marston,
c
....
Mrs. Grace Andrews attended a a> 945 a m worshi>’ at 11 °'c;oct
WIDOW alone wants elderly ladv to
12 12 .560 9461 473.1 Chahson was graduated from Camplea-ant room; price right MRS
l
Hare, lg ....... ........ 0
1 board,
party Thursday afternoon in honor P** EUblect of the *™on u “Th'»>U'V I EIV1S
-13
Marks ..... 10 14 .417 9313 465 7 ten High School last June.
Dr. John Smith Lowe will officiate
0
WE
want
1931. 1932 and 1933 Dodg-jj
Rlcliards. lg . ........ 0
0
of Mrs. Anna Starrett at the home Coing cf 006 8 W,U’ the fourth 111
The Elm Street Reading Club wifi
9177
Graftons
.
9
15
375
4589
a senes of sermons on the Lord's
0
2 and Plymouth car-, If you have one. ‘
Barrows, rg ... ........ 1
of M-xS Frances Spear. Warren.
come In and see us. DYER 8 GARAGE.
League records: Young. 573: meet Monday with Mrs. Inez Wood
on Mr. and Mrs. E. H. Perry
0
0
0 54 Park St Tel 124 W Rockland. 10-12
Hall. If .........
The Knox County Circuit Rally Prayer. Tlie anthem for the morn Marks. 145 Elliots 530; Hastings- Miss Loena Lenfest will be the
3
MAN wanted who can live on *125
9
21
Earl Pettengill is working at
cf Epworth League will be held ing is "Rest In The Lord." by Oil Young. 2440-4839.
reader.
tan of Thomaston. Masons will atfirs*, month for Landscape Service work:
•
•
•
•
bert.
Attention
is
called
to
the
fact
handle
orders old new rustomers; ex
j
Chickawaukie
Pond
for
the
RockWednesday at 7.30 al the Congrega
Allie Dougherty attended a meet- tend tn a body. Tlie interment will I
Match results: Youngs 4. Hastings
perience unnece.-sary. STUARTS NUR
Thomas ion 31, Rockport 27
i land Ice Co.
tional vestry. The speaker for the that thc time oi the evening service 2; Elliots 4. Felts 2; Marks 6. Graf- ,ng of tbe **aine Municipal Asso- be in Achorn cemetery,
SERIES. 260 Union St. Newark. N. Y.
Thomaston High found stif op- ______
12*14
ciation held in Rcckland this week.
Mr Hewett's health had declined I Mr. and Mrs. F. J.
devotional period is to be Rev and tire Epworth League has beei tons 0.
__________
_
HOUSEKEEPER wanted, family one,
changed for this date. The usual
Felice Galanti is a patient at the rapidly in the past few years. His have been in the grip of bad colds fP°
sltlon ln_______
Rockport
High Thursday,
Henry Van Dcman of Friendship.
Weeks high scores—Match: Rob
night, but emerged with a safety mm^hawley "tso 'High*stUI1 BauJ;
Rehearsals have started for tlie evening service will be held at 6
I death which took place at the Ma- are back to normal again.
bins 543. Elliot 536. Orover 529. Dana Deaconess Hospital in Boston.
margin of four points. Miller. D L.1. i25__ ____________________ »•>»
o'clock,
and
the
Epworth
League
three-act comedy "Sunny Acres."
Tlie Roexland Ice Co. unable to
502; singles: Elliot 136. Strout 124. Albert Clark is confined to his ' l ine Hospital in New York came sudRaw^-iguR’.'a,.
wakto
by Richard Hill Wilkinson, to be at 7 o'clock. At the 6 o'clock ser Foley 121-120 Newbert 120 Dana hOme on Braneh street because of denly and was due to acute indi- obtain ice at the foot of Chickawau- £awyer. Burns and Cavanaugh had abie‘
kie by its ice houses because low a nlce race for the honor of be’ KtrlcX m“e.SCU’£ceppresented by the Young People's vice the pastor's topic is "Psalms 118. Shields 118. Grover 118-115, lUness| gestion.
.?rWar’fh‘
Society of the Christian Endeavor, of Courage and Confidence." Miss
Frank E. Morrow. Robert W.
The deceased was born in Rock- water at that point at the time of ,ng hlgh man' Mlller leading by a
Robbins 118-117. Grafton 118. Young
land Me
its freezing makes the ice full of sin8le P°int- Tne summery .
at Watts hall. The date has been Alice Tuttle is the leader of the Ep
12-17
Jamieson,
A.
Victor
Elmore
and
land
J
une
10
1863.
sou
of
Alvin
and
115. Rocs 115. Woodcock 114.
FURNITURE wanted to upholster,
Thomaston .71
tentatively set as Peb 28. Proceeds worth League meeting at 7 o'clock.
Harry Murray attended Wednesday Rebecca i Wiley» Hewett. His father grass and reeds, are obtaining It at
• • • •
Individual Record
for and delivered
T. J. FILM
F. Pts. called
will be used to send young people
the kupper and meeting of Uie Fish was engaged ln the manufacture of the head of the pond. It has to be
ING. 19 Blrcit St. Drop a card EsttStrings P.F. Ave.
Musicale
of
High
.Merit
niatex
tree
io-12
0
0
0
to the Ocean Park School of Meth
and Game Association in Thom soft drinks, at the Northend. his hop. hauled by trucks, unloaded into a Suompla. If
79 7115 101.6
WATCHMAKER — Repairing watebaa
The charm of a gracious hostess Young ..........
0
6 clocks
pop and spruce beer having a popu chann»l and then sluiced into the Staples. if .............. 3
ods next summer.
aston.
antiques all kind*
Call aug
Robbins ....
70 7091 1013
0
2 deliver 3 ARTHUR MACOMBER. 21
Linscott, rf
1
Thursday Club met yesterday at was manitest Tuesday evening,
The Baptist pastor will give the lar reputation, which is still remem houses
Amtebury
St..
Rockland.
Tel
958-J.
Shields
.........
1494
.... 15
99.6
1
11 ___________ ___________________________ l-tf
Miss Olive Tolman was overnight Miller, c.................. 5
tlie home of Mrs. Orvel F. Williams when Mrs. John A. McEvoy opened
final sermon in the senes on the bered. Edward succeeded to the
Ed. Elliot ......
65 6400 98.5
her
spacious
home
to
lovers
of
mu

0
0
with three tables. Mis. Warren
Ten Commandments at 11 o'clock business in which he was engaged guest Tuesday of Miss Marcia Far- Hstes. c .......1........... 0
Grafton ......
70 6853 979
0
0 Rxx-xxxxxxxxxxxR
Knights was a substitute, and prizes sic for a program of artistic merit.
Sunday, the subject being “Danger ; for many years in the building op well in Rockland. Miss Tolman's Lynch, c ................. 0
Felt ................
... 70 6847 97.8
posite
the
foot
of
Pleasant
street.
He
4
10
birthday
was
pleasantly
observed
Sawyer,
lg
.......
3
were awarded Mis Weston A.Young The lovely gowns and the beautiful
ous Desire, or Better Covetousness."
Strout ..........
65 6312 97.1
2 I
0
Mrs. Enoch M. Clark and Mrs. Ed cut flowers, amid happy social in
Music will be led by the adult choir was agent also for the Coca Cola Thursday by Mrs. LeRoy Tolman Verge, rg ................ 1
Orover
.........
.
70
6787
973
■t xxxxxxxxxxxxx^
Company
in
this
district,
and
it
was
tercourse.
made
a
festive
scene.
5
31
win F. Lynch. Mrs. Young will
and daughters. Misses Gladys and
Totals .................. 13
with special numbers by the mixed
......... .
I CLEMENTS Chicks "stand the gaff”
.... 60 5760 96.0
that concern to which he sold when Mary. Refreshments featured a
Those participating in the musi Roes
Rockport 27
entertain thc club next Friday aft
quartet. Vespers at 7 o'clock with
! of heavy profitable production because
i he retired, about two years ago.
6094 93.8
pts. they have years ol flnest breeding beernoon at the home of Mrs. Knights. cale which was arranged by Mrs. Lynch ...... ....
birthday cake and ice cream.
Othe young peoples choir directed by
hind them
Cuetomera report exceli
Mr.
Hewett
’
s
life
ran
in
quiet
but
60 5585 93.1
Burns, If .....
4
Leslie Borneman, with his son. Grace M. Strout. were Miss Cath Moody ..........
10 tent results. You can get them too
Mrs. Charles Lundell. Brief mess
busy
channels.
He
found
his
chief
.
65
6025
Dick
Feyler
...
92.7
q
Pullet
chicks
in all breeds. Write for
erine
Kincaid,
contralto,
of
Gar

Cavanaugh, rf...... 4
Urban Borneman of Waldoboro, are
age or.: "A Prison Break." Church
J free complete catalog
CLEMENTS
OWL’S HEAD
recreation in hunting and fishing,
Pierpont
....
.
.
70
6477
92.6
diner,
Miss
Margaret
Simmons,
so

c
BROTHERS
FARMS.
Rt. 33. Winterport.
Andrews,
c
............
3
weekend guests of his mother, Mrs.
School at 945. Bible class at 10.
Me
Vlnal
............................
6472
...
70
92.5
A card and beano party will be Richards, c ............ 0
Nellie Borneman, at tlie home of prano of Rockland. Mrs. Blanche
0 — ——
fine :port.smen who had so long been
.
. ., ,
n
5988 92 1
Morton, reader of Rockland witn Marks .........
Mr. and Mis. Forrest Adams.
1 H**********«*****«aa»*v»aa«aa<a^^g|
Thurs- , .
,
.
r ,.
.
Md Monday night for the benefit Barrows, lg ............ 0
his companions ln the field and along
65 .’>977 92 0 day night at 7.30
of the Infantile Paralysis fund.— Hare, rg.................. 0
Mrs. Marion Grafton was chair vocal trio. Miss Simmons. Mrs. Ken Feyler
1
,, ..
,
the streams. His friendship was
65 .5971 919
man of the chicken-pie supper Strout and Mrs. Raymond Knowl Newbert
12-lt Totals ................ 11
27
Methodist worship tomorrow will | greatly cherishcd by his intimate adv
. 70 6428 9F8 ie at 10.30; sermon by the pa-tor, I jrjend
William T. Smith, Jr. Dana ...........
served by the Federated Circle ton,
•txx«*^.a>-xxx-a<^.xx^
_ rwt. _ a «- _
XI
... 55 5037 91 6 1lRik>Zt+
Byron A. Knowlton, Hastings .....
Wednesday night for the Fish and baritone.
KEYS! Keys! Keys! Keys! Keys! Keys!
Mr.
Hewett
was
a
32d
degree
Ma
Locks repaired, Keys cut from code.
.... 70 6385 91.2
Game Association. Her helpers in tenor, Mrs. Blanche G. Ler Hall
Music under the di- i sor)i an oju Fellow and an Elk.
H H CRIE A CO . 328 Main at.
8-tf
.... 20 1820 91.0 rection of A F. Sherman. Church
cluded Mrs. Emma Greenleaf, Mrs. mond. pianist, Mrs. Louie C. Howard
SKATES .sharpened, H. H. Crie Co
He
survived by his widow. Ada
for quickest service, leave at 406 Main
.... 70 6342 90.6
Ada Beattie, Mr.. Eleanor Feyler Rogers, pianist of Rockland. Mrs. Stetson .......
ises at 11 45, \ m. (Wiggin) Hewett; two daughters,
St.. 3rd floor CRIHS Iron shop.
2-tf
.... 70 63C8 90.1
and Mrs. Lura Libby. Miss Helen Maybelle P. Strong, pianist of Foley ...........
Ladies -Reliable hair goods at Rock
■s. Stella Me- Mrs Frank F Butler and Mrs. Stanland
Hair
Store.
24
Elm
St
Mall
orders
.... 50 4427 885
Studley, in charge of the dining Rockland, Mrs. Ruth T. Collemer, Cogan ..........
solicited
H C RHODES Tel 519-J
Happy hour ley Heath; one son. Roscoe I. Hew__ 70 6156 87.9 service at 7 o'clock. song . u ; ice ett: and one grandson, Clarence Ed___________________________
144-S-tf
room, was assisted by these wait pianist of Catndcn. Miss Bertha I. LaChance ...
.. 70 6083 869 with talk by the pastor, subject The t ward Hewett.
resses: Mrs. Selma Biggers, Mrs Luce, violinist of Rockland. Mrs Woodcock
EXPERT radio service—guaranteed
work
Radios for sale
RICHARD E.
.... 60 5127 85.4
Charlotte Gray, Mrs. Margaret Ruth E. Sanborn, pianist of Rock Al. Elliot .....
SINCLAIR. 69 North Main St . Tel 440,
Rorkland.
12*14
70 5075 84.6
Stone. Mrs. Shirley Williams. Mrs. land; ensemble by the men of the Roper ..........
men. Women! Get Pep New Ostrex
.... 20 1676 83 8
Priscilla
Moss,
Mrs.
Bernice Baptist Choral Society, Mr. Knowl Thompson
tonic tablets contain tonics, oyster ele
ments. stimulants for pep and vim
60 4747 79.1
Knights, Miss Clara Sp^ar. Miss ton. Aaron Clark, William J. White, Ingalls
often needed after 40 -by bodies lack
Olive Leach, Miss Sally Gray and Edward B. Newcombe. Edward
ing Iron, calcium, phosphorus, iodine.
Vitamin BI. Get package Ostrex today.
Miss Dorothy Starrett. The deco Thurston. Edward Oxton. Mr. Smith liting the primary room girls and
Call, write C H MOOR A: CO
7*12
rations were the work of Mrs. Ncami and Raymond K. Greene.
bovs ond teachers and Miss Natha
Elliot and were mo.'’ appropriate,
Tlie accompanists were Mrs. Ruth lie Bell's class. They played games
In seme parks of China, trained
each table bearing in the center a Rines of Gardiner, Mrs. Amy M and had lunch of fruit juice, sand
pelicans are used to catch fish.
cleverly mad? likeness of a came I Tripp and Mrs. Nettie Averill of wiches and cookies.
bird or ar.itnal. The attendance far Rockland.
There were 33 girls and boys presexceeded the expectations of the
Those assisting Mrs. McEvoy were (an: Nancy Libby. Gay Stetson, Beacommittee but was adequately caicd Mrs. William J. White. Mrs. Charles trice and Katherine Lewis. Confor and the affair wa- a financial Starrett, Mrs Edward B. Newcombe. stance Knights. Joan Slader. Anna
success, netting the Cud? over $30 Mrs. James Creighton. Mrs. Ber Mank. Janet, Bettv and Joan Kear
Mrs. Mabe) Amesbury still quite tram Copeland, Mrs. Ray Thorn ney. Elaine and Signe Swanholm.
ill, though somewhat improved at dike. Miss Myrna Copeland. Mrs. Helen Adams, Frances Lunt. Lorthc home of Mr. md Vi 1': i:ih Ii. Charles Singer and Mrs. Robert ; raine. Marita and Dale Butler, Janet
If you are contemplating thr
lla’hc’T.e
Walsh presided at the tea table.
I and Robert Carter, Marilyn and
sale of your property, consult ns
without obligation.
Thomaston Contract Club met at
The young ladies who served were I Robert Maxey. Gladys and Harold
thc horn? of Miss Lizzie Levensaler Miss Gwendolyn Barlow, Misses Cushman, James Bell. Robert and
We have clients desiring to pur
yesterday Mrs. Arthur McDonald Harriette Tillson and Leah Tillson, Keith Beattie. Edwin Leach. Arthur
chase certain types of Real
Estate, not now Hsted with us
--------' ----------------------- Miss Ruth Butler. Miss Phyllis Kel- Elliot. Frank Shields. Gleason Pratt.
for sale.
RFANG IANIIARY
lo:h’ and Miss Marie Clark, mem-, Robert Davis, John Dana and Ralph
DILANU JAllUrtKI ZZ bers Qf thp BapUst Choral society
Pierpont; and Mr. and Mrs. Leach
Twenty-Five Cents
' who directed the games. Mrs. Robert
WATTS HALL. THOMASTON
375 MAIN ST.,
ROCKLAND
Shields, Mrs. Fred Howard, Mrs.
Pathfinders' Party
7.30 I’. M.
A great romance was that between Stephen Foster and Jane McDowell,
INSURANCE AND
Benefit Finnish Relief Fund.
Thc Pathfinders, Mr:,. H. F. Lea h Wilson Carter, Miss Olive Leach,
portrayed by Don Ameche and Andres Leeds in "Swanee River,” thr story
REAL ESTATE
Refreshments
leader, had a delightful party in Miss Lucy Adams. Miss Ellen Stein
of thc great American troubadour, produced by 20th Century-Fox in
Auspiees Williams-Brazier Post, A.I..
11-13
Technicolor.
—
adv.
Nan
Grey
and
John
Sutton
in
Universal
’
s
"The
Invisible
Man
Returns."
—
ad
the Methodist vestgf la.st night in- and Miss Jessie Stewart.

Subject Of Study By the
Rockland Society Of the
Hard Of Hearing

TO LET

FOR SALE

Thomaston Skippers

U.

Thomaston Bowlers

WANTED

•EGGS AND CHICKS!

; MISCELLANEOUS •

STRAND SUNDAY, MONDAY, TUESDAY

AT THE PARK SUNDAY-MONDAY

WANTED

Elmer C. Davis
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Every-OtKer-Day

Stars Installed

®SOG ETY

| Mr. and Mrs. Almon Bird are
(spending a few days in Boston.
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Afternoon Teas

Heaviest Demands

Educational Chib

Nurses At Knox Hospital Sumner Sewall, President Of
“Go English” and Enjoy
Maine Senate, One Of the
Social Relaxation
Speakers

And Golden Rod Chapter Shakespeare Society will meet Being Made Upon Women’s
Heads Away For An Monday with Mrs. Cora Farwell,
Field Army Working For
at the home of Mrs. Ensign Otis on
other Big Year
Cancer Control
(Lindsey street.

Because it is re - i Friday was a gala day for mem
A semi-public installation was
Faced with thc heaviest demands
Phyllis, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. held last night in Masonic Temple, j Mrs. Ralph Feyler entertained at
freshing
and practica bers of tlie Woman's Educational
George H. Shute celebrated her 11th the newly elected officers of Gol bridge Monday night, guests being since its organization, the Women’s
ble as a mild stimulus
Club and guests, it being the open
birthday Tuesday by entertaining a den Rod Chapter, O.E.S. being lm- ' Mrs. Bessie Sumner, Mr. and Mrs. Field Army. Maine Division, work
on their rounds of
Ivy Brackett. Miss Abbie McDonald. ing in the interests of cancer con
1
group of friends, at the home of her
duty, Knox Hospital ing of the winter season in tlie
Miss Mary Brown and Mrs. Eliza trol and the treatment of the in
sister. Mrs H irold Snowman Tlie
nurses have adopted Orand Army hall.
oA
cake and tnfcle decorations were red
beth Donohue, Mrs. Donohue win digent in all parts of Maine, will
the charming English 1 The afternoon meeting opened
\
“
and white. The game prizes were
ning first prize. Refreshments were launch its annual campaign for
custom of serving afternoon tea. with the members repeating Bible
•\
' won by Elizabeth Brewster, Bernice
enlistments during the first week
Out in Belleville, Ill., an opossum Every Thursday the white-capped verses. Current events on the Eu
served.
of April, according to an announce is made use cf as a rat-catcher in attendants pause in their tasks just ropean War were given and other
============= Mitchell, and Ann Luo.wig. Boobj'
Mrs. John Farber who has been ment made by Mrs. Harold Cooper stead cf a cat. Why not a trap, or
Mif.i Madeline Phllbrook a stu- i prizes, Faith Melvin, Ann Ludwig
long enougli to skip across to the subjects discussed. Mary Perry
the guest of her mother Mrs. Carrie of Auburn, newly designated State is the opossum a real live rat-trap.
dent at Westbrook Junior College Is J and Betty Crozier. Phyllis received
Bok Home for Nurses, sip the Rich read a fine paper on "The Life
Burpee Shaw the past two weeks, Commander of the organization.
Poor kitty.
confined, to her home on Chestnut many lovely gifts from the gues.s
freshening
beverage, nibble a crack cf Elizabeth Akers Allen.'1 John
• • • •
returned to New York Thursday.
“Increased demands from the!
street, by illness.
.who wer; Betty Jane Bickford,
er and then back again to their pa Trott, head of the Maine Unem
needy of our State in need of treat- I Sir Ronald Hugh Campbell is urg- tients.
ployment Service spoke on “The
------jCaroly.i. Howard, Manlyr: Sp"ar,
Mrs. Mollie Wynne will attend the ment is a challenge which must be mg Americans to “bless cur cause
Uie ' Burden That Marriage Bears.'* The
Mrs. David McCarty won high Earline Perry, Patty Ann Benner,
This
social
interspace
in
Hairdressers Convention in Boston met by the women of Maine. ' said | with sympathy, as we British and
score and Mrs. Walter C. Ladd was , Patrie* i Pease, Ruth Bowley, Panurses' long day Is approved and members took part in the open
next week.
Mrs. Cooper in announcing the French believe this war Is no more practiced by many of the larger in forum on tlie subject.
second at cards, when Wednesday tricia Whitehill, Elizabeth Brewster,
The meeting adjourned and the
forthcoming campaign. “Our effort and no less than a struggle between stitutions for tlie purpose of reviv
Eve Club met with Mrs. Ray Foley. Betty Crozier, Ann Ludwig, Faith
Mrs. Grace MacWhlnnie who was
guests inarched to the dining room
will be to raise a fund of $25,000. right and wrong."
Light refreshments were served.
Melvin and Bernice Mitchell, Ro
ing
energy
and
adding
that
little
a surgical patient at Knox Hospital,
• • • •
the minimum amount necessary if
berta Sylvester was unable to come
extra “lift" to carry through the which was resplendent with bou
has returned home.
When
Jahn
ID. Rockefeller, Jr.,
we are to undertake the work that
Miss Ellen Cochran was hostess because of sickness.
remainder of tlie dny. One of tlie quets of silver flowers and lighted
decided to spend $20,000,000 restor mast desirable points of this tea- indies, where one of the club's finto Chapin Class this week, the time
Itooevik Club will meet Tues has been turned in our direction.
ing the city of Williamsburg. Va.,
Sunshine Society will meet Mon
“Unfortunately the good people
being occupied with relief sewing
time period is the upswing in morale est banquets was served under the
day for 1 o'clock luncheon, at the
so as to provide Americans with an from the mer,. temporary ease of chairmanship of Mrs. Alden Ulmer,
day
at
the
home
of
Mrs.
Lena
Mcrof our State, due to the distress and
and a social hour. The meeting next.
home cf Mrs .Walter Butler.
absolutely painless way cf learning
Sr., with an efficient corps of wait
Tuesday will be held with Miss Har-, rdlchaos abroad, may feel that their
something about pre-Revolutionary tension and conversational vent ers. Mrs. Emma Harvie's orchestra
Alfred Fredette is a patient at the purse strings have been overtaxed.
ri't Parmalee. Beech street.
which
the
interval
affords.
America, he couldn't have antici
A Farm Bureau card party was
i Veterans' 'Hospital in Togus,
War is a terrible thing, but along
Members of the administrative furnished the music.
pated many of the questions thc
held
at
the
home
of
Mrs.
Lloyd
The evening opened with patriotic
Waller Schmedburg, of Arlington, (
with
it,
we
of
the
Pine
Tree
State
staff
preside in turn at the tea table
Mrs. Alfred Church, installed last
Edwin Libby Relief Corps met must wage a war on the spread of tourists would ask. Tlie Commen and nurses apix*ar in rotation any devotions led by the following mem
Mass., has been spending a few i Rhodes at the West Meadows with night as worthy matron of Golden
Mrs. Hugo Eckman as assisting hos- Rod Chapter, O.E.S.
Thursday night. Supper was served cancer among our people. To ac tator Magazine found that the time during the course of an hour, bers: Lord's Prayer, Mabel Harding;
days in this city on business.
____
i tess. Honors in bridge went to
under the direction of Mrs. Maude complish this, now and greater en commonest question asked of Wil their co-workers relieving them as Prelude to the Constitution, Bertha
liamsburg residents Is, "How did
Orbeton; American's Creed, Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. John Pomeroy, en- Oeor8e Stewart. Hugo Eckman, pressively installed by past matron, Cables, with Mrs. Ada Payson and listments must be obtained for the
Henry Ford get the idea of restor the opportunity presents itself.
tertained Tuesday night at buffet Clarence Wyllie. Mrs. Elmer Teel, Mrs. Clara Curtis, assisted by Mrs. Mrs. Beulah Larrabee assisting. A Women's Field Army of Maine. Our
a caromed Lelia Benner: Sa>»te to the Flag,
Patients
also
derive
ing this town?" ,
supper and game party. The guests ^rs Donald Farrand and Mrs. Golden Munro as chaplain and Miss beano party held in thc afternoon goal has been set at 25,000 and
• • • •
benefit from tlie recess, as their Mrs. Minnie Miles.
were Mr .and Mrs. Allston Smith, ^Tank Farrand. “63'' honor went to Katherine Veazie as marshall.
was well attended, Mrs. Gladys pledged to the cause are rep
Someone has broadcast this news: guardians return to them with | Tlie members were 100*; perfect
Capt. and Mrs. Keryn ap Rice and,J*rs- Jonathan Gardner.
Those taking office were: Worthy Murphy serving as hostess. Supper resentative women ln each of thc "A detachment of beavers was lighter step,' cheery air and nurses' in tlie 15 minute period of solid
Mrs. and Mrs. Horatio Cowan.
1 „
-------matron, Mrs. Bessie Church; worthy next Thursday will be under the 16 counties 'who will aet as Vice seized’ (by invading Soviet troops, Indispensable trademark—a smile. leading. Mrs Cora L. Haraden
_____
[ Mrs. Frances B. Bicknell leaves
(gave her secretary's report for the
patron, Jesse Bradstreet; associate chairmanship oi Mrs. Winifred But Commanders and direct the work of sent back to the Leningrad Zoo as
Tlie following officers of the Sunday for Boston, where she will
I year. Three charter members and
MRS. CARRIE YOUNG
(matron, Mrs. Doris Jordan; associ- ler. a game party being held in the organization in their respective dis prisoners of war. The animals
_____
I five life members were present. 6.
Ralph Ulmer Auxiliary. U25.W.V. atlend thp Hair Dressers' Conven- I ate patron. Ralph Clark; secretary, afternoon.
were
reportedly
damming
the
Rus

tricts.
were installed by Dept. Pres. Ella tion.
Mrs. Carrie Young, who passed Constantine sang "Come My Be| Mrs. Clara Watts; treasurer, Mrs.
"In Maine, as throughout the Na sian invasion.”
•
•
•
•
Barbara
Whitehill
and
Evan
Sal

Hyland Wednesday night: Presi
away
Jan. 9 was born in Warren, l°ved from the Ojxua by Hantion, the mortality rate has reached
Mr. and Mrs. John Pomeroy were Millie Thomas; chaplain, Mrs. Ber
minen, both of whom were two years
dent, Mrs' Annie Trundy; senior
Akron. Ohio is sending to Liberiu Nov. 4. 1855, daughter of Seth Wyllie de' and a medley of old songs, "Passtha
White;
marshal,
Mrs.
Oolden
alarming proportions. Today this
hosts to a few friends last night at
1 old on Wednesday were hostesses
j 'n8 ®>'" and "Ab,ent."
where the Firestone Tire nnd Rub and Almaria Hinckley.
vice president, Mrs. May Weeks;
dread disease is responsible lor ten
buflet supper and a social evening. Munro: organist Mrs Alta Dimick;
at a party that afternoon at the
ber Co., has its great plant, him
junior vice president. Miss. Olive C.
March 18. 1879. she was united
Sumner Sewall of Bath, president
conductress,
Mrs.
Leona
Whitehill;
percent of all deaths in the United
The group included Mr. and Mrs.
heme of Barbara's parents. Mr. and
dreds of white legharne eggs and in marriage to Capt . Gleason Young.
tlie Maine Senate, told of tlie
Carnes;
chaplain.
Mrs.
Min
associate
conductress.
Miss
Kath

States, the mortality for 1939 being
Ray Thurston, Mr. and Mrs. Mau
incubators
and
all
of
the
chicken
Mrs.
Harold
Whitehill,
Hill
street.
During
the
30
years
of
their
hoppy
WUs
Presented to the Legislature,
nie Smith; secretary, EUu Hyland;
estimated at 1*5.000. Such a toll is
rice Lovejoy and Mrs and Mrs. Wil erine Veazie. Tlie Star points are
raising paraphernalia to produce married life she was his constant a^°ut 2000 in number, which that
Mrs. Whitehill was assisted in serv
treasurer. Adah Roberts; patriotic
Adah,
Mrs.
Bertha
Borgerson;
Ruth,
tragic because a high proportion of
liam Ornves.
Billboards
instructor. Myra Watts; Historian,
accompanying
him body would act upon
i Miss Flora Savage; Esther, Mrs. ing by Evan's mother, Mrs. Arnold these cases could have be<n cured chicks, something they do not have. companion,
Henceforth these chicks will lay whenever possible on his sea voy was onc. lobsters. Old Age Assist
' Salminen. It was a very happy oc
Laura Ranlett; guard. Emily Guard;
Grace
Flanders:
Martha.
Mrs.
Clara
Mrs. Vance Norton, entertained
if the patients received competent breakfasts for these far-away peo
musician, Margie Thorndike. The W.I.N. Club members Thursday Curtis; Electa, Mrs. Galdys Murphy; casion until the photographer with care sufficiently early.
ages. which took him to many ance, taxes and many others. After
ples and incubators will be as com foreign as well as American ports. the open forum. Senator H. C. Marretiring president. Mrs. Smith, was night at cards and luncheon. Mrs. j other officers being, warder. Mrs J his black box and flash gun ap
“Organizing special groups of wo mon as rubber trees.
To this union seven children were ’tlen of Wa^'llle gave a review of
presented with her past president Leland Drinkwater, Mrs. Florence Elizabe'h Vinal and sentinel, Alan peared. Evan shed tears, but faced
• • • •
men in all communities of the
the
music,
and
had
her
“
picter
born
of which two died in infancy. l1’1’ 1)0011 Union Now" by Clarence
pin and a gift by Mrs. Trundy. A Knowlton and Mrs. Pauline Scho Borgerson.
State. Vice Commanders of the
We find that the most important
gift was presented to the installing field had top scores.
1 To the strains of a trumpet march. took,'' But Caroline Kaliock gave Maine Division of the Women's I part of our dally task is t3 cultivate A daughter. Ada. died at the age of Slr‘lle Mr. Strike says of we the
officer who responded graciously
| played by Kenneth Chatto, two I way to such uncotroliable grief Field Army will begin early in Apri' the art of thinking, and to be exact, 16 and another daughter Blanche Unlled Sta,es could unite witli sonic
and gave a brief talk on department
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Webber and small ladies entered. They were that she had to retire from the I the task of securing 25.000 new tn- right thinking which is hard to gov- <Mrs. Andrew Killernn) died a few of thc nations and form a United
States of the world and have some
and national affairs. Guests in children Judith and Percy who Patricia Whitehill and Dea Perry, scene.
listments.
Each enlistment wilL ern if we do not take this art seri- years ago.
I frcm each nation to form that Oovcluded Mrs. Mary Dinsmore and have been visiting relatives in Rock- ■ dressed in long white gowns and
contribute one dollar to the Maine ously. Oui minds mast be held to, The surviving
- children
-------- are
— -a rrnm.nt
„
„ ,h„ „,?*,£ 1,,« of .boo.!,, ,h.,
„ Mb .*«««. ■*» H„»,U
of
Councilman Harold Stanley of MM »nd itw
Mrs Arnie Alden of the American! land and vicinity liave returned to carrying to Mrs. Church a beautiful
Bur.cie.
Ind..
has
ordered
women
s
wtO
bo
reached
curing
Ihe
eLb
»d«,or
Porpore
Thl.
.
»».
Hibbard
ol
Cud,-I
°
Legion Auxiliary, Mrs. Bernice Jack- Brookline. Mass.
bouquet of carnations, in tive star
son. Department Senior Vice Presi- j
------lioint colors, who in turn, presented shops to pull down the shades while , days of the campaign." Mrs. Cooper I constructive thought will come to ill« and a son Harold with whom nations desire. There are about 15
nations tliat have been peaceful for
dent of the Ladies of the G A R. I Member of T Club had supper at them to retiring worthy matron, dressing the dummies in theri win declared.
j one as second nature and this way is she resided. Also surviving are years and they would be a part of
dows.
explaining.
"They
are
lifelike
the
Camden
Snow
Bowl
Club
House,
nine grandchildren and two great
Mrs. Clara Curtis, a gift from the
also guests from Camden, RefreshCoupled with the enlistment cam- lhe ««***
attained.
tlie world government. Mr. Marand should not be permitted in the
last night and attended a cinema in chapter.
grandchildren. One grandson, Ed
ments were served.
paign. workers will also conduct
an
"
,
dens
talk was interesting and in
vonuuci
an
Finland
has
tw
3
iuiang.ale
allies
window
unclothed
”
.
this city later in tlie evening.
As the ten officers and worthy
ward Killeran. had lived with her
educational program during April
. .
structive and very much enjoyed.
are
patent
fac.ars
helping
j
matron
approached
the
East
car

./and
they
during
the
past
two
years.
Watch the Dionne Quintuplets
-------------------Cancer Control Month, sections of
Mabel Harding assistant secre
in Finland's successful tight against
grow up in the new exclusive pic- i Mrs. Julia Barker, will hold pic rying candles, Mrs. Church was
Seven years ago Mrs. Young had
the state
tary.
SUNDAY-MONDAY
the
Russian
invasion.
These
are
tures appearing every week in the valc readings Friday to Sunday, given a lovely bouquat of calla lilies.
the misfortune to tail and break her
I their ability to ski with case to save hip, but her fortitude and bravery
Boston Sunday Advertiser. New Jan. 36-28 inclusive, also a public The worthy patron was escorted to
SOUTH WALDOBORO i their strength, and then comes his ___ ...
, Voters of Shenandoah, Ia., turned
candid camera pictures catch these circle Sunday night at 7 30 at 82 the East, by six officers from Aurora
catne to thc rescue and during the
,
.
down a bond issue for a swimminsr
I
addiction
to
steam
baths.
We
have
Lodge,
beneath
an
arch
of
swords.
famous little girls in interesting New County road. Tel. 787-W. Rockfew years she has been able
k,. ,IQ , ,
. .
.
, ,
Mrs C. Frank Jackson is visiting often noticed thc steam bath houses (past
to do many Q, U)e househoJtj
, P00' b> 29
Advocates of the
Mrs. Nellie Dow, who has served
poses and action.
12*It land.
10*12
relatives ut Portland litis week.
along tlW Tenants Harbor ruad at Even wWJe . hp
| Wen made the mistake of calling the
as treasurer for 22 years, received
was confined to her I
Rev. Victor Ofbome of Friend
the Finnish homes. The winter I| bed and in a cast her hands were I election in December, and it was too
I a large bouquet of red roses, in ap
ship
is holding
services
in tlie
Bap- i
cold to suggest the delights of out
tirt Church
everSundav
at 2 an I campalsn “ k'“ diflfcul- wllh th‘ not idle, and she crocheted
preciation of her faithful work.
many door bathing.
usv vnuren ever, Sunday at 2 30 swiflness pregress cf ..kung end
Milton Griffin presented the past
Special song service is one of thc j lhe 4leam
Kreat!y contribute
matrons and patrons jewels.
Her children and grandchildren as
ieatures of these interesting meet- to the stamina which enables them
WHY NOT ADVERTISE IN
A splendid program which inter
well
as friends liave many pieces of
ings, with Mr. Crockett of Rcck to w.thstand Arctic cold.
THE COURIER-GAZETTE
spersed the services, consisted of
her handiwork to testify to her am
port as the soloist.
• eee
selections by A. R Marsh and his
SIR CEDRIC HARDWU'KE
The Union Ladies' Aid will meet
Teacher: “John, what is meant bition and to her love for them.
orchestra, a vccal duet by Mrs.
VINCENT PRICE. NAN GREY
Her passing has caused a void
Feb. 1 for an all day session with when we talk about the wisdom of
Ruth Hccii and Miss Gladys Grant
which can never be filled.
Mrs. Freelon Vannah.
the serpent?"
G R A PH I t s
and a quartet composed of S. Con
Tuesday, Wednesday
John: “I don't know unless it's
OMIQUt
stantine, Carlton Porter, Ross Mc
JUST WISHES
Detroit police reported recently because you can't pull if leg."
ANN SOTHER.N in
I Far Thr Courirr-Gazette |
Kinney and Gilbert Auld of Ten
•
eee
“CONGO MAISE"
that a burglar had ransacked thc
THEATRE
looking at red sunsets
ants Harbor.
Camden
Ic! 951 ,
"Out at our club wc go horse Just
contents of *0 lockers in the base
In Janussys cold;
i Mrs. Ivy Chatto was chairman o£
Wishing
in
our
heart
ot
heart
TODAY
ment of police headquarters.
back riding and play croquet."
With repercussions bold
refreshments and Mrs. Caroline
Sl’NDAY-MONDAY TUESDAY
"Ah. polo I sec.
COB BAKER in
For
weeks and years bestowment
Stewart and Mrs. Hattie Davies
e
e
•
e
MICKEY ROONEY in
“OKLAHOMA FRONTIER"
Cf
sunshine
in
our
ways;
'.'gfe’
were in charge of decorations.
Reputation Is to notoriety what Happiness and healthfuinr-s
SUN.-MON.-TUES.
In our alloted days
“Judge Hardy and Son"
real turtle is to mock.
with LEWIS STONE
• eee
Then came a llrin believing
Mrs. F. C. Howe is visiting friends
From gold lights tn the sky.
Sixty
percent
of
Canada's
rich
The winter's passing swUtiy
in Boston and Winchester, Mass.
LAST TIME TODAY
Avaunt! Is our reply
fur crop comes from trapped wild
Double Feature
animals, the remainder from fur Ha‘te, licet soft breeze of springtime.
Heal all thc scars from cold.
“
BARRICADE
”
farms.
Bring violets and hlrdllngs
with .ALICE FAYE
• eee
To hearts despond and old
Co-feature
K 8 F
Arraying Oregons claims to an
Rorkland
GENE Al'TRY in
Colorful days live (
equable climate. The Oregonian of
‘In Old Monterey”
on! Vivid drama of ’
Portland cites the ripening ol rasp
READ ALL THE NEWS
the stormy love that
berries in December and says, "You
THEN READ ALL THE ADS
wrote the songs we
can't fool a raspberry. It might be
all grew up to!
remembered, however, these vines do
not line the ski trails of Mt. Hood."
IN TECHNICOLOR

q
'l
/I

H. G. WELLS
G

WW/SWlL
MAN
RETURNS

C

TWO THOUSAND SQUARE YARDS of
FELT BASE

Bay Your Casserole Xow

rimf 6’e/

aUtEE Steamer!

Mrs. Homemaker!

Here's about the most useful elec

trical appliance you can place in your kitchen.

It's so

handy for cooking beans, soups, escallops; bakes bis

cuits, cakes; fries foods equally as well.

Hundreds are in use in this community.

But to further

introduce it we are offering for a very limited time
only a FREE $1.50 Steamer which makes it doubly

useful.

1

FLOOR COVERING
39c
per square yard
9x12
CONGOLEUM
RUGS

DON

Ail Floor Coverings
have advanced in
price, so buy now
and take advantage
cf these MoneySaving Prices
ONE WEEK ONLY

CENT
POWB

ASHE
MPANY

at any af onr stares

IL

ran BRESSABT

CHICK CHANDLER
RUSSELL HICKS • GEOME RIED
HALL JOHNSON CHOIR
by Sidney Laaboid

Darryl F Zanuck la cu.«a «i Pi«>tw«M | ** «
A 20th Century Toa PsetaM

ROCKLAND, ME.

' ?

TODAY
ALLAN JONES in
“Till. GREAT
VMTOR HERBERT"

STUDLEY’S
283 MAIN ST.,

ANMEA

AMECHE • LEEDS • JOLSON

6x9
CONGOLEUM
RUGS

Regular SO. f."i Value

95c down
$1 monthly

Tbe S«oiy of Supnen C. Foster,
’hegirat AT.er.caoTroubadour!

$4.95

$2.85

*4

SWAKE

To Be Sold Out At

.1 Thrifty 9 IO Special

.»5

e

TEL. 1154
10*12

Strand
Shown

Mat. 2 (Ml. Ere. S JO. R 30
Continuous Saturday 2 0(1 to 10.30
Rnndav. Manne. J n’rlorli

•

e e

Carissimi. a famous composer, on
being pral.cd for the ease and grace
of his melodies, exclaimed. "Ah!
With what difficulty is this ease ac
quired.’
• • • •
Wisconsin, well known as a pro
gressive State, has outlawed the
bingo, known in the East us beano,
under the public nuisance statute.
e •

•

THEY ARE BACK IN TOWN AGAIN
Those intriguing little figures from
Gulliver’s Travels—

‘Gabby,"
“Twinkletoes”
"Snitch”
Prince David”

•

Noting with some confusion all
thc glamorous names for modern
perfumery, one wonders what has
become of the old fashioned kinds
made from flowers.
• • • •
Life Is ju t keep on keeping on
and happiness helps one keep on.
• • « •
j How true is this saying of old, "A
little group of wise hearts Is better
thun a wilderness of fools".
• • • •
A Methodist bishop has clearly
staled this fact. No church will
largely Influence the life of tomor, row that does not today ring clear
.its denunciation of social injustice
(and iniquity. Spiritual oneness is
what is needed in the churches of
; today.

and

“Princess Glory"
Made of Bcvique, an
American-made prod

uct, manufactured and
decorated entirely by

hand.

Tlie Colors are Lovely.

See them in our window this week and add one to
your pottery collection

SILSBY’S FLOWER SHOP
371 MAIN STREET

ROCKLAND, ME.

TEL, 318-W
U-12

Your Income Tax
Uncle Sam Tells You How
and When To Make
Out Your Returns
Tn oinc Tax In A Nutshell
Who? Every Jingle person < r married
person not living with hu band or
W..'r who had net Incom- cf *1 000 cr
m re or gre s inc me of $5,000 cr more
and generally hu’bar.d ai’cl wife liv
ing lo re her who had an aggregate net
1 ''■one cf t?.300 or more or au nggre
gate cross Income of $5 033 or mare
mu t tile le ums If In dcubt. obtain
f r-.i and p ln'-d Instructions from
rolle tor ef internal revenue
When? Tht fllu ; per od begins J.in
1 •'•■rt
d Much 15 1943
Where? C..1 e tor tl Interr il revenue
f r l ie tl. t
in which the perron i
Hvrs or h t hli pilnelpal place of ,
bu ne x
„s e»„ m ti|C".ns accompanying
Forms lMOA and 1049
,...a.
i cut per.ent normal tax on
ttamount cf net Income tn excess

of the p monal exemption credit for
d pautleats. esined-lncome credit, and
in’e.-c t oa cb'lgittons of the United
St it a and obllg tions of Instrumentallt'es of the Untied Sta.es
Su.tax cni
sur.a-i pet mccme In excess of $4 000

Income Tax Don’ts
Don’t prepare your return without
first ftudylni the instructions accomparylng the form
Don't procrastinate Early asembllng
of d»ta permits a careful consideration
of all tax problems
Don’t destroy the memoranda from
which your return was prepared
Don't fall to fill tn all items and
schedules required by the return
u,n t omit explanation when such
information Is essentia) o a complete
end t
This will ssve unnecessary ex
pen.se and annoyance to both you and
the Government
How

To Avoid Common Errors

The period for the filing of in
come tax returns covering the cal
endar year 1939 began "Jan. 1 and
ends at midnight of March 15. 1940.
To t*le early is of mutual benefit to
the Government and the taxpayer
Within this period are filed annually
millions ot individual income-tax
returns, a large proportion of which
report income subject to the tax
Tlie latter contain a considerable
percentage of errors, which If un
corrected by the audit would result
to the disaovan.aue of the taxpayer.
Manv an' errors of computation
easily discovered on the face of the
return, which usually is t ccompanied by a payment of more tuan the
amount of tax due In other returns
it is readily discernible that 'he tax
payer has failed to take advantage
of the personal exemptions, credit
allowed for dependents, or deduc
tions from gross income to which he
ls entitled
To avoid these and other errors
the Bureau of Internal Revenue
urges careful reading of the in
structions accompanying llie formfor filing the returns. Additional
information, if needed, may be ob
tained at the office of a collector ol
ir ternal revenue, deputy cullerto’
or an internal revenue agent in
charge. A taxpayer who applies
to a revenue office* for assistance
in preparing his return should take
wiiii him a ropy ol his prior yeai
return. Also as a further aid in thf
p'eprration of a correct .ncome-tax
leturr. for the \eai 1939. 'he Bureau
hes prepared a series of short newsf.sp - articles •* ww n this is the
fi. -I, advising the .••’’pried man.
wage earner, professional and busi
ness man—in fact, every class of in
dividual taxpayer—of the require
ments and privileges under the In
come-tax law as interpreted under
Hi lea test regulations, rulings and
decisions.
• e

Forms For

Every-Other-Day
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Making

fast; Gloria Lundell, Mildred Dur- ing several hundred miles io Cam group were David Connelly, man
kee. Ruth Prince. Lucie Dickens, den because of winter sport oppor ager of the new Rockland factory ;
Dr. Avery of Cheyenne. Wyoming,
and Nathalie Smith, Camden; Bea tunities at the Snow Bowl.
The Snow Bowl winter carnival trice Lane. Rockport; Shirley Stick- j
winner of .-peed skating events at
A new member of the Outing Club Lake Pla id.
to be held Feb. 16-17-18 promises to ney Evelyn Willis. Patricia Allen,
be one of the outstanding winter Martha Seavey, Norma Havener., thia week is C. E. Bicknell who visitQuite a splash: Milford Payson re
sports events of Maine s winter sea- Josephine Farrington, and Shirley j cd the club Saturday and expressed ports that the water is extremely
son. attracting pepole from all sec- ptrth Rockland; Virginia Moody, much interest in this community cold in Megunticook Lake at this
Mr. Ii- knell, who time of year. He was walking on
lions of New England for competi- Warren; Kathleen Anderson. Thom- development.
tion and recreation at Maine's com aston; and Norma McEdward. gives his permanent address as the ice Sunday and had Just re
plete winter sports area.
Union. The many organizations Rockland, is eonnected with F. I. marked to Rexford Daniels, who had
Three of Maine’s well known prep and clubs in the different communi duPont de Ne nouis. of Wilmington, come up to inspect his property
schools Higgins Classical. Hebron, ties are backing their favorite Del., traveling all over the north there, that it would be nice to |go
and Kents Hill Seminary have en daughters for Snow Bowl queen or eastern Unite1 Str.'.s as tlieir in for a swim, when suddenly he
tered the prep school meet to be one of the four ladies-in-waiting. trouble shorn’V ar, X-rav ma discovered that it wasn't. It seems
held Saturday. Feb. 17. The ski The contest closes Thursday, Feb chines.
that a hole had been cut for ice
Between 20 and 30 skating en fishing a little while before Milford
events will include a down hill race IS, at 12 noon.
on the fast Megunticook Ski Trail
Interest ln the Snow Bowl is in thusiasts lined up for the skating took hls stroll; a thin |fllm of ice
run. Jumping. Cross country, and creasing daily, with visitors from class Sunday afternoon at the Snow had formed on it over which the
Slalom at the Snow Bowl open slope. all parts of the country writing in Bowl, the Instruction for this class light snow had blown. Result: MilA trophy lor the State of Maine for information regarding the new being given by Robert Chcnevert. lord had the surprise Instead of
Championship will be awarded to special weekend outing sponsored president of the famous Watet ville the fish.
• • e •
the winning school and medals to py the Camden Outing Club, and tbe ^oti’ig Club, with James Went
worth and Pauline True of Hope as
A large group of newcomers to
the high scoring individuals.
coming winter carnival.
The inte'scholastic meet will ln- |
....
assistants. Mr Chenevert was so Camden, their friends and mem
Around 1.000 persons visited the interested in five fine spirit which bers of the Hospitality Committee
.hide two classes: Class B will inlutl“ all the High Schools in Knox. Snow Bowl Saturday and Sunday hes developed the Outing Club that of the local Chamber are expected
Lincoln, and Waldo counties, and to skate, toboggan and Just to watch he is generously giving his services at tea at the Lodge House at the
Class A will include all the schools the crowd of winter sport enthusi- this year to get tills skating class ’ Snow Bowl this afternoon at 4.
outside of this group, ln which Ban- 1 asts.
I off to a good start.
Some plan to bring skates, or skiis
Twenty members of the Rockland
Another supper is planned for; or to try the toboggans, others
gor High School has already applied
This is the sturdy Hex. Emerson Sadler of Rockland keeps her big engines ticking
lated stations
Carefully trained. War service, but the Armistice made for entlT- Thete will be events in Ski Gulls and their guests took to Fridny night at the Outing Club, simply to enjoy the hospitality of
No. 31
able men. sturdy, well found and necessary her transfer to the light- skUng’ skating, and snow shoeing the Megunticook Ski Trails last the menu offering a choice of meat the Lodge House, with its blazing
Lighthouses have always played a
Sunday, as there was not sufficient loaf, or baked haddock with egg fireplaces and friendly welcome
powered ships and such sterling ex- house service. She ls of 1180 gross ^or tx>lh classes, boys and girls,
vitally Important part in navigation,
ecutlves as Capt. Herman A. Ingalls tons. 172 feet long. 32 feet beam and i The °Pen events ln skiing will snow on the slope at the Snow Bowl sauce both main dishes being ac- ,rom committee members and other
sail or steam, and by the same token of the Hibiscus and Capt Osmond C. 17 feet deepShe is of 1040 horsestart Saturday afternoon. Feb. 17. following last week's rain. They re- companied by vegetables, coffee and guests. It is expected that around
the lighthouse tenders which make Faulkingham of the Ilex make this power with 24 men and six officers, with a Downhill race at the Megun port plenty of snow on the Megun- ; dessert. This will be served from 50 persons will attend this affair.
To the list of newcomers who
possible the existence of these es- present day service worthy of the attached to the South Portland base. ticook Trail. The Slalom. Jumping. tieook trails, consisting of six or 3-39 to 7 30. About 50 persons have
and Cross country will be held, for seven inches of base snow, with four j attended the last two Friday night attended the hospitality tea in No
entiai aids to navigation should hold splendid traditions of the past.
The record of Capt Ingalls of the this class, Sunday afternoon on the inches of dry powder on top. These suppers, sponsored by the House vember at Mrs. J Hugh Montgom
a place in "Steamboat Days." To. . • •
day arc presented the tenders Hi- Kay McDonald, who edits "Guardi Hibiscus who sailed in the tenders Snow Bowl open slope. Entries may trails ore now thoroughly broken Committee. Olive Weaver. Chair- ery's several later arrivals have been
blscus and Ilex which give admirable ans of Our Coast.” sends thts word Lilac, Geranium. Wisteria. Zizania, be made ln all classes to Richard down, and should be excellent for man. Dora Packard. Elizabeth added. One of the most recent
service today to the coast of Maine from her column:
Sunflower and finally Hibiscus, shows Bond. Sports Committee, Camden the rest of the wtnter, particularly Pitcher, Vaughn Lovely and Mrs newcomers to Camden ls Mrs. Wil
The first ships assigned to lightGreetings from Keepers
1 the interesting fact that lighthouse Outing Club.
If more snow falls. Due to their lo- Gene Rich. During the latter's ab liam Lobbley, of North Haven. Mr.
house service were built in the day From the neighboring column tenders are named for flowers.
i The afternoon schedules for the cation on the northeast slope of sence on a visit to New York. Mr and Mrs. Lobbley- have moved to 78
of sail, the "Clover” being the best Guardians of Our Coast" goes
• • • •
1 three days Include hockey games Megunticook. there usually Is snow and Mrs. Walter Rich are assist Pearl street for the winter.
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At The Snow Bowl

Tremendous public accept

ance of the 1940 Chevrolet
has brought in the finest stock

of used cars in all history.

The lighthouse tender Hibiseus has been long and favorably known along the roast of Maine

Returns

Forms for filing returns of in
come for 1939 have been sent to per
sons who filed returns last year.
Failure to receive a form, however,
does not relieve a taxpayer of his
obligation to file his return and
pay the tax on time—on or before
Mardi 15 if the return is made on
the calendar-year basts, as is the
case with most individuals.
Forms ma.v be obtained upon reouest. written or personal, from the
offi cus of collectors and from deputy
coll tors oi internal revenue in the
larger cities and towns. A person
whose net income for 1939 was de
rived from salary, wages, dividends.
Interest, and annuities and was not
in excess of $5,030 should make
his return on Form 1040A. A per
son whose net income was in excess
of $5X39 or. regardless of amount,
was derived from a business, pro
fession. rents, or sale of property, is
required to use Form 1040. Failure
to u e the proper forms presents dlffi' ultles to both the taxpayer and
tl'.e Bureau of Internal Revenue
There ore. it is emphasized that a
taxpayer who is liable for a return
and is engaged in a business or prolrssion is required to use Form 1040
The return must be filed with the
collector of internal revenue for the
district i:i which the taxpayer has
his legal residence or principal place
of business on or before midnight
o' March 15. 1940 The tax may be
paid in full at tlie time of filing the
return or in four equal installments,
due on or before March 15. June 15,
Sept. 15. and I>c. 15.
iTo be continued)

Mrs. Herrick Spoke

lection. and spoke on this subject
with brilliant understanding and
charm. Many of these bells had
been sent her from remote places
of the world.
"Her talk was filled with Interest
ing stories of her collecting in Europe
of these bells, and Mrs. Herrick
played tunes on the bells with gieat
charm, while Mrs. Albert C. Thomas
sang delightfully background music
for the talk.”
'Her friends in Rockland are
holding the thought that they may
some time have Mrs. Herrick give
this lecture in Rockland.

In a recent copy of a Fall River
newspaper was this notice which will
give to (Mrs E. C. Herrick's numer
ous friends in Rockland great prid"
and pleasure:
“The talk by Mrs. Everett C. Her
rick. wife of the president of the
What our lightkeepers and
Andover Newton Theolog.cal Bemicoastguardsmrn are doing to
narv. attracted many to the dinner
protect coastwiae shipping by
day and by night. The day's
and entertainment ln the parisn
news from many lonely out
house of the First Baptist Church
posts along Maine's waterfront.
The members of the Woman's Club,
under the chairmanship of a pa».
THE RHYTHM OF THE SEA
president were in charge. And Mrs.
[For The Courier-Gaaettc)
Herrick spoke under the auspices of Harassed by repeated burglaries.
The sea! The sea!
the Missionary Society. She brought Hans Strand of Rice Lake. Wis.,
The ever moving
Restless sea.
with
her 125 bells from her large col inserted an advertisement in the
Though winds be calm.
Her bosom s heaving.
paper urging burglars to declare
Ev er heaving
18 were Mr. and Mrs Robert Ster a moratorium on his grocery store.
Heaving, heaving.
Restless sea
ling Jr., when another birthday an
The sea! The sea!
niversary arrived. She entertained
The everlasting
Miss Elizabeth Sterling overnight
Living sea.
Though face be sttU,
Jan. 19.
Her bodys breathing.
Ever breathing.
Hl. everybody! Portland Head
Ceaseless deathless.
with the dues.
Living sea
John Harsen Rhoades
Government Machinist Neal Da
New York.
vis was here working on engines
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Monday and Tuesday.
Great Duck
Willard R. Hilt motored to Cam
Mrs Darrell Mann and daughter
June have returned to Spruce Head den Wednesday making calls in that Whal separates warm friends are nut
the miles between hot the stubborn
after enjoying the holidays with j town and Rockland
ness of words in a line, line after line
Mrs. Sterling had as guest sev — the coldness of words without
Mr. Mann at the station.
We thank the Maine Seacoast eral days this week her sister Mrs. voice. Close the awkward gap by talk
ing voice to voice, heart to heart. Your
mission for the nice gifts received. Charles Sterling of Torrington friend is as near as your telephone —
waiting. Out-of-town calls are very
We missed seeing the Flying San- Point. Peaks Island.
Arthur Harlow called on F. O. cheap, especially so evenings after 7
' ta this year. Hope you will havc
and all day Sunday.
Hilt Tuesday evening.
I bettrr luck next year. Capt. Bill.
Just small amounts
Mrs.
R.
T.
Sterling
was
guest
all
Bert Birlem of Southwest Harbor
take you great distances
was at the station recently with 20 way Wednesday of Mrs. Ingalls at
her home in South Portland, when
bags of corn for the sheep.
Other placet out of town are just as
reasonable to call as these. Ask Long
Stanwood King of Manset has re she entertained the Willing Work
Distance.
turned home after a visit with Lev- ers from Peaks Island.
BETWEEN ROCKLAND AND
Clyde Grant, daughter Patricia
erett Stanley at the station.
Night and
Bay
Sunday
Mayor Cuyde Tingley of Albu
James Freeman recently received and MLss N. H. Kinney called Mon
querque. N M , recently took occa a crate of oranges from Florida. day on the Hilt family.
.55
.30
Portland, Me.
Boston. Mass.
.95
.50
sion to criticize "a foci law'’ which
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Mrs. Sterling and Mrs. Hilt were
Manchester. N. II.
.85
.45
Spr.ngflead, Mass. 1.20
.05
came to his attention, and asked
Portland Head
: guests of Miss Marion Sterling and
how it came about He was thenn
Hang up the shovel, high or low. , Miss Elizabeth Sterling at the Wln3-minuU Jtitlonto-sUtton rates
reminded that It was passed and so far we haven't had to shovel I ter Garden Party in Eastland HoA small Federal Tax applies
where the charge is50t or over.
signed by him when he was governor snow.
i tel Friday evening and enjoyed an
In 1937
Mrs R T Rterlinc's ‘nests Jan I interesting program
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GUARDIANS
OF OUR COAST

FRIENDS?

1

Your Chevrolet dealer offers the
finest selection of used cart and

■

the beat values.

2

You can buy your used car from
your Chevrolet dealer with
confidence.

Your

Your Chevrolet dealer employe
the beat reconditioning methods.

CHEVROLET DEALER

Lowest pomible prices
menaurate with quality.

com-

Your Chevrolet dealer stands
firmly behind every used car he

IS NOW FEATURING THE

GREATEST USED CAR
AND TRUCK VALUES
OF THE YEAR!

Chevrolet Deelera ere Headquarters for

USID nUCK Velvet I

Look for your Chevrolet

dealer’s used car listings in the
classified pages of this paper!

SEA VIEW GARAGE, INC.
689 MAIN ST.
Peaslee & Rom, Vinalhaven

ROCKLAND

Barker’s Garage, Union

TEL. 1250
Carroll’s Garage, Thomaston

